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A b stra c t

The objective of this thesis is to develop a method tha t measures the perfor

mance of competitors in an orienteering course. The measures proposed will 

allow the comparison of the orienteer’s performance with other competitors 

running the same course, and with his/her performance in different courses.

This thesis presents two main contributions, the first one refers to an orienteer’s 

performance measure, and the second one relates to the lower rank approx

imation theory developed for this research. In the orienteering context, we 

developed a method that calculates a fitness measure and a navigational mea

sure for each orienteer running a course. This differentiation between physical 

and navigational skills is an original approach to the orienteering performance 

analysis, and it allows a clear identification of areas tha t need improvement 

to achieve better times in an event. Based on the performance measures of 

orienteers participating in 100 events that took place in the UK between Jan

uary 2013 and May 2014, we construct a course technical difficulty measure for 

green, blue and brown courses. This course difficulty allows the identification 

of easy and hard courses.

On the statistical theory context, this thesis presents a robust and asymmet

ric lower rank approximation algorithm to reduce matrices with asymmetric 

outliers into two vectors. This algorithm was based on the robust lower rank 

approximation algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008). This thesis 

presents two original modifications to this algorithm, which produces better 

estimates when the data has asymmetric outliers. Those modifications are 

the definition of an asymmetric objective function, and the use of a robust



scale parameter that is updated at each iteration. The proposed modification 

to the scale parameter caused that the estimates do not depend anymore on 

initial values and the value reached by the loss function is most of the time 

better than the point reached without the modification. We also show that 

this methodology can be applied in contexts other than orienteering.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

Orienteering is an outdoor sport where participants are given a specially prepared 

orienteering map. The selected course is marked in the m ap w ith circles and num

bers. The circles mark the location of the check points and the numbers the order 

in which they have to  be covered. Using only this map and a compass the  orien

teers have to complete the designated course, choosing the fastest possible route and 

passing through all the check points. These courses are intended to  test the physical 

and navigational abilities of the competitors.

The objective of this thesis is to  develop a m ethod th a t measures the performance 

of competitors in an orienteering course. The measures proposed will allow the 

comparison of an orienteer’s performance with other com petitors running the  same 

course, and with his/her performance in different courses.

This thesis starts with a description of orienteering and a review of previous re

search on orienteer’s performance in Chapter 2. From th a t review we highlight the 

need for a performance measure th a t considers both  the navigational and fitness 

skills. This research is based on published data  for orienteering events, which are

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

available online. These data correspond to the times given between check points for 

each orienteer on each course. Using the times from a particular event we study the 

characteristics of the orienteering data. This analysis will show that by the nature 

of the sport, orienteering data sets are skewed and have asymmetricly distributed 

outliers. Those outliers correspond to longer than usual times between check points, 

and usually these longer times are related to points along the course where the ori

enteers got lost. This means that those outliers might be informative about the 

orienteers’ navigational skills, so we are interested in obtaining as much information 

as possible from the outliers at the same time of analysing the rest of the data. 

Considering these properties of the data, at the end of Chapter 2 we present a sum

mary of the basic statistical knowledge on robust statistics and multivariate analysis.

The main theoretical proposal in this thesis is the use of a robust and asymmetric 

lower rank approximation algorithm to decompose the times done in a course by all 

the competitors into two vectors. One vector is associated with an orienteer’s speed 

along the course and the other related to the distances between check points.

In Chapter 3 we present our algorithm which is based on three modifications of a 

robust lower rank approximation algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008). 

These modifications are: first a different setting for the initial values; second the 

use of another robust estimator for the scale parameter that will be updated at 

each iteration; and third a stopping rule for the algorithm that only depends on the 

number of iterations. Also to improve the algorithm’s performance for data with 

asymmetric outliers, we define an asymmetric function to be used as the loss func

tion in the algorithm.
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An analysis of our proposed algorithm is presented in C hapter 4. Through simu

lated data  sets we analyse the performance of the proposed asymmetric objective 

function compared w ith other symmetric functions th a t are presented in C hapter 3. 

We also study the advantages of the modifications done to  the algorithm proposed 

by M aronna and Yohai (2008), discuss the convergence of the algorithm  to  minimal 

values of the loss function, and analyse how sensitive the modified algorithm is to  

da ta  sets th a t do not have clear asymmetric outliers.

As mentioned before, orienteering courses are intended to  test bo th  the physical and 

navigational abilities of orienteers. So based on the two vectors obtained from the 

robust and asymmetric lower rank approximation algorithm and on the residuals 

observed when modelling the data  by these two vectors, in C hapter 5 we construct 

two fitness and three navigational measures.

To measure an orienteer’s fitness level we use the average speed and the ranked 

average speed measures. The average speed measures how fast the orienteer was 

able to  complete the course. On some courses it is inherently much easier to  run 

faster compared w ith other courses, which means th a t the  proposed speed measure 

is course dependent. So the average speed measure is a pseudo speed (in the  sense 

th a t it does not only compare distance and time), because it also includes charac

teristics of the course. The dependency of the average speed measure on the course, 

makes the average speeds of an orienteer in two different courses not comparable. 

The ranked average speed is a modification of the average speed, we base the ranking 

on the fastest orienteers in th a t course. This ranked average speed measure allows 

the comparison of an orienteer’s fitness across different courses.
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An orienteer’s navigational measures are based on the analysis of speed consistency, 

proportion of legs with mistakes and time lost in those mistakes. The three navi

gational measures together provide a clear view of an orienteer’s navigational skills. 

The combined analysis of the two fitness and three navigational measures gives a 

more complete approach to the complex problem of modelling an orienteer’s perfor

mance.

After analysing the performance for each orienteer, we go to the next level and study 

the courses. In Chapter 6 we focus on certain type of courses, known in orienteering 

as colour coded courses, that is courses which are labelled by colour. By definition 

the courses designed with the same colour should have a similar difficulty level. Our 

interest is to analyse the consistency of the difficulty level across same colour courses. 

To do that we compare green, blue and brown courses from different events in the 

UK. We analyse the times in each event, followed by studying the courses’ technical 

difficulty based on the performance measures developed in Chapter 5. The chapter 

finishes with the proposal of a methodology to measure the technical difficulty of 

the courses based on the empirical distribution of 100 events that took place in the 

UK in 2013 and 2014.

In Chapter 7 we discuss how the methodology proposed in Chapter 3 can be ap

plied to a problem that is not related to orienteering. We present the generalized 

characteristics of the orienteering problem, in particular focusing on the matrix that 

is being decomposed by the robust and asymmetric lower rank approximation algo

rithm. The analysis of how the data has to be in order for the method to be used, 

allows us to find other applications for the method. In particular we use the algo

rithm to study expenditure in Mexican households. With data from a 2010 Mexican
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national survey we show th a t the method can be applied in this case to  estim ate 

the distribution of the households’ expenditure, estim ate missing values and detect 

possible outliers in the data. Results of applying the algorithm and the comparison 

of those results w ith published results are also presented in this chapter.

The contributions in this thesis are divided in two, the first refers to  the orienteering 

application of the project, and the second relates to  the statistical theory developed 

in the process of this research. In the orienteering application we have constructed 

two fitness and three navigational measures th a t together define an orienteer’s per

formance in a course. Also we propose a m ethod to  measure the difficulty of courses 

based on the times registered after the events have occurred. On the statistical side 

we define an asymmetric objective function th a t produces better estim ates if it is 

used in the robust lower rank approximation algorithm proposed by M aronna and 

Yohai (2008) when the d a ta  has asymmetric outliers. We also propose modifications 

of the initial values and scale param eter estim ator of this algorithm  leading to  an 

improvement in the estimates when the lower rank approximating matrices are two 

vectors.



C hapter 2

Background and literature rev iew

This chapter presents in Section 2.1 a description of orienteering and a review of 

previous research on orienteer performance. We will highlight the need for a perfor

mance measure th a t considers both  the navigational and fitness skills. In Section 2.2 

we will study the characteristics of orienteering da ta  using the times from a particu

lar event. This analysis will show th a t by the nature of the sport, orienteering data  

sets are skewed and have asymmetrically distributed outliers. Section 2.3 presents 

a summary of the basic statistical knowledge on robust statistics and m ultivariate 

analysis. This summary will a ttem pt to  cover the statistical background for more 

specific statistical method described in the following chapters.

2.1 O rienteering

Orienteering is a family of outdoor sports th a t involves racing against a clock and 

navigating on unfamiliar terrain through a number of points shown in a map. Among 

these sports, the oldest and the most popular is foot orienteering. Participants 

(called orienteers or runners) are given a topographical map, usually a specially pre

pared orienteering map. The objective is to  complete a designated course, choosing 

the fastest possible route and passing through a number of check points in a prede-

7



8 Chapter 2. Background and literature review

termined order. The winner is the competitor completing the course in the shortest 

time.

The course design depends on the location of the event and the anticipated levels of 

skills and experience of the participants. The course is intended to test the naviga

tion skill, concentration, and running ability of the competitors. The International 

Orienteering Federation (IOF) has set the competition rules for foot orienteering 

events. This rules give course planning guidelines for different competitions formats 

(sprint, middle distance, long distance, relay and sprint relay). Those guidelines 

specify the technical and physical difficulty level, the terrain and the winning time 

for each competition format. Based on the IOF rules in the UK the middle and long 

distance courses are mainly graded either by age and gender or by a colour code. 

In both cases guidelines for course design such as length and technical difficulty are 

given by the British Orienteering Federation (BOF).

We are interested in measuring the performance of competitors in an orienteering 

event. As the courses are intended to test the physical and navigational abilities, 

we suggest this measure should consider both the fitness and the navigational per

formance. An analysis of an orienteer’s performance should be useful for detecting 

areas for improvement and offer a fair comparison between the performances of the 

orienteers on the course. Through the literature review carried out for this thesis, 

different studies about an orienteer’s performance focusing in either the navigational 

or the physical skills were found. In the following paragraphs those previous research 

papers on orienteering performance will be discussed.
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Scarf (2007) in his analysis of mountain m arathons suggests there are three aspects 

to  competing in an orienteering event: deciding which way to  go, finding the check 

point on approach, and moving quickly through the terrain  encountered on the route. 

The first two are part of the navigation skills where the route choice (deciding which 

way to  go) involves identifying the potential routes and choosing the  fastest among 

them. The th ird  aspect depends on the running speed or fitness of the orienteer. 

Scarf (2007) also mentions th a t Naism ith’s rule is used by orienteers to  choose the 

fastest route. This rule, usually used by walkers and runners, estimates how long 

it will take to complete a route which includes ascents. The basic walking rule 

suggest allowing 1 hour for every 5 kilometres, plus 1 hour for every 600 metres of 

ascent (Naismith, 1892).

There have been several studies about the relationship between the tim e for com

pleting the course and the body physiological response (e.g. heart rate, oxygen 

uptake) of the orienteers during an orienteering event (Bird et al., 1993; Gjerset 

et al., 1997; Jensen et al., 1994, 1999; Johansson et al., 1988; Larsson et al., 2002; 

Moser et al., 1995; Peck, 1990). The analysis of performance during orienteering 

has been difficult to perform, since orienteers do not run the same route between 

check points (Larsson et al., 2002). To overcome this difficulty, Moser et al. (1995) 

and Gjerset et al. (1997) measured physiological variables on the orienteers as they 

passed through different check points of an orienteering event, and during a cross

country tim e-trial on a route previously run in an orienteering competition.

Johansson et al. (1988) suggest th a t running on a varied cross-country terrain , as 

occurs in orienteering, imposes a greater muscular load on the legs in comparison 

with other running events. Gjerset et al. (1997); Jensen et al. (1994, 1999); Larsson
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et al. (2002); Moser et al. (1995) found a correlation between the time to complete 

an orienteering course and the maximal oxygen uptake. Larsson et al. (2002) also 

mention a negative association between mean relative heart rate and the amount of 

additional time spent on the course due to navigational mistakes, probably caused 

by the orienteers slowing down or even stopping to orientate themselves. These 

studies suggest that the physiological needs of orienteers are different to other run

ning sports.

Larsson et al. (2002) suggest that besides endurance, the cognitive element in orien

teering is another difference with other running events. The mental task of finding 

the best route between check points and avoiding mistakes is very important for 

being a successful orienteer. The works of Seiler (1996) and Ottosson (1996) focus 

on the cognitive demands during a competition, summarized under the following 

points:

• the selection of relevant map information for route choice

• the comparison between map and terrain in map reading

• the comparison between terrain and map in relocation

• the quick awareness of mistakes

These mental tasks are the navigational skill factor, but neither of these studies 

mention the effect of this cognitive process on an orienteer’s performance.

Bird et al. (2001) analysed the changes in orienteering speeds related to differences 

between sexes and ages. Their analysis is based on the times taken by the three 

fastest men and three fastest women in each 5-year age groups in two national events 

(British Orienteering Championship and Jan Kelstrom trophy) in 1997 and 1999.
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Their results show th a t women are 32% slower than  men in orienteering terrain, but 

only 21% slower during cross-country races and 20% slower in laboratory tests. They 

also conclude th a t there is no difference in the speeds for orienteers aged between 

21 and 40 year old, however between the ages 45 and 65 years old the orienteering 

speed of both  men and women appears to  linearly decline.

All the mentioned works analyse separately the importance of considering the fit

ness, navigation skills, age, gender and terrain factors when studying orienteering 

but they do not mention the effect on the com petitor’s performance of any combi

nation between these factors.

Kolb et al. (1987) does feature such a combined approach. They developed a m ath

ematical model for orienteering performance based on the results obtained by the 

Austrian elite-orienteers on a set of different tests designed to  study certain abilities 

during their training. The model they proposed assumes th a t an orienteer’s per

formance in an event depends on three factors (running ability, orienteering ability 

and running technique). They concluded th a t basic running ability and orienteering 

ability were the two main factors influencing orienteering performance, bo th  of them  

contributing 46% to  orienteering performance. The specific running technique in the 

terrain only contributed 8% to orienteering performance.

The research in this thesis intends to  develop a model th a t measures the perfor

mance of the competitors in an orienteering event, after the event has taken place. 

This is in contrast to  the model developed by Kolb et al. (1987). They used the 

results on different tests to  predict expected performance (how the  orienteer will 

do), our proposed model will use the resulting times after the event to  analyse the
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actual performance (how the orienteer did).

The factors that might influence an orienteer’s performance can be grouped into two 

different types. The first type are orienteer factors. This group includes everything 

related to orienteer such as age, gender, fitness and navigation skills. The second 

type are course factors. This group includes environmental characteristics like ter

rain, season and weather; but also includes elements from the course design such as 

number of check points, length and metres of climb.

It is important to mention the existence of interaction between the factors. For 

example, the importance of navigation skills on performance depends on the ter

rain. Also the navigational skills might be more important on some course types 

compared to others. Another relevant fact to bear in mind is that from all the pro

posed factors the only ones that can be modified by the orienteer to obtain a better 

performance are fitness and navigation skills. This suggests that the analysis of 

orienteers’ performance should be in terms of fitness and navigational performance. 

The objective of this research is to develop a method that measures the fitness and 

navigational performance based on the times that each orienteer took to go from 

one check point to the next one around the course.

2.2 A naly sis  o f th e  d a ta  availab le

After each event, the times of all the competitors on the different courses are usu

ally published. The club organizing the event publishes the times either on their 

own web page or on external pages such as WinSplits Online. (h ttp :/ /o b a se n . 

o r ie n te r in g . s e /w in sp lits /o n lin e /e n /d e fa u lt . asp)

http://obasen
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The results are arranged as a m atrix where each row represents an orienteer and 

the columns are the check points. So each m atrix  element is the tim e an orienteer 

takes to  go from one check point to the next one. In orienteering terminology the 

stretch between two check points is called leg. The to ta l length of the course is also 

known. This length corresponds to  the shortest route a com petitor could possibly 

take, independently of whether or not the orienteer follows th a t route. The techni

cal difficulty of the course dictates generally how hard the navigation will be. The 

course technical difficulty in the published results is only identifiable by the relation 

between the course name and the BOF technical difficulty guidelines.

The course difficulty level, combined with the fitness and navigational ability of 

each orienteer, will have a direct impact in the time to complete the course, and in 

particular each leg. This time can be separated in two, on the one hand the tim e 

needed to go from one check point to  the next one w ithout getting lost, and on 

the other hand the time spent in any navigational mistake com m itted on th a t leg. 

Slower orienteers will have longer times in all the legs in comparison w ith the rest 

of the runners. But if an orienteer got lost in a leg the overall tim e to  complete the 

leg will be longer in comparison to  what was expected based on the times in the 

other legs, and this can occur to any orienteer in any leg. This means th a t the times 

recorded have a number of larger times distributed throughout all the m atrix. If the 

larger time appears in one or few legs, it is sensible to  assume th a t these times are 

related to  orienteers getting lost in particular legs.

It is im portant to  mention that:

•  Sometimes orienteers do not complete the entire course.

•  In some cases the technology used to  record the times a t a check point fails.

This could occur for only one orienteer, a group or all the orienteers.
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In both cases the data registered is either zero or blank. Because orienteers cannot 

take a zero amount of time to move from one check point to the next one, the zero 

is not a valid value in this context. So any zero or blank in the data can be treated 

as a missing value. These cases make the matrix of times incomplete. However the 

method that will be developed to measure an orienteer’s performance allows a cer

tain level of missing data. So we will include the times from orienteers from whom 

full data is not available.

To do a first analysis on the nature of data in an orienteering event we use the 

times published for a long course (Course 27) on the first day of the Scottish 6-day 

competition in 2013. This course had 14 legs, 143 participants and two of the ori

enteers had missing data on two legs. The next table shows the times for six of the 

orienteers. The names have been changed.

leg 1 leg 2 leg 3 leg 4 leg 5 leg 6 leg 7 leg 8 leg 9 leg 10 leg 11 leg 12 leg 13 leg 14
S-l 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-F

M ary 1.18 0.78 1.80 1.67 2.78 1.20 2.65 2.38 11.33 1.00 3.38 3.72 1.07 0.43
Jackie 1.12 0.95 1.58 1.85 2.67 1.47 3.52 2.85 10.20 0.92 3.67 4.30 1.17 0.43
Sarah 1.50 1.27 2.05 4.90 3.72 1.45 3.63 3.88 12.63 1.35 5.32 20.18 1.57 0.52
Jane 2.82 5.83 1.82 2.52 3.27 1.88 6.33 2.78 11.00 2.67 5.43 25.48 1.70 0.47
A lice 4.22 4.00 4.32 5.88 4.17 3.37 8.82 5.62 27.18 5.03 8.93 7.77 2.05 0.50
Sam 3.32 2.78 4.98 5.58 14.07 3.42 9.00 5.22 28.05 7.62 12.87 18.72 2.17 0.58

Table 2.1: Example of the matrix of times for an orienteering course.

Here we see the time each orienteer takes to complete each leg, the scale is minutes 

on a decimal base, so Alice completed the second leg in exactly 4 minutes while 

Jackie did it in 57 seconds.

The next table presents the descriptive statistics of the times from the same course. 

The robust dispersion estimator is S n , which was proposed by Rousseeuw and Croux 

(1993) as an alternative to the median absolute deviation that will be described in 

Section 2.3.1.
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leg m ean m edian m axim um m inim um stand ard
d ev ia tion

robust
d ispersion

leg 1 2.41 2.10 7.43 1.12 1.08 0.66
leg 2 1.87 1.52 11.95 0.78 1.42 0.48
leg 3 2.52 2.30 5.90 1.58 0.83 0.50
leg 4 3.66 3.08 10.57 1.67 1.76 0.97
leg 5 3.95 3.58 14.23 2.47 1.59 0.68
leg 6 2.09 1.92 6.63 1.20 0.70 0.46
leg 7 4.91 4.63 12.70 2.65 1.58 1.24
leg 8 3.81 3.62 8.63 2.38 0.93 0.73
leg 9 14.50 12.92 44.25 8.20 5.64 3.18

leg 10 2.60 1.97 17.20 0.92 2.01 0.82
leg 11 5.81 5.28 17.40 3.38 2.11 1.37
leg 12 8.52 7.40 25.48 3.72 3.84 2.62
leg 13 1.63 1.58 3.15 1.07 0.38 0.34
leg 14 0.48 0.47 1.10 0.32 0.10 0.07

Table 2.2: Descriptive statistics by leg.

Table 2.2 shows th a t the ninth leg was the one where orienteers spent most tim e on 

average completing, while the last leg, from the th irteenth  control to  the end of the 

course, was completed in the shortest mean time. The last leg also has the smallest 

dispersion which means th a t most of the competitors took a tim e very close to  0.48 

minutes. The last leg is usually a short distance and there is no need to  use any 

navigation technique. This is because the rules mention th a t the finish line must 

be clear to  all competitors approaching it. So the small dispersion on the last leg 

is likely to be caused by the fact th a t navigational mistakes do not usually occur 

between the last check point and the finish.

It is im portant to  mention the presence of asymm etry in the distribution of leg times. 

This is observed by noting th a t the difference between the m ean and the  minimum 

is smaller than  the distance between the mean and the maximum. T h a t asym m etry 

might be expected because the data  are times and cannot have negative values, and 

can have very large positive values. In leg 3 and leg 10 we can see th a t legs with 

similar mean times have very different maximum times. The mean tim es for these
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legs are 2.52 and 2.60 minutes respectively. However the maximum tim e of the th ird 

leg is 5.90 minutes compared with 17.20 minutes on the tenth leg. These suggest 

presence of a t least one larger than  usual tim e on leg 10. The large maximum times 

on other legs such as 44.25 minutes on leg 9 or 14.23 minutes on the fifth leg also 

suggest outliers in the data.

&c o

3rd leg 9th leg

11th leg

i i 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- i------- 1------- 1------- 1------- r~
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2

13th leg

Figure 2.1: Histograms of the times on the third, ninth, eleventh and th irteenth legs

The histograms in Figure 2.1 show different examples of the distributions of the 

times per leg. We see th a t the distributions are positively skewed as we expected. 

This is because the data  correspond to  the times of all the orienteers to  complete
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a distance between two check points, and th a t da ta  includes the times of orienteers 

th a t might have got lost in the th a t leg. This is the typical behaviour for leg times. 

The m ajority of the competitors completed leg 3 in a tim e between 1.5 and 3 min

utes with 8 observations with values greater than  4 minutes. The ninth leg was 

completed by the m ajority of the orienteers in a time between 9 and 20 minutes 

with 4 larger times (greater than  30 minutes). The histogram for the eleventh leg 

shows the presence of outliers w ith some orienteers completing the leg in times over 

10 minutes, which is almost twice the mean tim e for th a t leg. For the  th irteen th  leg 

all the competitors completed the leg in a tim e between 1.07 and 3.15 minutes, bu t 

the histogram shows a positively skewed distribution w ith 5 observations greater 

than  2.40 minutes. Also it can be seen th a t this leg in comparison w ith the other 

three shown in the figure has a smaller dispersion.

Figure 2.2 presents the relationship between the measure of central tendency and 

the measure of dispersion, based on the data  for each leg. Figure 2.2a presents the 

plot of the mean and the standard deviation of the leg times. In Figure 2.2b the 

relationship between the robust statistics (median vs robust dispersion) is plotted.
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Figure 2.2: Scatter plots of the descriptive statistics of times per leg.

Both Figures 2.2a and 2.2b show a positive linear relationship between the measures
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of central tendency and the measures of dispersion. The relationship is stronger with 

the robust statistics as expected due to the presence of outliers in the data set. We 

conclude that for this set of orienteering data we observe a strong positive linear 

correlation between the median and the robust dispersion.

From this exploratory analysis and a general knowledge of orienteering, the follow

ing observations can be generalized to any course, and will help to have a better 

understanding of the orienteering data.

1. The leg lengths are different within one course and between courses. It also 

happens that in the same type of course the numbers of legs may be different.

2. The courses are not long enough to cause a decreasing effect on the orienteers’ 

fitness. We assume that the orienteers’ ability to run at a given speed any leg 

is the same independently of the order of the legs. However some orienteers 

might be much slower than the others.

3. Usually long distances are more demanding navigationally. An orienteer with 

good navigation skills will cover longer distances in less time than a competitor 

with worse navigation skills who needs to stop, set the map and find their way 

to the next point more frequently. This suggest that depending on the navi

gational skills of the orienteers running the course, longer legs might present 

more dispersion on the times to complete them.

4. The leg times do not have a symmetric distribution and some unusually large 

values are present. These large values could be caused by three reasons, first 

by orienteers who run slower than the majority of the competitors on the 

course, second particularly long legs and third by orienteers that got lost on 

that particular leg hence spending more time to complete the leg.
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The histograms in Figure 2.1 and the statistics on Table 2.2 show the heterogeneity 

between the legs in one course. It was also shown th a t the orienteering da ta  has 

outliers. The outliers are related to  the navigational mistakes so they have a direct 

effect on the performance measure. So it is very im portant to  analyse the out

liers separately and assuming an asymmetric distribution is a sensible start. These 

characteristics of the data  have to  be considered in the statistical approach used to 

develop the performance measures.

2.3 S tatistica l background

As mentioned in the previous section the orienteering times have the characteristic 

of being data  with a particular tendency to  include outliers w ith noticeably high 

values. This suggests th a t the times per leg or per orienteer will not have symmetric 

distributions. As our interest is to  analyse the performance of the orienteers through 

their times, we want to  obtain as much information as possible from both  the non 

outliers and the outliers in the data.

An outlier is a data  point th a t deviates from usual assumptions an d /o r from the 

pattern  suggested by the m ajority of the data. Outliers are more likely to  occur in 

m ultivariate datasets. Because of the interaction between the variables it is often 

difficult to  detect the outliers in multivariate da ta  by simple visual inspection. Also 

when the data  contains outliers, m ultivariate estimates differ substantially from the 

estimates th a t would be obtained without the outliers. However a robust fit makes 

the identification of the outliers possible (Hubert et al., 2008). For these reasons we 

propose the use of a robust statistical approach.
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In this section we will describe the approaches studied in order to detect those ori

enteers for whom low fitness and/or navigational skills affected their performance. 

The methods proposed will be based on the idea that times related to low fitness 

and/or navigational skills will be different to the rest, so they can be seen as outliers. 

The section is divided in three parts, the first one gives the general basis of robust 

statistics, while the second and third present two approaches for the detection of 

outliers with their corresponding robust modification.

2.3 .1  R o b u st s ta tis tic s  for u n ivariate d ata

There exist robust parameter estimators that provide a good fit to the majority of 

the data when the data contain outliers, as well as when the data are free of them. 

A direct benefit of good fit to the majority of the data is the reliable detection of 

outliers, particularly in the case of multivariate data (Maronna et al., 2006).

The sample mean x = \  x'* Jus  ̂ arithmetic average of the data. If any

data value X{ varies from — oo to +oo, the sample mean will change from — oc to 

+oo as well. This contrasts with the sample median, which is not much affected by 

the variation of any data value Xi (Maronna et al., 2006). We say that the median 

is resistant to gross errors whereas the mean is not. In fact the median is the most 

widely known robust estimator of the location parameter (Rousseeuw and Croux, 

1993).

The situation for the scale parameter a is similar. The classical estimator is the 

standard deviation (SD) and a single outlier can make SD arbitrarily large. A 

robust measure of scale is the median absolute deviation about the median (MAD),
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defined as: for x i , x n a batch of numbers w ith median equal to med(x)

M A D ( x )  =  med\xi  — med(x)\ (2 .1)

To make the MAD comparable to  the SD, the following modification is done:

where the constant b is needed to make the estim ator consistent for the param eter 

of interest. In case of the usual param eter <j from a normal distribution b =  1.4826.

Rousseeuw and Croux (1993) mention th a t the MAD has the best possible break

down point (50%). This means th a t this estim ator will tolerate up to  50% gross 

errors before it can be arbitrarily large.

The extreme robustness of the sample median and the MAD make them  ideal for 

screening data  for outliers by computing for each observation Xi the statistic:

Using this statistic, Rousseeuw and Croux (1993) defined an outlier as an observa-

The MAD takes a symmetric view on dispersion, attaching equal im portance to  pos

itive and negative deviations from the median. In other words the MAD finds the 

symmetric interval around the median and for this reason the use of this statistic  

seems natural in symmetric distributions bu t not in asymmetric ones (Rousseeuw

M A D N ( x )  =  bmed\xi  — med(x)\ (2 .2)

M A D
(2.3)

tion Xi for which OUT(xi)  exceeds a certain cut-off (for example a cut-off of 2.5 or 3).
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and Croux, 1993).

An alternative to the MAD suggested by Rousseeuw and Croux (1993) is the Sn 

statistic, defined as:

Sn = cmedi{medj^i\xi — Xj\} (2-4)

In other words, for each i we compute the median of {|Xi — Xj |; j  = 1, ...,n}. This 

yields n numbers, the median of which gives our final estimate Sn. The constant 

c is introduced for consistency similar to the b in the MADN(x)  equation, and its 

default value is c =  1.1926.

The Sn  estimator differs from the MAD in the fact that it does not need any lo

cation estimate of the data. Instead of measuring how far away the observations 

are from a central value, Sn  looks at a typical distance between observations, which 

make it not slanted towards symmetric distributions and more efficient (Rousseeuw 

and Croux, 1993).

2 .3 .2  M u ltivaria te  analysis

When more than one variable is observed for each individual, the end product of 

the data collection is a multivariate data set. Suppose Cj denotes the observation 

corresponding to the j th variable as measured on the zth individual. The data are 

exhibited most simply as a data matrix, whose rows refer to the individuals in the 

sample and whose columns refer to the variables measured, denoted symbolically as 

follows: (Krzanowski, 1998).
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M ultivariate analysis deals with situations in which several variables are measured

simultaneously on each experimental unit, each being considered equally impor

tan t a t the s tart of the analysis. In most cases of interest it is known or assumed 

th a t some form of relationship exists among the variables, and hence th a t consid

ering each of them  separately would entail a loss of information (M aronna et al., 

2006). Krzanowski (1998) states th a t the existence of the correlations between vari

ables is central to  multivariate analysis.

In the multivariate approach an outlier will refer to an observations of the zth indi

vidual in all the p-variables. This means th a t an outlier will be the row of the m atrix  

T  th a t are significantly different to  the other rows of the m atrix, called “atypical 

rows” . The importance of the outliers in this approach is th a t their presences may 

alter the sample mean and /or covariances affecting the affine equivariance property 

assumed in some m ultivariate methods (M aronna et al., 2006).

Hubert et al. (2008) mention th a t because the usual m ultivariate analysis techniques 

(e.g., principal components, discriminant analysis and m ultivariate regression) are 

based on empirical means, covariance or correlation matrices, and least squares 

fitting, then they can be strongly affected by even a few outliers. They also comment 

on the possibility of the outliers affecting the estim ated model so much “in their 

direction” th a t they will be well-fitted by it.
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Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren (1990) comment on the classical method to detect out

liers in the m ultivariate case. This m ethod consists of computing the Mahalanobis 

distance for each point t* =  (i^i, t^2 , . . . ,  t^m)

M D i  =  V (ti  -  2 (T ) )C (T ) -1( t i -  Z ( T ) Y  (2.5)

where, Z ( T ) is the arithm etic mean by column of the data  set T  as shown in the 

following equation:

- n 1 n 1 n
z( t )  = ( -  v a i ,  -  £ > , 2i ....- y g  (2.6)

i —1 i —1 i = 1

and C (T ) is the usual sample covariance matrix.

The distance M D i  would give information about how far the vector t* is from the 

centre of the cloud, taking into account the shape of the cloud as well. The cloud 

is formed by n  vectors of the m atrix T , considering each vector as a point in a m-  

dimensional space. They stated th a t this approach suffers from the masking effect, 

by which multiple outliers do not necessarily have a large M D i .  The masking is 

caused by the fact th a t Z ( T ) and C (T ) are not robust estimators, meaning th a t 

a small cluster of outliers will a ttrac t Z ( T) and will inflate C (T ) in its direction. 

Therefore, Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren (1990) suggest th a t the natural solution 

is to  replace Z ( T ) and C(T ) in (2.5) by robust estimators.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a widely used technique for dimensionality 

reduction. PCA reduces the number of variables to a small number of components 

th a t are linear combinations of the original variables. PCA uses the Euclidean 

distance to  establish how far is one observation from the others. Because the Ma-
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halanobis distance considers the covariance m atrix in the calculations and the Eu

clidean distance does not, then the concept of outlier is different in the Mahalanobis 

distance and PCA methods (M aronna et al., 2006).

Like the Mahalanobis distance, an alternative approach in PCA is to  replace the 

location and dispersion param eters by robust estimates. One option is to  use M- 

estimates, however these estimates seem to  depend on the shape of the dispersion 

estimate. Another procedure proposed in 1985 was to replace the variance used for 

the selection of the components by a robust scale estim ator, this approach found 

serious com putational problems (M aronna et al., 2006). Different robust approaches 

to  PCA have been developed with their own advantages and disadvantages th a t have 

to be taken into account for each particular type of data.

It has been mentioned th a t the m ultivariate approach will identify “atypical rows” 

in the matrix. A disadvantage of this is th a t if the analysis is done for each column 

separately, it is possible th a t no outlier is detected, even though the row is defined 

as outlier. This means th a t this approach is unable to detect if one element of the 

m atrix is significantly different to  the other elements in the row and /o r the column. 

This type of atypical elements are called element-wise outliers. In Section 2.2 it was 

mentioned th a t the orienteering data  might present element-wise outliers (when the 

orienteer gets lost in a particular leg) and row-wise outliers or “atypical rows” (when 

very slow orienteers participate in the course). For those reasons any m ethod used 

for the orienteering data  should be able to  detect element-wise and row-wise outliers.
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2 .3 .3  B ilin ear m odels

The reduction of high-dimensional data matrices into low-dimensional representa

tions is a widely used multivariate data-analysis tool (Cohn et al., 2008). The 

main idea of dimensional reduction is to approximate a matrix T  of order n x m, 

by another matrix Y  also with dimensions n x m  matrix but with rank p where 

p < min(n, m). Fitting this matrix of rank p is equivalent to fitting a product ma

trix AB^ where the dimensions of A  and B are n x p and m  x p respectively. For 

orienteering data the use of p =  1 is a natural approach, where A  is the orienteers’ 

speed vector and B is the leg lengths vector.

Let the matrix T  be a set of data of the form:

T  can be approximated by a bilinear model. The elements of the matrix will be 

fitted by:

where a* and bj denote columns of the matrices A nxp and B mxp respectively.

The classical least squares minimizing criterion for the approximation can be written 

as:

1̂,1 C,2 • • • ,m

T  =
h,l  h,2 ■ • • 2̂ ,m

ti j  U ;bj T  e  ̂j (2.7)

m n

(2.8)
j = 1 i= 1
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Householder and Young (1938) gave the exact solution of this least squares lower 

rank approximation. However, it is known th a t least squares estim ators are sensitive 

to outliers, so the m ethod mentioned is not suitable for d a ta  sets w ith outliers.

To achieve robustness M aronna and Yohai (2008) mention the existence of different 

approaches based on finding the directions th a t maximize or minimize the variability 

in the data, where the measure of variability is replaced by a robust dispersion esti

mate. This approach is resistant when a proportion of “atypical rows” is sufficiently 

small. However for situations where the contam ination is not by row bu t instead 

each element could be randomly atypical, this approach fails.

O ther robust estimates have been proposed by Croux et al. (2003) and Lui et al. 

(2003). Focusing on factor analysis models Croux et al. (2003) suggests the use of L\  

norm instead of L 2 norm. Lui et al. (2003) uses a least trim m ed squares m ethod to 

obtain a singular value decomposition of some microarray data. These approaches 

have the opposite problem, they are resistant to  element-wise contam ination but 

may fail when a row is completely atypical (M aronna and Yohai, 2008).

Another way to  introduce robustness is by assigning weights to  the elements of the 

m atrix X . Then the weighted least squares minimizing criterion becomes:

m n

D w l s {T , a , b )  =  ~  a ib / ) 2- (2 -9 )
j =1 i—1

A direct solution for this weighted least squares problem does not exist. Gabriel 

and Zamir (1979) introduced an iterative weighted least squares algorithm  to  find 

a low-dimensional representation of a m atrix T  of n  x m.  This algorithm  assumes 

th a t the weights are known. In later work done by Verboon and Heiser (1994) they
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suggest using iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) to estimate lower rank ap

proximations when the weights are unknown (Colin et ah, 2008).

Based on the ideas of the iterative weighted least squares algorithm proposed by 

Gabriel and Zamir (1979), Maronna and Yohai (2008) propose an alternating al

gorithm for low rank approximation matrices that produces estimates resistant to 

element-wise and row-wise contamination. This method is based on a column-scale 

estimate and M-estimators with a bounded p function (Maronna et al., 2006). We 

will describe the algorithm in more detail in Chapter 3.

It has been mentioned that orienteering data has asymmetric outliers, so we want the 

algorithm to be based on asymmetric M-estimator (AM-estimator). The literature 

shows that Allende et al. (2006) and Wang and Lee (2011) use asymmetric influence 

functions to obtain an AM-estimator. Motivated by the use of the T^ distribution 

to model speckled imagery, which can be highly skewed, Allende et al. (2006) used 

a redescending asymmetric piecewise linear function to obtain the AM-estimator of 

the distribution parameters. Wang and Lee (2011) used an asymmetric bisquare 

objective function to obtain the AM-estimator of the Burr type III distribution pa

rameters. In both papers the results show that the AM-estimator outperformed 

the maximum likelihood and traditional M-estimator methods. This means that 

defining an appropriate asymmetric p function in the algorithm might produce AM- 

estimators that perform better when asymmetric outliers are present.

Based on the alternating procedure proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) we will 

develop an algorithm to approximate a matrix with asymmetric outliers by a rank 

one matrix. The selection of a rank one approximation was based on the idea that as
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the m atrix correspond to times taken by orienteers running a series of legs, then the 

times can be estim ated by the multiplication of the orienteers’ speed vector and the 

leg lengths vector. So the rank one m atrix  will be in particular the m ultiplication 

of two vectors.

We will introduce an asymmetric function in the algorithm as an alternative to  trea t 

da ta  sets with the asymmetric outliers. In the following two chapters we will ex

plain step by step our proposed algorithm. We will show th a t it produces better 

estimates than  the least squares or traditional M-estimators, with the advantage of 

having convergence in the weights and not needing the selection of starting  points. 

Then in Chapter 5 we will use the results of this algorithm to  estim ate the orien

teers’ fitness and navigational performance using the times taken by the  orienteers 

in a particular orienteering event.



C hapter 3 

A M -estim ator for lower rank  

approxim ation  o f m atrices

In this chapter we will show the process we followed to  go from the algorithm  pro

posed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) to our modified algorithm mentioned at the 

end of the previous chapter and from now called the Improved M&Y algorithm. In 

Section 3.1 we explain in detail the theory behind robust lower rank approximation, 

focusing on the case of approximating an n x m  d a ta  m atrix  by the m ultiplication of 

two vectors. Section 3.2 describes the construction of the asymmetric function which 

we propose should be used in the case of da ta  w ith asymmetric outliers. Section 3.3 

describes in detail each of the differences between our algorithm and the algorithm  

proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008). A t the end of Section 3.3 we present step 

by step the Improved M&Y algorithm th a t approximates a m atrix  of dimensions 

n x m b y  the multiplication of two vectors of dimensions n  and m  respectively.

31
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3.1 R ob ust lower rank approxim ation o f m atrices

This section presents an outline of the robust lower rank approximation procedure 

proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) for matrices with atypical rows and scattered 

atypical elements. This method can be used to  approximate an n  x m  data  m atrix 

w ith one of rank p , where the rank p < m in (n ,m ) .  As mentioned in Chapter 2 

we are interested on the case of approximating a m atrix T  by rank one m atrix and 

in particular when this rank one m atrix comes from the multiplication of two vectors.

So the objective of the m ethod is to  reduce a m atrix T  of dimension n  x m, which 

might contain outliers, into two vectors a  and b, so th a t

T  =

( 1̂,1 tl,2 • • • tl,T

h, i  h,2 • • • h,r

\  /  \a1

,m J  y  ®n J

(& i b2 . . .  6m ) = a b ‘

This means th a t each element of the m atrix T  will be fitted by a model of the form:

U,j — aibj +  error (3.1)

To find good estim ators of a* and bj we focus on the error. The error is defined as 

ri,j = ti,j ~  aibji Then the m atrix of errors will be:

R  =

( \ r-1,1 r  i )2 • • • r i,m

T 2,1 'e 2,2 • • • ^2 ,m

y f’n, 1 n̂,2 • • • ?"n,ra J
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We assume th a t the errors are independent and identically distributed, w ith density 

function / 0. So the likelihood function of R  is:

m n m n

m )=n n =n n ̂  <3-2)
j —1 i=l j —1i=1

If we use logarithms, then the maximum-likelihood estim ates (MLE) of a and b  will 

be those values th a t minimize the function

m n m n

-Iog(L(R)) = E E  -log /0(nj) = E E p m - (3-3)
j —l i—1 j—1 i=l

where p(x) = —logfo(x).

Robustness in the estimation procedure is achieved with an appropriate selection 

of the p function th a t is used instead of the logarithm of the density function 

(log fo(x)).  Then the param eter estim ators obtained by minimizing the loss function 

Z(R) =  J2jLi P(ri,j) are called M-estimators.

Section 2.2.4 of M aronna et al. (2006) defines a p-function as:

•  p(x ) is a non-decreasing function of |x|

.  p(0) =  0

•  p(x)  is increasing for x  > 0 such th a t p(x) < p(oo)

•  If p{oo) =  1 then p is bounded.

The M -estimators proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) are minimisers of ex

pressions of the form:

m n m n , i

i(a , b , a  ) =  E d E K 5 i ) =  E ^ E K ^ a ^ )  <3-4>
j =1 i=l  ̂ j =1 i=1 1

where cr/(l <  j  < m)  is a column-scale param eter and p(x) is a bounded p-function.
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The M -estimators of a, b  and a  can be found by differentiating the function l(a, b, a) 

in equation 3.4, with respect to  the each parameter, setting the partial derivatives 

equal to  zero and solving. So the estim ators are the solution to  the following system 

of equations:

, \ m

l s f £" = E ^ ( ^  = °> i = (3-5)
z j= l 3

j (3-6)
J i= l  J

 -  <*»
i = 1 J i = 1 J

where p'(x) =

Let ^ (x ) =  rp'(x)  with r  a constant. Following the idea stated  in Section 2.2.3 of 

M aronna et al. (2006) th a t a location M-estimate can be seen as a weighted mean, 

we used their definition of W  (t ) to obtain the weights in the system of equations by 

letting = W (r i tj /a j ) .  W ( t)  is defined as:

f  ^  ̂  ^  o
W (t)  =  I  (3.8)

I -0'(O) i f t  =  0.

Then the weights will be:

( i f l M ^ O ,Wi j  =   ̂ V ̂  J ^  (3>g)
i / (0 )  =  0.

M aronna and Yohai (2008) proposed the use of an estimate for crj (dj) instead of 

solving equation (3.7). They used robust estimates of column variability for dj and 

fixed these values through out the iterative process. This assumption reduces the
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system of equations to  only two sets of equations. Then substituting equation (3.9) 

in equations (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain:

m m y-\m  ̂ ^

J 2 W i , i r i , i b j  =  0  = > J 2 W i , j ( h 3  -  a i b i ) b3 =  0  = >  m  Y  (3 -10)
3 = 1  j = l  2 —/ j = l  W h i ° 3

which is the param eter estim ator of a weighted simple linear regression through the 

origin model i j j  =  aiWi^bj for j  =  1, ...,m  and

W i,3r i.3 a i =  0 = *  i t ,  W i^ 3  ~  a i bj ) a i =  0 ==*■&* =  (3.11)
,'=1 <=1 2 - , i = l  W ' J a i

which is the param eter estimation of a weighted simple linear regression through 

the origin model t ^  = bjWi^ai for i =  1,..., n.

Also from (3.9) we have th a t the weights are calculated using the following expres

sion:

w ^  =  7 L t p ' ( ¥ )  (3-12)rh3 aj '

The alternating algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) uses equations 

(3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) to  estim ate the vectors a and b. Their iterative algorithm  

starts w ith the selection of initial values (a0, b°). W ith these values dj  is estim ated 

for j  =  l , . . . ,m . Then the residuals r and the weights w®j are estim ated for 

i =  1 , . . . ,n and j  =  1 W ith these weights and b° a new estim ate a 1 is

obtained by substituting in equation (3.10). Then a new estim ate b 1 is obtained by 

substituting in equation (3.11) a 1 and w? • for i =  1,..., n  and j  — 1,..., m.  Then new 

residuals are computed as well as new weights w} - for i =  1, ..., n  and j  =  1, ..., m.  

The iterative process continues until either the relative decrease in the  loss function 

is less than  a prescribed tolerance value or the number of iterations exceeds a given 

limit.
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3.1 .1  Loss fun ction  decreasing  at each itera tion

The algorithm described at the end of the last subsection converges if the loss 

function decreases at each iteration. So we have to prove that /(ak+1, b k+1. crk+1) < 

Z(ak, b k, crk).

Proof. If (7j is estimated with the initial values and fixed through the iterations as 

suggested in the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) we have that 

proving /(ak+1, b k+1, crk+1) <  Z(ak, b k, a k) becomes Z(ak+1,b k+1) <  Z(ak, b k). Now 

as the iterative process does the regression for each parameter independently it is 

enough to show that:

/(ak+1, b k+1) <  Z(ak+1,b k) <  Z(ak, b k) (3.13)

It is assumed that p(r) is a p-function, that the function W(t) defined in equation 

(3.8) is a non-increasing function of |£|, and that fj is continuous.

We will now concentrate on the second inequality. Using equation (3.4) we obtain:

/(a k+1, b k) — Z(ak, b k)

'r ijj ( a k+1,b k) \  ^  / r ij-(ak,b k)m n

(3.14)

when p(r) = g{r2).

Then g'(r2) =  A~W(r). Hence W(r) is a non increasing function of \r\ if and only if 

g’{r) is non increasing. So, as g'(r) is non increasing we can say that g(y) — g(x) <
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g'(x)(y — x ) for any x  and y  value. Using this equation we have:

Z(ak+1, bk) — Z(ak, bk)

< f; _ p!£i2)-)
j —1 i=1 j  j  j

= ^ ^ 5, ( ( n ^ ) ) 2) ((n>3.(ak+1;bk))2 _ (ru(ak,b-))2)
j =1 i=l

=  b ( ( n ,( a k+1,b k) ) 2 -  (rM(ak,b k) ) 2)
j =1 i=l 

m n

= E  E " ^ ' ( r<J'(ak+1>bk) -  r<j(ak,b k)) (ry (ak+1, bk) +  ry  (ak, bk))
J=1 *=1

(3.15)

Remembering th a t r y  =  t y  — o.2bj we have:

(3.16)
r*j'(ak+1) bk) -  rw (ak, b k) =  6j(o* -  ak+1)

r y (a k+1, bk) +  r y (a k, bk) =  2 ty  -  b k- ( a ki +  a f+1) 

Substituting in the equation (3.15) we obtain:

- m n

= 57 E  E  w ^ bkM  -  a i +1) ( a «  -  bkM  +  %fc+1))
i=l *=1

-t n m m

= 57  E ( a* ~  a?+1) [ E  2 w i j t b ibkj  -  E  w *db? ( a i +  a?+1)
i=i j=i i=i

From equation (3.10) we have that:

=  0 =4> -  a ^ b ^ t f  =  0 =  ^ « J y a * +15 f
j =1 j=l J = 1 j=l

(3.18)

(3.17)
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Substituting in the equation (3.17)

i=i j=i
m

3 = 1

=  5 7  E ( a ‘ -  ai +1) \ J 2 w ' A  - (3.19)
i=1 j'=l
m n

=  5 7  E E  wi,jbf ( ai a?+1)(a f+1 - a?)
J=1 i=l

So we have

/(ak+1, bk) -  /(ak, bk) < -  X i  E  af+1) ( a g 1 -  af) < 0
jf = l 2=1 (3.20)

/(ak+\ b k) < /(ak,b k)

A similar procedure is followed to prove /(ak+1,b k+1) < /(ak+1,b k). □

This proves that the loss function /(a, b) decreases at each iteration, and the alter

nating algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) will converge to a local

minimum.

3.2 A s y m m e tr ic  o b jec t iv e  func t ion

The selection of the correct objective function to make a statistical estimation pro

cess robust depends on the data configuration, the statistical method and the use 

that will be made of the estimates. The Huber and the Tukey’s bisquare (presented 

in Table 3.1) are two of the more commonly used objective functions in the robust 

statistics literature, and their performance will depend on the procedure used. For 

example, Colin et al. (2008) mentioned that their algorithm experienced conver

gence problems when p-functions which are not convex (also called redescending), 

like Tukey’s bisquare, were used in an alternating regression process. For that reason 

they suggest the use of convex (called monotone) objective functions like the Huber,
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logistic or Fair, because they always converge to  a local minimum in the alternating 

regression. In contrast, the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) for 

the low-rank approximation of data  matrices w ith elementwise contam ination, is 

defined for any p-function th a t complies with the definition mentioned in Section 

3.1, and w ith W (t)  a non-increasing function of \t\. This means th a t the  conver

gence conditions of the algorithm depends on W (t)  being non-increasing function 

of \t\, the convexity of the p-function not being im portant. So both  the  Huber and 

the bisquare comply with the convergence conditions of the algorithm proposed by 

M aronna and Yohai (2008).

The bisquare function has the property of assigning weights equal to  zero to  large 

outliers, so this means these outliers are not considered in the estimation. This is a 

property we are interested in, because we would like our estim ates to  be not influ

enced at all by the large outliers in the data. After working with this function we 

noticed th a t the procedure was eliminating whole rows or columns from the estim a

tions because the corresponding weights were zero. To solve this our first approach 

was to introduce a constraint on the way the weights were assigned, bu t this was 

indirectly modifying the objective function. The second approach was to  propose 

a different objective function th a t includes in the weight function the constraint of 

not leaving a row or a column with all their weights equal to  zero.

The proposed function is a combination of two functions.

•  For the negative residuals we use the least-squares function m ultiplied by a 

constant. This definition will assure th a t large negative residuals are not down 

weighted. We do not want to  down weight negative residuals because under 

the assumption of asymmetric outliers, negative residuals correspond to  non

outlier observations th a t we want to  preserve.
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• For the positive residuals the bisquare function is used. As the positive resid

uals are weighted using the bisquare function we maintain the property that 

large positive outliers will not be used in the estimation, as their weights will 

be zero or close to zero.

As the negative residuals will be given weight equal to one, and we expect to have 

on average half of the observations by row and by column with negative residuals. 

Then the problem of having rows and/or columns with all their weights equal to zero 

is eliminated. For the reason given above we think this proposed objective function 

should perform better than the bisquare when the outliers are asymmetric. It will 

be shown with simulations in Chapter 4 that this hypothesis appears to be true.

M ethod Objective Function Weight Function

Least-Squares P l s C ) =  r 2 w l s C ) =  1

Huber
\ \ r 2 \ r \  ^  c 

P h C ) =  < f .  j  2 ,
1 c |r | — r | >  c

wH(r) = I  \  jr j ^ C

I r  | r | > c

Bisquare w W  =  |  £
1 - Mff]

3-
|r | ^  c 

|r | >  c
w B { r ) =  < 

1 °

1 -  ( ? )  ] M  ^ c

| r |  >  c

Asym m etric

/

P a s y O  =  <

<

J(0 
l  -

L

2

MO*
3-

r  ^  0

0 <  r  ^  c 

r  >  c

w a s y O  =

(  1 r  <  0 

1 -  ( ^ ) 2 2 0 <  r  ^  c 

0 r  >  c
V

Table 3.1: Objective functions

Table 3.1 presents the objective and weights functions for four different function 

approaches. The least squares which is the usual non-robust estimation. The Hu

ber and bisquare functions, which as mentioned before, are two of the most used 

functions in robust statistics. The fourth function in the table is our proposal of 

objective function when asymmetric outliers are present.
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The determ ination of the param eter c in each of the functions directly affects the 

value of the weights, so after choosing the appropriate p-function, a careful selection 

of the param eter c has to  be done. The literature suggests setting c =  1.345 for the 

Huber function, and c =  4.685 for the bisquare function. These values correspond 

to  95% efficiency when the real distribution of the observations is the standard 

normal distribution. In the following subsection we calculate the value of c for the 

asymmetric objective function, which corresponds to  the same 95% level of efficiency.

Figure 3.1 shows how the different objective functions deal w ith the residuals. The 

assumption of symmetric residuals for the first three functions can be appreciated. 

In contrast the proposed asymmetric function behaves similar to  the least squares 

in the left side and similar to  the bisquare in the right hand side.

Objective Functions
16

14

12

10

-S  - 6 -2 -0.5  0.5

error

Least Squares 

Huber 

>— Bisquare 

— Asymmetrical

Figure 3.1: Behaviour of the residuals depending on the objective function

The weights associated with each of this functions are specified in Table 3.1. For 

the least squares objective function the weights are equal to  one meaning th a t all 

the observations will be considered in the same way. The Huber and bisquare con

centrates the estimation on the observations w ith residuals nearer to  zero, giving 

less weight to  those observations with large residuals. The difference between the 

Huber and bisquare functions is in the way in which the weights decrease as resid
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uals are further from zero. On one hand the Huber gives weights that tend to zero 

to large residuals, then the weights increases as \residual\ gets closer to the inter

val (—c, c) point at which the weights are one and remain one for all the residuals 

between — c and c. On the other hand the bisquare gives weights equal to zero to 

large residuals and remain zero for any residuals outside the interval (—c, c) and then 

the weights increases as \residual\ gets closer to zero, reaching one at \residual\ = 0.

The asymmetric function gives weights equal to one for negative residuals. This is 

because we assume that all the outliers are on the right hand side of the distribution 

so if the residual is negative we are certain it is not an outlier. The function will 

assign weights zero to positive residuals greater than c, and the weights increases as 

positive residuals gets closer to zero.

3.2 .1  D eterm in a tio n  o f c

The tuning constant c is chosen in order to ensure a given asymptotic efficiency 

at the normal distribution. We determine the c value for the asymmetric function 

based on the procedure given for the Huber and bisquare function in Section 2.2 of 

Maronna et al. (2006). The asymptotic efficiency of an M-estimate fi of a parameter 

/i is defined as:

Eff(ft) =  ^  (3.21)
V

where u0 is the asymptotic variance of the MLE of p and the asymptotic variance 

of fi is
g j-cW x )2)
(EFoV ( x ) y  ( ■ >

where iJj(x ) = rp'(x) and r  is a constant.
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  2
Then from Table 3.1 we obtain th a t for r  =  ^r, iPa s y (x ) is:

x

>̂a s y (x ) =   ̂ x \i  

0

-  (?)*] (3.23)

To calculate the asymptotic efficiency of the asymmetric function at the normal 

distribution, we set F0 =  iV(0,1) and find v  by substituting 3.23 in 3.22.

v —
f ° x 24>(x)dx +  / c x2[l -

f °  4>{x)dx + / 0C [1 -  ( f  )2]2 -  4 ^ [1  -  {£)2]<j>(x)dx
(3.24)

where </>(x) is the standard normal density.

We estim ate the integrals in R  for given values of c, and with the results we calculate 

the correspondent asymptotic variance, hence the asymptotic efficiency for different 

values of c. The results are presented in the following table.

eff 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95
c 2.6 3 3.5 4.3

Table 3.2: Values of c for different efficiencies of the asymmetric estim ate.

The selection of a value for the tuning constant will depend on the desired trade-off 

between robustness and efficiency. From Table 3.2 we observe th a t 95% efficiency 

when the real distribution is the standard normal distribution is achieved when 

c =  4.3.

3.3 Im proving th e algorithm

In this section we will describe further modifications made to  the algorithm  proposed 

by M aronna and Yohai (2008).
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1. Due to  the nature of the outliers in the data, small times are less likely to 

have positive outliers. So we propose initial values th a t are related to smaller 

values. (It will be shown in Chapter 4 th a t for the improved algorithm the 

choice of initial values is not critical)

2. We also introduce an updating procedure for the scale param eter, so instead of 

being an estim ate made with the initial values, it is estim ated in each iteration.

3. The stopping rule used only depends on the number of iterations.

Because the approximation of a m atrix  by the multiplication of two vectors has an 

infinite number of solutions, we introduce at every iteration a normalization of the 

vector b so th a t is restricted to  have values th a t add up to  a known value D. On 

the orienteering data  context the vector estimates based on this normalization lead 

to  a useful interpretation of the vectors, which is speeds and distances.

Subsection 3.3.4 describes the procedure proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) to 

deal with missing values in the data. We use the same procedure with the specifica

tion th a t there should not be more than  half missing values in a row or column. If 

the m atrix  has rows or columns w ith more than  half missing values they are dropped 

from the analysis. Finally the last subsection presents step by step the improved 

algorithm  proposed in this work.

3 .3 .1  In itia l values

M aronna and Yohai (2008) mention the need for robust initial values estimates to 

avoid falling into “bad” local minima caused by the non convexity of the proposed 

loss function. They proposed a procedure based on alternate regression using the 

median-of-slopes estimate to  find initial estimates for rank one fits.
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Gabriel and Zamir (1979) in their iterative weighted least squares algorithm, sug

gest the use of the column w ith the longest weighted norm as initial value. However 

there is no restriction regarding the use of row and columns interchangeably as ini

tial values. So the row with the longest weighted norm could have been chosen as 

initial value. The algorithm of Gabriel and Zamir (1979) assumes th a t the weights 

are known, and they mention th a t for the particular case of using these initial values 

all the weights of the m atrix elements should not be zero nor very small.

Our procedure for the selection of initial values should consider: 1) the d a ta  have 

outliers, 2) the constraint on the columns, and 3) the weights are unknown. We 

propose to use the shortest norm instead of the longest, because the row with the 

shortest norm will be the least likely to  be affected by the outliers. It is also con

sidered th a t the row selected should not have missing values. As the weights are 

unknown we will use the median by row and column to estim ate the vectors a and 

b initial values. This procedure is similar to  the one used by M aronna and Yohai 

(2008) to  obtain initial values.

To find the initial values a0 and b°, first we set D  as the value to  which all the. 

elements of the vector b have to  add up. Then we distribute D  according to  the 

values of the row with the shortest norm, and we name this b00. In other words

b 00 =  *i,m) x (3.25)
2^j=i t i,j

where i = 1 is the row with no missing values for which J  minimised.

Then our initial estimate of the vector a, a0 will be calculated using median val

ues in the following way. The ith  element of the vector is estim ated by: a° =  

med(yfrr, pjJ, —, |^r)- W ith the vector a0 we repeat the procedure but now for the
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other vector. The vector b° is estim ated in two steps, first we estimate the j th  ele

ment of the vector with bj by med(^ f ,  then the vector b° is calculated

by normalizing b so th a t the values on the vector add up to  D.

In the next chapter we will compare the estimates obtained with this initial value 

procedure against the estimates obtained with random starts. We will show th a t the 

use of our initial values appears to  produce final estimates th a t are very similar to 

the ones obtained using a random start. So the choice of initial value is not critical. 

The simulation study in the next chapter also shows th a t both  estimates are close 

to  the real values.

3 .3 .2  Scale param eter d j ( l  <  j  <  m)

The estim ation of dj for j  = 1, . . . , r a  is done with the residuals (reJ- =  Uj — djbj, 

i = 1,..., n j  =  1,..., m). This estimate, like the initial values for a and b, has to  be 

robust.

Based on the simultaneous M-estimates mentioned in Section 2.6 of M aronna et al. 

(2006), the minimization of equation (3.4) uses equations (3.5) and (3.6) to estimate 

the vectors a and b respectively. For the scale param eter the system of equations 

used is not the one defined in (3.7), instead M aronna et al. (2006) used the following 

approach:

- i f p s c a l e i ^ )  =6.  (3.26)
n \  (jj /i=i j

They also mentioned th a t a very robust estim ator choice of pscaie is the step function 

Pscale(f) = I{\t\ > c) with 5 =  .5 and c =  0.675 to  make it consistent for the standard 

deviation when the underlying distribution it the standard normal distribution. So 

the estim ate dj proposed for regression M-estimates in Subsection 4.5.2 M aronna
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et al. (2006) is dj = Q^medi[ \r i j \ ,  r i}j ^  0 ] which is a regression and affine invariant 

and scale equivariant estimate.

M aronna and Yohai (2008) used the following equation to  compute the scale estim ate 

using the initial residuals.
1 n

(3-27)
i = 1 J

with p being the same objective function used for the algorithm, th a t could be one 

of the presented in Table 3.1, and

<5 = y " - n + 2TO (3.28)
2,71171

Then the estim ate is normalized to be consistent a t the normal distribution and left 

fixed for the rest of the iterations. As mentioned in Section 3.1 this ensures th a t 

the loss function /(a, b, cr) decreases a t each iteration, provided th a t W (t)  is a non

increasing function of |t|. Then the alternating algorithm proposed will converge to  

a local minimum.

Our proposal is to use the estim ator S n , defined by Rousseeuw and Croux (1993) 

and implemented in R. As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.1, this scale estim ator does 

not use a location estimate and for th a t reason according to  Rousseeuw and Croux 

(1993) the S n  is more efficient than  MAD under asymmetric distributions. The 

estim ator S n  was defined in Subsection 2.3.1. So the scale estim ate dj  in the loss 

function (3.4) is:

dj = Sn j  =  1.1926 x medi{medi:i^i\rij — r i j |} (3.29)

where ri}j  are the residuals.
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Maronna et al. (2006) in Section 4.5.2 mention that the scale parameter a has to 

be updated at each iteration when using an iterative reweighting method to simul

taneously estimate the parameters of the regression and the scale parameter.

Analysing the convergence of the algorithm, we have found out that if the scale 

parameter is estimated by Sn3 but not updated at each step we can use the same 

argument as Maronna and Yohai (2008), or the results of alternating minimization 

for non-negative matrix approximation, to prove that our algorithm converges to a 

local minimum. However if the scale parameter is updated at each iteration, the 

loss function /(a, b, a) does not necessarily decrease at each iteration, so it might 

not reach the minimum value. However, we will show with simulations in Chapter 4 

that in practice and in the cases we studied the point reached by the loss function 

with our algorithm appears to be at least as good as the point reached with the 

method proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008).

3.3 .3  S top p in g  rule

The iterative procedure proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) stops when either 

the relative decrease in the loss function (3.4) is less than 0.001, which is the speci

fied tolerance value, or the number of iterations exceeds a given limit of 20.

Our algorithm will stop only after 20 iterations have been performed. This rule 

appears to be effective to find good estimates of a and b. Also it seems the estimate 

of the scale parameter and the weights reach a stable point when 20 iterations are 

performed. This means that despite the starting values used, the estimates produced 

by the algorithm converge to the same values.
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In the next chapter the stabilizing effect on the estim ates and the weights is shown. 

This is done for a simulated data  set and using a number of random  starting  values. 

In all the cases, after 20 iterations the algorithm end at very similar points.

3 .3 .4  M issin g  values

M aronna and Yohai (2008) adapted their procedure for the case of scattered missing 

values, when these missing values are a small proportion in any row or column. We 

use the same modification in our algorithm for da ta  sets th a t have information in 

a t least half of the columns per row and half of the rows per column.

The loss function is calculated with:

m n

/(a, b, a) =  ^ 2  Y  (3'3°)
j=1 i= 1

where M^j  is the indicator th a t Uj  is not missing.

This indicator affects the weights function. It will assign weights equal to  zero to  

all the elements in the m atrix th a t are missing values.

3.3 .5  Im proved  M & Y  a lgorith m

This subsection presents step by step the algorithm proposed in this work to  reduce 

a m atrix T  with dimensions n x  m  into two vectors a and b with dimensions n  and 

m  respectively. This algorithm is general for any p-function.

Set

t jv as the z-th row of the m atrix T. 

t a s  the j- th  column of the m atrix  T.
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D  as the value of the sum which all the elements of the vector b has to take.

1. Find the row with the shortest norm w ithout missing values t mjn>. . Calculate 

the starting value b 00 as D  distributed according to  the row with the shortest

norm.

b °° =  X'rri- ,  X tmm,. (3.31)

2. Estim ate a0 =  ( a ? , ^  - - ian) using the following equation: a-* =  med(^fc)  for 

i = 1 ,..., n

3. (a) Estim ate b =  (6 1 , b2,..., bm) using the following equation: bj =  m e d ( ^ f )

for j  =  1 ,..., m

(b) Set b° =  (6°, 6°, • • • , x b

4. Compute the residuals m atrix R° =  T  — a°bot

5. Estim ate =  Sn j  =  1.1926 x medi{medi\ri j — r i j |} for j  =  1, ...,ra

6 . Calculate the loss function

m n
l( a °,b °,a °) =  (3-32)\ O d /j —1 1=1 3

using the selected p-function.

7. Using the following equation

W i
» -  i m }

estim ate the weights wf j for i = 1, ...,n  and j  =  1, ...,ra. If is a missing 

value set its weight • to  be zero.
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8 . Do iterations. T hat is, for k = 1 to  20

(a) Substitute the weights w k • 1 and the vector b k 1 in following equation:

£ 7  i Wi jti jbj
ai =  ^  (3-34)

and hence estim ate a  =  (a*, a * , ak) using weighted linear regression.

(b) i. Substitute the weights w f j 1 and the vector afc in the following equa

tion:

6 =  S =i (3.35)
E i= i

and hence estim ate b =  (6 1? 62 , bm), using weighted linear regres

sion.

ii. Set b k =  (6j, b§,..., 6^ )  =  x b

(c) Compute the residuals m atrix =  T  — akb kt

(d) Estim ate a k = Sn j  =  1.1926 x medi{medi\ritj  — r i j |} for j  =  1, . . . , r a

(e) Calculate the value of the loss function afc, b k, a k).

(f) Using the following equation

w = £ ± rf/ ( M )  (3.36)
Ti O V (Jo Jh3
' i,j

estim ate the weights wfj  for i =  1 , ...,n  and j  =  1 , . . . ,m .  If Uj  is a

missing value set its weight w kj  to  be zero.

As mentioned this algorithm performs with any p-function, this objective function 

can be symmetric like the least squares, Huber or bisquare functions. M otivated by 

the type of data  observed in orienteering, we defined an asymm etric p-function to  

be used in our algorithm. In the following chapter we will see the  results of using
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an asymmetric function instead of a symmetric one, when the data has asymmetric 

outliers.

This algorithm differs from the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) 

in the initial values selection, the scale parameter estimation and the stopping rule. 

In the following chapter we will show through simulations how these modifications 

improve the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008).



C hapter 4

T esting th e  algorithm

This chapter presents the results of analysing the performance of the algorithm  

th a t we developed in Chapter 3, th a t we named Improved M&Y algorithm. The 

testing is done through simulated data  sets. The simulation process is described 

in Section 4.1. We analyse the performance of the proposed asymmetric objective 

function compared w ith the least square, Huber and bisquare functions presented in 

Chapter 3. The results of th a t analysis are presented in Section 4.3 and 4.4. Then 

we move on to study the advantages of the modifications done to  the algorithm  pro

posed by M aronna and Yohai (2008). In Section 4.5 we also discuss the convergence 

of the algorithm to minimal values of the loss function. The last section, Section 

4.6, presents an analysis of how sensitive is the algorithm to da ta  sets th a t do not 

have clear asymmetric outliers.

4.1 S im ulated data

Simulated da ta  sets will be used to  test the performance of the Improved M&Y 

algorithm. The simulated data sets come from the multiplication of two positive 

vectors called a and b, then errors (e ^ ) and positive asymmetric outliers (uij )  are

53
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added. This means that each element of the simulated data set is of the form:

U,j = albj +  eid +  Ui,jlij1} (4.1)

Doing the simulation this way makes possible a comparison between the estimates 

obtained from the algorithm and the true vector values, and we use this comparison 

to assess the accuracy of the estimates.

The vectors, the errors and the outliers used in the simulations can be sampled from 

a wide range of different distributions. Also the parameter values can be chosen 

from all the options available according to the distribution. The options chosen for 

the simulations were as follows:

Set

1. a .i Uniform(10,20), where a* is the i-th element of the vector a.

2. b .j ~  Uniform(0,0.5) where bj is the j-th  element of the vector b.

3. eij ~  N( 0, <r2) for i =  1,..., n, j  = 1,..., m  where cr2 will be one or b 2 .

4. uij  ~  Uniform(5,30). This represents the asymmetric outliers that will be 

assigned randomly with an indicator function.

5. 1 will be 1 with probability s/100. This means that the matrix will on 

average have s% of outliers.

With this selection we are assured to obtain a positive matrix with asymmetric out

liers that comes from the multiplication of two positive vectors. We are interested in 

these types of data set because it is similar to the orienteering time matrices that we 

are studying. For this simulation study we have also set the conditions of n =  50, 

m =  15 and s — 20. These values were selected so that the simulated data sets
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resemble a common orienteering data  set.

4.1 .1  M eth o d o lo g y  to  assess a lg o r ith m ’s e s tim a tes

The analysis is based on N=1000 simulated data  sets. The chosen algorithm is 

applied to  obtain estimates of the two vectors th a t produce the original m atrix 

w ithout outliers. The normalized bias (NBIAS) and the normalized mean square 

error (NMSE) for the estimates of both vectors are calculated.

The mean normalized bias of the vector a estim ate (a) is calculated as the mean of 

the following m atrix  D a.

di,i d i^  . • • ditN 

d2,l ^2,2 • • • d2,N
Da =

y dn,i dn£ • • • J 

where each element of the m atrix is of the form d;z = a-i ~a% for the i-th  element ofl'z ai

the vector a from the z-th  simulated data  set. Using the square of each element of 

the m atrix D a we calculate the NMSE for the vector estimate. A similar procedure 

is done to obtain the m atrix Db and calculate the normalized bias and NMSE for 

the estimate (b) of the vector b.

4.2 Selection  o f th e  m in im ization  rank
The method proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) and discussed in Section 3.1 

allows the approximation of the m atrix  T  by any two m atrices w ith dimensions 

A(nxp) and B(pxm) with p < m in (n ,m ) .  So when an approxim ation is made the 

value of p has to  be chosen. As mentioned in C hapter 2  for the case of the orien
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teering times, if the rank of the minimization is p = 1 then the results are easier to 

interpret by relating the matrix A to the orienteers’ speed and the matrix B to the 

legs’ distance. However we would like to investigate whether the use of a greater 

rank value (p) produces better fits to the original matrix. This section compares the 

results of using a lower rank approximation algorithm with rank one (p = 1) against 

the approximation using a rank of two (p = 2).

In order to perform the comparison we simulate the matrix T  of dimensions n x m 

as the multiplication of:

1. Two rank 1 matrices of the form A(nxi) and B(lxm).

2. Two rank 2 matrices of the form A(nx2) and B(2xm).

The rank 2 matrices were simulated as follow:

For each element of the matrix A, A^z ~  Uniform(10,20) for i — 1,..., n and z = 1,2. 

For each element of the matrix B, BZ j ~  Uniform(0,0.5) for z — 1,2 and j  = 1,..., m

This procedure makes unlikely that the columns in the matrix are linearly dependent. 

The outliers and the errors are simulated once for both cases using the methodology 

described in Section 4.1.

Then we obtain a rank p =  1 approximation (Id) for both cases by applying the 

Improved M&Y algorithm described in Subsection 3.3.5. For the rank p = 2 ap

proximation (T2), a modification to the Improved M&Y algorithm is implemented. 

This modification is based on methodology proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) 

for ranks greater than one. This method uses multiple weighted linear regression 

to estimate the matrices in the iterative process of the algorithm described in Sec

tion 3.1. This method has the following process to obtain the initial values; first
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run the regression for the first column as a rank one approximation; then use the 

residuals as the new m atrix  to  estim ate the second column again as a rank one ap

proximation. The methodology is similar for higher rank values.

To compare T i  and T 2 approximations we simulated 1 0 0 0  d a ta  sets w ithout outliers 

for each case and computed the residuals. Table 4.1 shows the m ean and standard 

deviation of the sum of the absolute values of the residuals for each case over the 

1000 simulations. The table shows th a t fitting rank two matrices has on average 

smaller residuals independently of the rank of the original matrices. However for 

both  cases (rank one and rank two original matrices) the means of the absolute 

residuals for fitting rank one matrices are not considerably larger th an  the mean 

values of the rank two fit. Table 4.1 shows similar values of the standard  deviation 

for the sum of the absolute residuals for all the cases, which means th a t both  ap

proximations produced similar results in term s of the average residuals.

FITTED
ORIGINAL R an k = l R ank=2

mean sd mean sd
R an k = l 571.39 16.37 524.23 15.75
R ank=2 588.71 18.13 535.48 15.99

Table 4.1: Mean and standard  deviation of the sum of the absolute residuals.

The next step is to compare for one simulated d a ta  set the estim ates w ith the  original 

values and assess which of the ranks is producing more accurate estim ates.

Figure 4.1 presents the Th estimates obtained by approximating the m atrix  T  (sim

ulated from (a) a rank one data  set, and (b) a rank two da ta  set) following a rank 

p  =  1 procedure. On the plots, each point correspond to one element of the m atrix. 

We observed th a t the estimates obtained (T i)  are close to  the original values as the 

points are near the identity line in both cases, where the identity line corresponds
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1 estimates (T i) against the real values.

to the line y = x. This means th a t for data  set coming form a rank one or rank two, 

the rank one approxim ation,Ti, produces good estimates.

In Figure 4.2 we observe the comparison now of the T 2 estimates obtained from 

the algorithm with rank p =  2 against the original values. The estimates ob

tained (T 2) are close to  the original values as the points are near the identity line. 

This means th a t for data  set coming form a rank one or rank two, the rank two 

approxim ation,T2, produces good estimates.

Now we compare the estim ated m atrix of rank one (T i) with the estimated m atrix 

of rank two (T 2). If both  lower rank approximations perform similarly (T i «  T 2) 

we expect the observations to  lie near the identity line in each of the plots.
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2  estimates (Ta) against the  real values.

Figure 4.3 presents in the first graph the data  set simulated as the m ultiplication of 

two rank one matrices, the x-axis represents the m atrix  estim ates from the multipli

cation of two rank one matrices (T i), and the y-axis represents the m atrix  estim ates 

from the multiplication of two rank two matrices (T 2). Each point in the plot rep

resents an element of the original m atrix T , which have a correspondent estim ate 

in T i  and another in T 2. Similarly the second graph is for d a ta  sim ulated from two 

rank two matrices. The diagonal lines in the plots represent the identity function.

Figure 4.3 shows th a t the estimates obtained from a rank one algorithm  seem to  be 

similar to  the estimates from a rank two algorithm. This is because all the points lie 

close to the identity line (the diagonal line added in each plot). This indicates th a t 

even when the data  come from the multiplication of two rank two m atrices w ith no 

outliers, an approximation with two rank one matrices is similar to  an approxim a

tion with two rank two matrices.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of approximating with p = 1 vs p =  2 w ithout outliers. The 
line plotted is y = x.

The previous results are based on simulations with no outliers. Now we analyse the 

im pact the outliers have on the estimates. So we repeat the last analysis but with 

a d a ta  set w ith outliers. Table 4.2 shows the mean and standard deviation of the 

sum of the absolute values of the residuals for each case over the 1 0 0 0  simulations.

These data  sets were simulated with outliers, and it is expected th a t the objective 

function in the algorithm will detect those outliers and not consider them  in the 

estimation. For th a t reason when we compare the estimates against the original 

values to  calculate residuals or produce comparative plots, we use as original values 

the simulated da ta  set w ithout outliers.

FITTED
ORIGINAL R an k = l Rank=2

mean sd mean sd
R an k = l 593.10 25.36 1028.99 310.47
R ank=2 611.10 25.17 1045.61 347.89

Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of the sum of the absolute residuals.
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From Table 4.2 we can say th a t if the data  come from the m ultiplication of two 

rank one matrices, the residuals obtained by fitting two rank one matrices are on 

average smaller than  the residuals obtained by approximating the original m atrix 

with two rank two matrices. A similar result is observed for the case when the 

m atrix to be reduced comes from the multiplication of two rank two matrices. Also 

the standard deviations for the rank two approximations are higher than  the rank 

one approximations. This suggests th a t compared with a rank one approximation, 

the rank two approximation might be over fitting the model and as a consequence 

it fails to  identify the outliers and hence produces a very bad approximation.

The next step is to compare for one simulated data  set the estim ates w ith the orig

inal values and assess which of the ranks is producing more accurate estimates.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the rank p =  1 estimates (T i)  against the real values. 
The line plotted is y = x.

Figure 4.4 presents the T i  estimates obtained by approximating the m atrix  T  (sim

ulated from (a) a rank one data  set, and (b) a rank two d a ta  set) following a rank 

p =  1 procedure. On the plots, each point corresponds to  one element of the  m atrix,
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so there are 750 points, and 150 (20%) of them are outliers. We observe that the 

estimates obtained (T i) are close to the original values as the points are near to the 

identity line. This means that for data set of rank one or rank two, the rank one 

approximation, T i, produces good estimates.

In Figure 4.5 we observe the comparison now with the T 2 estimates obtained from 

the algorithm with rank p — 2. We observe that some of the estimated values are 

significantly higher or smaller than the real values, suggesting that the procedure is 

not detecting correctly the outliers in the data, affecting the estimates.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the rank p 
The line plotted is y — x.
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(b) Original simulated from p — 2 

estimates (T 2) against the real values.

From Figures 4.4 and 4.5 it appears that for matrices with asymmetric outliers, the 

lower rank approximation with matrices of rank one produces better estimates than 

the approximation with two matrices of rank two, independently of the rank used 

to generate the original data set.
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Table 4.3 shows for these particular da ta  sets, the sum of the absolute values of the 

residuals for each case. It can be seen th a t the values are in the interval formed by 

the mean and standard deviation for each case presented in Table 4.2.

ORIGINAL
FTTTF/n

R an k = l Rank= 2

R an k = l 634.03 1206.67
Rank=2 642.90 805.22

Table 4.3: Sum of the absolute residuals.

Figure 4.6 presents the comparison of T i  against T 2 for a da ta  set simulated from 

(a) two rank one matrices and (b) two rank matrices.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of approximating with p =  1 vs p =  2  w ith outliers. The 
line plotted is y = x.

The plots show th a t when the data  has outliers there will be a set of points in the 

estim ated matrices T i  and T 2 th a t differ significantly between each other. The m a

jority of the da ta  estimates seem to be fine, however as we are interested in detecting 

outliers we want an estimation m ethod th a t is robust to their presence and does not 

over-fit as seems to  be the case for the T 2 estimate.
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Going back to the purpose of the model, we want to use the estimated speeds to 

measure the fitness performance and to detect the outliers correctly. Considering, 

first, that lower rank approximation with p = 2 will be harder to interpret, and 

second, that the estimates do not seem to be better than the estimate from a rank 

one approximation, even if the underlying model is actually p = 2, we conclude 

that there is no need of a more complicated model, and the use of a lower rank 

approximation with p = 1 is a good choice.

4.3 P e r fo rm a n c e  of th e  a sy m m e tr ic  o b jec tiv e  func

t io n

This section presents the comparison between the estimates obtained from the al

gorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) with the asymmetric objective 

function against the results obtained using least squares, Huber and bisquare sym

metric objective functions.

The data used in this analysis was simulated as described in Section 4.1. We are 

interested in the estimates of the vectors, so we follow the methodology in Sub

section 4.1.1 to assess the accuracy of the estimates obtained with the algorithm 

proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008).

We use two different distributions for the errors: Case A, ehJ ~  N(0,1) and Case B, 

ei}j ~  iV(0, bj). We introduce case B because it models what we have seen in Chap

ter 2 about the behaviour of orienteering data. That is, orienteering data showed a 

relation between the dispersion of the times and the length of the leg. As the aim is 

to compare the performance of the asymmetric function we consider data sets with
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outliers.

We use the same measures as in Subsection 4.1.1 to  compare between the perfor

mance of each objective function (asymmetric, least squares, Huber, bisquare) used 

in the algorithm. Those measures are presented in the following table.

ASY LS HUB BIS
CASE A e^j ~  N ( 0,1), with outliers

a  NBIAS 
a  NMSE 
b  NBIAS 
b  NMSE

-0.046
0 .0 0 2

0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

0.916
0.863
-0.006
0 .0 0 1

0.630
0.408
-0.005
0 .0 0 0

0.068
0.005
-0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

CASE B eifj ~  N ( 0 , 6^), w ith outliers
a  NBIAS 
a  NMSE 
b  NBIAS 
b  NMSE

0.016
0 .0 0 0

-0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

0.941
0.917
-0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

0.940
0.915
-0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

0.025
0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 0

0 .0 0 0

ASY: Asymmetric objective function 
LS: Least squares objective function 
HUB: Huber objective function 
BIS: Bisquare objective function

Table 4.4: Results of 1000 simulations to  compare objective functions using the 
algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008)

Table 4.4 shows th a t using an asymmetric function as the loss function in the al

gorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) produces a normalized bias and 

NMSE of the estimates considerably smaller than  those obtained using the Huber 

or least squares function and a b it smaller than  those obtained w ith the bisquare 

function. These results show th a t the use of an asymmetric objective function when 

the data  has skewed outliers seems to  produce results as good as the  bisquare func

tion and in some cases better.
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4.4 P e r fo rm a n c e  of th e  Im p ro v e d  M & Y  a lg o r ith m

In Section 4.3 we have presented the results of applying the method proposed by 

Maronna and Yohai (2008) to produce a lower rank approximation. This section 

presents the results of applying the Improved M&Y algorithm (our proposed algo

rithm in Chapter 3). We compared the estimates obtained with the asymmetric 

objective function against the results obtained using a least squares, a Huber and a 

bisquare symmetric objective functions.

As we are interested in the effect the errors e^7- and the outliers iqj have in the 

estimates, we investigate the following four simulation cases that are an expansion 

of the cases A and B presented in Section 4.3.

CASE 1: ei}j ~  N(0,1), without outliers.

CASE 2: eitj ~  Af(0, bj), without outliers.

CASE 3: eij ~  A"(0,1), with outliers.

CASE 4: eiyj ~  fV(0, tf), with outliers.

The data used for this analysis were simulated as described in Section 4.1. Simi

lar to Section 4.3 our interest is in the estimates of the vectors, so we follow the 

methodology in Subsection 4.1.1 to assess the accuracy of the estimates obtained 

with the Improved M&Y algorithm described in Subsection 3.3.5.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, one objective of implementing this procedure was to 

use the weights given by the method to identify the outliers in the data. For this 

reason we would also like to study how accurate it is to use the weights assigned for 

each objective function as a method to identify outliers.
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To do th a t we define a m atrix of optimal weights WO based on the outliers added in 

the simulated data  set. This m atrix will have only zero and one values. WOij =  1 

if no outlier was added to the element in the z-th row and j - th  column, i.e. if 

x =  0 , and WOij =  0  if an outlier was added to  the element in the i-th  

row and j -th  column, i.e. if u^j x I ^ f 1̂  >  0. The mean of the differences between 

the m atrix WO and the m atrix of weights given by the algorithm is a measure of 

how accurate the weights are detecting true outliers. We calculate the mean and 

standard deviation of those differences over the 1 0 0 0  simulations as a measure of 

the objective function performing the outlier detection.

The results of these measures are used to  make a comparison between the perfor

mance of each objective function (asymmetric, least squares, Huber, bisquare). The 

results are presented in Table 4.5.

From the results in Table 4.5 we have th a t when the da ta  does not have outliers 

(cases 1 and 2) the least squares, Huber and bisquare objective functions have the 

lowest normalized bias and mean squared error. But the asymmetric function also 

produce good results. However when the data  has outliers the asymmetric, Huber 

and bisquare functions perform better than  the least squares, and the asymm etric is 

the one with lowest values of normalized bias and NMSE for the estim ated vectors a  

and b. As for the identification of the outliers through the weights the asymmetric, 

Huber and bisquare functions perform very similarly.

We can compare cases A and B from Table 4.4 with cases 3 and 4 from Table 4.5, 

they have the same simulation param eters and objective functions, the  difference
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ASY LS HUB BIS
CASE 1 eij ~  N(0 ,1), without outliers

a NBIAS 
a NMSE 
b NBIAS 
b NMSE

-0.012
0.000
-0.001
0.000

0.000
0.000
-0.001
0.000

0.000
0.000
-0.001
0.000

0.000
0.000
-0.001
0.000

CASE 2 eij7- ~  N ( 0, &■), without oultliers
a NBIAS 
a NMSE 
b NBIAS 
b NMSE

-0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

CASE 3 ~  N( 0,1), wiith outliers
a NBIAS 
a NMSE 
b NBIAS 
b NMSE 
weight bias 
weight sd

0.016
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.004

0.967
0.965
-0.001
0.000
-0.200
0.000

0.209
0.045
0.003
0.000
-0.024
0.005

0.018
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.030
0.003

CASE 4 eij ~  N ( 0, $■), with outliers
a NBIAS 
a NMSE 
b NBIAS 
b NMSE 
weight bias 
weight sd

-0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.001

0.957
0.948
0.000
0.000
-0.200
0.000

0.080
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.013
0.009

0.008
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.035
0.003

ASY : Asym m etric objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm  
LS: Least squares objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm  
HUB: H uber objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm  
BIS: Bisquare objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm

Table 4.5: Results of 1000 simulations to compare objective functions.

is the algorithm used. From this comparison we see that the Improved M&Y algo

rithm improves the estimates of the Huber and bisquare function from the estimates 

obtained with the original algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008).

To have a better understanding of the performance of each objective function, we 

analysed in detail the results of only one simulation for each case. First we present 

a boxplot of the simulated data. Then we analyse the effectiveness of the objective 

functions through the residuals and the vector estimates. For the cases with outliers 

we also study the accuracy of the outlier detection for each function.
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4.4 .1  C ase 1: e^j ~  N ( 0 , 1), w ith o u t ou tliers

This first case assumes th a t the error has a standard normal distribution. As can 

be seen in Figure 4.7 the dispersion of the observed Uj  is fairly similar across the 

columns as will be expected for da ta  w ith identically distributed errors.

o

CD

CD

C'J

o

CM

1 2  3 4  5  6 7 8 9 10 12 14

Columns

Figure 4.7: D istribution of the simulated data  per column.

The residuals r ^  = Uj — afjj  are plotted by column in Figure 4.8 to  show how the 

estim ated values fit the real values. For a good fit we will expect the residuals to  

be zero or near to  zero. The plots show the different residuals obtained for each 

objective function tested. W hen the algorithm is working well, the residuals should 

behave similarly to  the original errors plotted on Figure 4.8e.

There is not enough evidence to suggest th a t any of the objective functions perform 

better than  the rest because the plots are similar. All the residuals are significantly 

close to zero in this case, suggesting a good fit of the estimates.
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Asymmetrical Least Squares

o
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12 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
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Bisquare
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12 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

(c)
Simulated

(d)

n

Q

12 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

(e)
Figure 4.8: D istribution of the residuals per column for each objective function.
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Besides small residuals we also want the estim ated vectors to  be as near as possible 

to  the original values. The following plots given in Figure 4.9 compare the estim ates 

and the original values for the vector a. A similar analysis was done for vector b, 

obtaining similar results.

Asymmetrical Least Squares

o

10 12 14 16 18 20

Real value

o

to

2010 1814

(a) (b)

Huber Bisquare

□

in

o

10 12 16 1814 20

o

Ul

o

10 2012 14 16 18

Real value Real value

(c) (d)

Figure 4.9: Comparison between estim ated and original values of the vector a  for 
each objective function. The line plotted is y = x.

All the functions produced good estimates of the vectors, because all the  points are 

close to the  identity function (the diagonal line added in each plot). Considering the 

results for the residuals and the estimates we conclude th a t for this case, where the 

errors have a standard normal distribution, and there are no outliers on the  data; all
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the objective functions perform similarly producing good estimates of the vectors a 

and b.

4 .4 .2  C ase 2: eij  ~  iV (0,6|), w ith o u t ou tliers

For this case the assumption is that the dispersion parameter of the error distribu

tion is not constant. Furthermore, because e ^  ~  Af(0, bj), the standard deviation 

of the error distribution will be different for each column and dependent on the 

vector b. Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of the data grouped by column in our 

simulated data set.

o

CD

CD

CM

121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 14

Columns

Figure 4.10: Distribution of the simulated data per column.

In this figure we can see the different dispersion values across the legs. For example 

leg 1 has a very small dispersion, having all its observations near to the median, on
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the other hand leg 3 has a larger dispersion having observations th a t go from over 

4 up to around 10 units.

Figure 4.11 shows the plots of the residuals obtained for each objective function. 

Similarly to  case 1 , we say th a t the procedure generates a good fit if the residuals 

behave similar to the original errors used to  generate the data  set. Those original 

errors are plotted in Figure 4.l ie .

The plots show th a t there is not enough evidence to  suggest th a t any of the objective 

functions performs better than  the rest. All the residuals are near zero suggesting 

a good fit of the estimates.

We analyse the goodness of fit of the m ethod by comparing the estim ates and the 

original values for both vectors. The results are similar for both  vectors so we only 

plot the results for the vector a. Figure 4.12 suggests th a t the vector estim ates are 

close to  the real values as the points in the plot lie on or near the diagonal line th a t 

represents the identity function.

Considering the results in the residuals and the estimates we conclude th a t for this 

case, where the errors have a normal distribution with the dispersion param eter in 

function of the columns and without outliers on the data, all the objective functions 

perform similarly producing good estimates of the vectors a  and b.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of the residuals per column for each objective function.
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Asymmetrical Least Squares

o
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a
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between estim ated and original values of the vector a  for 
each objective function. The line plotted is y = x.

4 .4 .3  C ase 3: j nsj N(Q, 1), w ith  ou tliers.

This case uses errors with standard normal distribution as in case 1, bu t now out

liers are added to the data. Figure 4.13 shows the outliers in the da ta  as the points 

outside the whiskers of the boxplots. The similar dispersion of the  observations 

on each leg caused by the error having a standard normal distribution can also be 

appreciated, a similar pattern  to what was shown in Figure 4.7 .
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of the simulated data per column, including the outliers.

It is important to mention that when outliers are added it becomes difficult to differ

entiate between the error dispersion and an outlier, specially when using the boxplot 

as identification method. Going back to the simulated data is possible to verify that 

columns 5 and 6 have 14 outliers each and column 14 has 13 outliers. On the other 

hand column 8 only has 6 outliers. Figure 4.13 shows that those columns with the 

largest number of outliers are the ones with the largest dispersions of their obser

vations. This means that for those columns the boxplot method is not detecting all 

the outliers.

Figure 4.14 presents the plots of the residuals obtained for each objective function 

tested. When the method approximates the real data it is expected that the resid

uals behave similarly to the original errors and outliers plotted on the last graph (e).
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Figure 4.14: D istribution of the residuals per column for each objective function.
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We can see th a t the residuals for the least squares objective function are pulled to 

the negative values. This effect in the residuals is caused by the fact th a t the least 

squares function is not robust to  the presence of outliers. For the other functions 

the plots of the residuals do not seem to differ much, and they look similar to the 

boxplot of the errors plus outliers used on the original data set in Figure 4.14e. So 

for this case we have th a t the residuals suggest the selection of an objective function 

such as asymmetric, Huber or bisquare produces better estimates. However these 

plots do not clearly identify which of these functions is the best.

Asymmetrical

o

o

o

o

1812 1614

Least Squares

o

o

o

14 16 1812

(a) (b)

Huber Bisquare

o

o

o

16 1812 14

(c)

o

o

o

o

12 14 16 18

(d)

Figure 4.15: Comparison between estim ated and original values of the vector a  for 
each objective function. The line plotted is y = x.
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The goodness of fit of the method for a single data  set is analysed by comparing the 

estim ated and the original values for both  vectors. Figure 4.15 presents the results 

for the vector a. The results for the other vector are similar.

Figure 4.15 clearly shows th a t for the least squares and Huber functions the points 

in the plots are above the identity line. This suggests th a t the vectors are being 

over estimated, this is a consequence of the presence of positive outliers. However 

the asymmetric and bisquare functions produce estimates close to  the  real values.

We want our m ethod to  be very efficient also in the identification of outliers. So 

we investigated how these functions coped with the identification of outliers. We 

plotted in Figure 4.16 the weights against the outliers simulated and added to  the 

data  set. The vertical line in the plots represents the cut point for outliers according 

to the parameters used in the simulation, so all the points on the right side of th a t 

line were outliers on the original data.

The least squares function by definition assigns weights equal to  one to  all the  ob

servations, so it is impossible to  distinguish the outliers through the weights. The 

Huber function seems to miss a few outliers which the bisquare and asymm etric 

functions do not. The plots show th a t there is a trade off between the  value of the 

weights and the definition of outlier using this values. For the asymm etric function 

this point is near 0.8. So if the weight is lower than  th a t almost certainly it is an 

outlier, bu t for the bisquare this point is around 0.6. These cut points suggest th a t 

the asymmetric function is more effective at ignoring the outliers on the  estim ates 

calculations, which might explain the effect on the normalized bias and NMSE val

ues presented in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between outliers and the weights for each objective func
tion.

4 .4 .4  C ase 4: e2J ~  iV(0,6^), w ith  ou tliers

This case is the closest to what we think is the behaviour of orienteering data. 

The data are simulated with errors that have the standard deviation of the normal 

distribution dependent on the vector b similar to case 2, and outliers are also added.
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Figure 4.17: D istribution of the simulated da ta  per column, including the outliers.

Figure 4.17 shows th a t in this particular da ta  set the columns w ith more disper

sion are 1, 4 and 8 , and this will also appear in the residuals plots in Figure 4.18. 

Going back to  the simulated data  it turns out th a t column 1 has 18 outliers and 

columns 4 and 8  have 13 outliers each. On the other hand column 10 has only 4 

outliers and the columns 3, 7 and 12 have smaller dispersion. The d a ta  indicates 

th a t columns 3, 7 and 12 have 8 , 11 and 7 outliers respectively. Figure 4.17 shows 

th a t those columns with the largest number of outliers tend to  be the ones which 

boxplots have the largest boxes. This suggests th a t the differentiation between the 

error dispersion and an outlier might be more difficult.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of the residuals per column for each objective function.
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Figure 4.18 shows the plots of the residuals obtained for each objective function. 

For a reliable fit, it is expected th a t the residuals behave similarly to  the original 

errors and outliers generated for the simulation, which are plotted on the last graph 

(e).

In Figure 4.18 we can see th a t because the least squares function is not robust to  the 

presence of outliers, the residuals for this function are pulled to  the negative values 

and do not have median zero. For the asymmetric, Huber and bisquare functions 

the plots of the residuals do not differ from each other, and they look similar to  the 

boxplot of the errors plus outliers used on the original da ta  set Figure 4.18e. This 

suggest th a t the asymmetric, Huber and bisquare functions perform be tter than  the 

least squares in this case.

We analyse the goodness of fit of the method by comparing the estim ated and the 

original values for both vectors. The results are similar for bo th  vectors so we only 

plot the results for the vector a.

Figure 4.19 shows th a t the least squares function is over estim ating the vectors. 

This can be seen in the plots as the points are above the identity line. The Huber 

function also shows some over estimation, in particular for the three observations 

furthest away from the identity line. The over estim ation of the Huber function 

is not as pronounced as for the least squares. The plots for the asymm etric and 

bisquare functions show the points closer to  the diagonal line, suggesting th a t their 

estimates are nearer to  the real values.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between estimated and original values of the vector a for 
each objective function. The line plotted is y — x.

Again we want to investigate how these functions cope with the identification of out

liers. In Figure 4.20 we plot the weights against the outliers simulated and added 

to the data set. The vertical line in the plots represents the cut point for outliers 

according to the parameters used in the simulation, so all the points on the right 

side of that line were simulated outliers.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison between outliers and the weights for each objective func
tion.

As mentioned before it is impossible to  distinguish the outliers through the weights 

for the case of the least squares objective function. Similar to  case 3, the bisquare 

and asymmetric functions show a clearer identification of outliers in comparison 

with the Huber function. The plots show th a t there is a trade off between the  value 

of the weights and the definition of outlier using this values. For the  asymm etric 

function this point is near 0 .6  so if the weight is lower than  th a t almost certainly 

it is an outlier, and for the bisquare this point is around 0.3. These cut points 

suggest th a t the asymmetric function is more effective at ignoring the outliers in the
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estimates calculations, which might explain the effect on the normalized bias and 

NMSE values presented in Table 4.5.

Based on one data set from this simulation study is possible to conclude that for the 

case of having a data set with normally distributed errors and asymmetric outliers 

the asymmetric and bisquare functions produce estimates closer to the true values 

of the vectors a and b. Also the weights assigned by both functions seem to be accu

rately detecting the outliers in the data set. And an examination of 1000 simulated 

data sets, results of which were presented in Table 4.5 show that the asymmetric 

function has smaller normalized bias and NMSE for the estimates in comparison 

with the bisquare objective function. This suggests that for type of data sets with 

asymmetric outliers simulated in this study, the use of an asymmetric objective func

tion produce better estimates than a least squares or Huber function and similar or 

slightly better estimates than a bisquare objective function.

4.5 A d v an tag es  of th e  Im p ro v ed  M & Y  a lg o r ith m

We are interested in analysing in more detail the performance of the Improved M&Y 

algorithm, but only focusing on data sets that follow the pattern described in case 4. 

As we have shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 the estimates obtained with our proposed 

algorithm have smaller normalized bias and NMSE than the estimates obtained 

using the method proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008). This suggests that the 

algorithm we propose produces better estimates of the vectors a and b when the 

data has asymmetric outliers. We have mentioned that our algorithm is based on 

modifications to the method proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008), and we have 

also said that these modifications provide additional properties for the initial values, 

the scale parameter and the weights. We study those improvements in this section.
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4.5 .1  O ur m eth o d  d oes n ot need  sp ecific  in itia l values

The method proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) has a complex procedure 

to select the initial values due to  the sensitivity of their algorithm to  the starting 

point. To study the need for specific initial values to  s ta rt the the Improved M&Y 

algorithm we compared the results obtained by initializing the  algorithm w ith our 

proposed initial values and the results obtained if the algorithm has a random  start. 

Figure 4.21 shows the plots of estimates for both vectors a  and b  against their 

original values used to  make the simulation.
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Figure 4.21: Estim ated values versus the real values for bo th  vectors. The line 
plotted is y = x.
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W hen the initial values proposed by the Improved M&Y algorithm are used, the 

values of the estimates are very close to  the originals. This can be seen in Fig

ures 4.21a and 4.21c, because the points lie near the diagonal line th a t represents 

the identity function. This result was what we expected as we defined the starting 

point to  produce good estimates. However this is only one estim ate and we need 

to  analyse the estimates of different starting values. We selected randomly 1000 

different starts, for each start an estim ate of the vectors a  and b  was obtained. In 

Figures 4.21b and 4.2 Id  we plotted the mean of the estimates of the vectors for 

those thousand starts against the true values. The figures show th a t on average the 

estimates are also very close to  the original values.
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Figure 4.22: Distribution of the 1000 estimates for both  vectors.

Figures 4.22a and 4.22b present the boxplots of the 1000 estimates of each value of 

the vectors a  and b  respectively. These plots show th a t the dispersion between these 

one thousand estimates is near zero, this suggest th a t the estimates are the same for 

all the randomly selected initial values. This is a very im portant characteristic of 

the Improved M&Y algorithm because it appears we can s ta rt the iterations a t any 

point knowing th a t the estimates obtained are going to  be always the same. This
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leads us to  conclude th a t the Improved M&Y algorithm produces estim ates for a  

and b th a t appear not to  be reliant on choosing a good starting  point.

4 .5 .2  T h e Im proved  M & Y  a lgorith m  under ran d om  sta rts

Continuing the analysis started  in Subsection 4.5.1 we analyse w hat happens to  

the loss function, the scale param eter and the weights when the initial values are 

selected randomly. We use the same data  set and random starts sim ulated for the 

previous subsection. The objective of the algorithm is to  minimise a loss function, 

so it is of interest to  know if the minimal value reached by the algorithm  differs 

when different starting points are used.
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Figure 4.23: Values of the loss function through the iterations.

Figure 4.23 shows th a t for different starting  points, the value of the loss function 

tends to  decrease as the number of iterations increases. This simulation study shows 

th a t the final value for the loss function th a t this algorithm found was the  same for 

all the thousand random starts and it was reached around the 6 th  iteration. To be 

certain th a t the loss function has reached th a t final value, and because there is little
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difference in the processing time between doing six or twenty iterations (each itera

tion takes on average 0.11 seconds), the algorithm is set to iterate for 20 iterations 

similarly to one of the stopping rules of the algorithm proposed by Maronna and 

Yohai (2008).
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Figure 4.24: Distribution dj after 20 iterations for 1000 different random starts.

In Chapter 3 it was mentioned that our proposed algorithm uses Sn  to estimate 

the scale parameter cr,( 1 < j  < rn) , and this scale estimate is updated in every 

iteration. Because of this dependence of the scale estimate on the estimates of the 

vectors a and b, it is of interest to study the behaviour of this scale estimate when 

the starting points are selected randomly. Figure 4.24 shows the boxplots of the 

scale parameters per column. We stated that the scale parameter was column de

pendent, so what we expect to see in the plot is different scale estimates for each 

column obtained in each of the 1000 random starts.
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Figure 4.24 shows th a t the boxplots do not indicate any dispersion. This means th a t 

the scale estimates by column after 2 0  iterations are the same for all the simulated 

random starts. This is a good result because it shows th a t the param eters in the 

loss function are reaching a consistent point a t the end of the iterations.

In a similar way to  the scale param eter, the weights could change from one run 

to the other. This could happen because the weights work in combination w ith 

the estimates of the vectors, so a different combinations of the weights and vectors 

could give equal estimates of the m atrix  T . The next figure presents the weights 

corresponding to  the first row of the m atrix T  across the 1000 starting  points.
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Figure 4.25: D istribution of the weights for the first row after 20 iterations for 1000 
different random starts.

Figure 4.25 shows th a t the weights assigned for the 15 columns of the first row are 

always the same. Similar plots were obtained for the other 49 rows of the sim ulation 

study. This means th a t the weights given to  each element of the m atrix  by the 

Improved M&Y algorithm are also independent of the starting point.
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This analysis seems to  suggest th a t for any starting point our proposed algorithm 

will produce the same results. This means th a t the performance of the Improved 

M&Y algorithm does not seem to depend on the initial values.

4 .5 .3  M aronna and Y ohai a lgorith m  under random  starts

We have seen how our proposed algorithm performs with random initial values. Now 

we analyse the effect of random starts on the algorithm proposed by M aronna and 

Yohai (2008). The data  set used is the same as those for the previous subsections, 

and the 1000 random starts are the same as the ones used to  test the Improved 

M&Y algorithm.

The algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) uses the bisquare objective 

function, uses the M-scale estim ate of the scale parameter, given by equation (3.27) 

in Subsection 3.3.2 and selects one of the rows as its initial value. In Section 4.3 

it was mentioned th a t this algorithm produces good estimates of the vectors a  and 

b. However the following results will show th a t if the initial values are changed the 

estim ates obtained change as well.

Figure 4.26 presents the boxplots of the 1000 estimates for each vector a  and b. 

The dispersion observed in the plots in Figures 4.26a and 4.26b suggests the vector 

estim ates obtained through the algorithm differ between random starts. In contrast 

to  the Improved M&Y algorithm, the estimates produced by the algorithm proposed 

by M aronna and Yohai (2008) are dependent on the initial values.
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Figure 4.26: D istribution of the estimates for both  vectors based on the  same data  
set with 1 0 0 0  different random starts.

As mentioned in Chapter 3 this algorithm estimates the scale param eter using the 

initial vectors and then is fixed through the iterative process. For this reason if 

random starts are used then the scale param eter estim ate will be different in each 

case. Figure 4.27 presents the boxplot of the scale param eter estim ate over the  1000 

simulated random starts, and is possible to  observe th a t the estim ates are different 

for each starting point as was expected to  happen. This results seem to  show th a t 

the sensitivity of the estimates for the vectors a  and b  to  the starting  point might 

be a result of the scale param eter not being updated.

In the previous subsection we analysed how the weights are assigned for the different 

starts with the Improved M&Y algorithm. We will now study the weights under 

random starts using the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008). Given 

th a t results for the estimates of the vectors a  and b  and d j , we expect the weights 

will be also dependent on the starting point.
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Figure 4.27: Distribution 6j after applying the algorithm for 1000 different random 
starts.

Figure 4.28 presents the weights assigned to the 15 columns of the first row for the 

1000 different starting points. Similar plots were obtained for the other 49 rows 

of the simulation study. The dispersion observed in all the box plots suggests the 

weights assigned by the algorithm for a particular observation could be different 

depending on the starting point of the iterative process. For example column 14 

on this first row of has weights that go from zero to over 0.9. This suggest that, 

like the estimates of the vectors, the weights given to each element of the matrix 

by the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) are also dependent on the 

starting point.

In conclusion the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) does not per

form properly if the initial values are chosen randomly and this agrees with the 

observation made by Maronna and Yohai (2008) relating to the importance of hav-
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Figure 4.28: Distribution of the weights for the first row after applying the  algorithm 
for 1 0 0 0  different random starts.

ing a robust and appropriate initial values estim ate in order for the  algorithm  to 

perform correctly.

4 .5 .4  Loss fu n ction  d ecreasing  at each  itera tio n

In Chapter 3 we mentioned th a t the proof of convergence of the loss function to  a 

minimum depends on non-updating the scale param eter a t each iteration. We also 

stated th a t when the scale param eter is updated a t each step (as we proposed in 

our modified algorithm), the point reached by the loss function might not be the 

minimum, but it corresponds to  estim ates as good as the ones obtained w ith the 

algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008).

Table 4.6 presents a comparison between the Improved M&Y algorithm  (our pro

posal) and the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) using the bisquare 

and asymmetric objective functions. We also tested a semi-improved algorithm,
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which uses Sn  as the scale parameter but is not updated at each iteration as in the 

Improved M&Y algorithm. Because the scale parameter is not updated the selection 

of initial values becomes important in the semi-improved M&Y algorithm. We use 

the initial values described in Subsection 3.3.1.

The following table presents the normalized bias (NBIAS) and normalized mean 

squared error (NMSE) of the vectors a  and b  estimates. For this analysis we simu

lated 1000 data sets following the distributions described in Section 4.1 and case 4 

in Section 4.4.

Function BIS ASY ASY ASY
Algorithm M&Y M&Y semi-Improved 

M&Y
Improved M&Y

a  NBIAS 0.025 0.012 -0.001 -0.002
a  NMSE 0.001 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

b  NBIAS -0.016 -0.053 -0.005 -0.003
b  NMSE 0.004 0.044 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

weight bias -0.004 0.005 0.008 0.011
weight sd 0.002 0.018 0.002 0.001

Table 4.6: Results of 1000 simulations to compare different algorithms

Table 4.6 shows that an improvement in the estimates occur when the asymmetric 

function is introduced into the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008). 

However a larger improvement in the normalized bias and mean square error is ob

served when the improvements to the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai 

(2008) are implemented. The results show a small difference between the Improved 

M&Y algorithm and the semi-improved M&Y, which means that in terms of the 

normalized bias and mean square error there is little to gain by updating An at 

every iteration. This suggests that the semi-improved M&Y algorithm gives the 

option of an algorithm which loss function decreases at each iteration, however, we 

will inherit the need for appropriate initial values for good estimates and weights.
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Because the algorithms minimise the loss function, we are interested in the values 

of this loss functions at the end of the iterative process. Figure 4.29 shows the 

comparison between the point reached w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm  and the 

point reached with the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) for those 

1 0 0 0  data  sets simulated.
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Figure 4.29: Minimal values of the loss function w ith the Improved algorithm  and 
M&Y algorithm. The line plotted is y = x.

The values reached by the loss function with the Improved M&Y algorithm  are most 

of the tim e smaller than  the minimal values reached with the algorithm  proposed 

by M aronna and Yohai (2008). This shows th a t the point reached by the loss func

tion with our algorithm will be a t least as good as the point reached w ith the  m ethod 

proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008).

As the semi-improved M&Y and the Improved M&Y algorithms seem to  be very 

similar we analyse their correspondent minimal values of the loss function.
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Figure 4.30 shows that the values reached by the loss function with the Improved 

M&Y algorithm are most of the time smaller than the minimal values reached with 

the semi-improved algorithm.
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Figure 4.30: Minimal values of the loss function with the Improved and semi- 
Improved M&Y algorithm. The line plotted is y = x.

In conclusion the Improved M&Y algorithm produces good estimates of the vectors 

a  and b , does not need specific initial values and the value reached by the loss 

function after the iterations is a good minimal point. This make our proposed 

algorithm an improvement of the method proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) 

for data sets with asymmetric outliers.

4.6 A sp e c ts  o f sen s it iv ity  o f th e  Im p ro v e d  M & Y  

a lg o r i th m

In this section we analyse the performance of the Improved M&Y algorithm when the 

data set has more dispersed observations (Subsection 4.6.1) and when the outliers
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are symmetric (Subsection 4.6.2). Neither of these cases relates to  the orienteering 

data  behaviour, bu t this analysis will gave an idea of how sensitive the Improved 

M&Y algorithm is to  different possible characteristics of d a ta  sets.

4 .6 .1  S en sit iv ity  to  d isp ersion

In this subsection we analyse the performance of the Improved M&Y algorithm when 

the d a ta  set has more dispersed observations, making the identification of outliers 

more difficult. To obtain more dispersed observations we change the param eters in 

the simulation distribution for the vector b. So instead of being bj ~  Uniform(0,0.5) 

as was for the cases 1 to  4, we use bj ~  Uniform(5,10). Then based on the simulation 

method described in Section 4.1, we set the following case:

CASE 5: ai ~  Uniform(10,20), bj ~  Uniform(5,10), e^- ~  N ( 0 ,6| ) ,  w ith 20% of 

outliers

Figure 4.31 shows the dispersion across the columns as we plotted for the other 

cases, it can be observed th a t the boxplot is not detecting the  2 0 % of outliers as 

we wanted. This could be caused by the fact th a t the values of bj are larger, so the 

errors e y  are bigger (because eiyj ~  N ( 0 ,6|) ) .  We investigated whether this masking 

of the outliers has an effect in the performance of the Improved M&Y algorithm. 

So we compare the estimates obtained with different objective functions in this sce

nario. We also compare w ith the results from the algorithm proposed by M aronna 

and Yohai (2008).
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Figure 4.31: Distribution of the simulated data per column, including outliers.

The following table presents the normalized bias and NMSE of the vector esti

mates obtained with each of the objective functions (ASY, least squares, Huber and 

bisquare) for 1000 simulated data sets.

ASY LS HUB BIS M&Y
CASE 5

a NBIAS 0.024 0.032 0.025 0.024 0.017
a NMSE 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000
b NBIAS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
b NMSE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
weight bias -0.155 -0.200 -0.142 -0.096 -0.010
weight sd 0.004 0.000 0.005 0.006 0.009

ASY: Asym m etric objective function w ith  the Improved M&Y algorithm
LS: Least squares objective function w ith the Improved M&Yalgorithm
HUB: H uber objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm
BIS: Bisquare objective function w ith the Improved M&Y algorithm
M&Y: Bisquare objective function w ith the algorithm  proposed by M aronna and
Yohai

Table 4.7: Results of 1000 simulations to compare objective functions performance 
when the outliers are masked by the observations’ dispersion.

Table 4.7 shows that for this case all the functions performed very similarly, there is 

a small difference between the least square function and the asymmetric, Huber and
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bisquare functions. Based on these results we can conclude th a t there is not enough 

evidence to suggest th a t any of the objective functions performs better, and because 

the values are so close to  the least squares it could be said th a t the algorithm is not 

detecting the outliers.

We can say th a t in a case where the data  is so dispersed th a t the outliers are masked, 

the Improved M&Y algorithm with the asymmetric objective function will perform 

as well as if we use a symmetric objective function. In this case the m ethod proposed 

by M aronna and Yohai (2008) (the last column in Table 4.7) has the smallest nor

malized bias and mean square error and it also has the smallest bias in the weights. 

So we analysed the weights for the bisquare function in the Improved M&Y algo

rithm  and in the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008) (the last two 

columns in Table 4.7). We also include for comparison purposes the results for the 

Asymmetric objective function with the Improved M&Y algorithm.

We analysed the misclassification of outliers and non outliers. So we calculate two 

separate weight biases, one for those weights whose optim al weight (WO) is zero. 

The other bias correspond to those weights whose optim al weight is one. Table 4.8 

presents the results.

O p tim a l w e ig h t
0 1

ASY
BIS
M&Y

-0.821
-0.727
-0.526

0 .0 1 1

0.062
0.119

Table 4.8: Misclassification of outliers on the Improved M&Y and M&Y algorithms. 
Using 1000 simulated data  sets.

The bias of the weights when the optimal weight is equal to  zero are large values 

for the three cases, this suggests th a t both  algorithms have problems detecting all
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the outliers, and the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) seems to be 

more successful at this task. However the results also show that the Improved M&Y 

algorithm is more effective with the non outliers, and even more when the objective 

function is the asymmetric function.

4 .6 .2  S en sit iv ity  to  sym m etr ic  ou tliers

We mentioned in Section 3.2 that the ASY function was developed to deal with 

asymmetric outliers. We want to study the performance of our asymmetric objec

tive function in cases where the outliers have a symmetric distribution. To do that 

we have included two more cases in the simulations.

Accordingly, based on method described in Section 4.1, we set a* ~  Uniform( 10,20), 

bj ~  Uniform(0,0.5), 20% of outliers and:

CASE 6: ~  Af(0,1), with symmetric outliers.

CASE 7: eij ~  N ( 0, 6|), with symmetric outliers.

Table 4.9 shows that for symmetric outliers the asymmetric (ASY) objective func

tion has a small normalized bias, however, it is significantly larger compared with 

the normalized bias of the other three functions. The normalized mean square error 

for the ASY objective function is considerably larger than those obtained from the 

estimates using a Huber, the bisquare and even the least square function. These 

results suggest that the ASY function will not perform well when the outliers are 

symmetric. The data set could be box plotted by column before applying the al

gorithm with an ASY function, to verify the outliers are asymmetric. Also for the 

particular data sets that we have being studying, is known that the elements of 

the vector a  tend to be similar between each other (because they are speeds for a
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ASY LS HUB BIS M&Y
CASE 6

a  NBIAS -0.626 -0.026 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 1

a  NMSE 0.408 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

b  NBIAS 0.023 -0.026 -0.015 -0 .0 1 0 -0.015
b  NMSE 0.061 0.007 0.003 0 .0 0 2 0.004
weight bias -0.039 -0.190 0.024 0.030 -0.006
weight sd 0.018 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

CASE 7
a  NBIAS -0.664 -0 .0 2 2 -0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

a  NMSE 0.458 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

b  NBIAS -0.040 -0.004 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

b  NMSE 0.041 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

weight bias 0.017 -0.190 0 .0 0 2 0.035 -0.005
weight sd 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.003 0 .0 0 2

ASY: Asymmetric objective function with the Improved M&Y algorithm 
LS: Least squares objective function with the Improved M&Yalgorithm 
HUB: Huber objective function with the Improved M&Y algorithm 
BIS: Bisquare objective function with the Improved M&Y algorithm 
M&Y: Bisquare objective function with the algorithm proposed by Maronna 
and Yohai

Table 4.9: Results of 1000 simulations to  compare objective functions performance 
when the outliers are symmetric.

course). So for this simulation cases if the estimates of the vector a  are negative 

and /o r have a large standard deviation, this might suggest th a t the outliers are not 

asymmetric.

The last two columns show the results for the bisquare function w ith our proposed 

algorithm and with the algorithm proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008). Similar 

values of the normalized bias and mean square error for both  algorithms suggest 

the improvements done to the algorithm might also be valid for symmetric outliers, 

using a symmetric objective function as the bisquare. But the results show th a t the 

weight bias measure is higher for the Improved M&Y algorithm. For this reason 

an additional analyse of these weights is done by studying the misclassification of 

outliers and non outliers in the same way we did in Subsection 4.6.1.
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The results in Table 4.10 show that in both cases (6 and 7) the Improved M&Y 

algorithm is better than the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) in 

the outlier detection. But the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008) 

seems to assign weight closer to one to the non outlier observations.

O p tim a l w eigh t
0 1

CASE 6
BIS
M&Y

-0.028
-0.104

0.044
0.017

CASE 7
BIS
M&Y

-0.004
-0.044

0.044
0.004

Table 4.10: Misclassification of outliers on the Improved M&Y and M&Y algorithms. 
Using 1000 simulated data sets.

The results in Subsection 4.5.4. suggested that the values reached by the loss func

tion using the Improved M&Y algorithm should be smaller than the values reached 

with the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008).

F in a l va lue  o f th e  loss fu n c tio n
mean standard deviation

CASE 6
BIS 1376 137
M&Y 3284 229

CASE 7
BIS 108 32
M&Y 1631 146

Table 4.11: Analysis of the final value of the loss function on the Improved M&Y 
and M&Y algorithms. Using 1000 simulated data sets for each case.

The results in Table 4.11 show that for data sets with symmetric outliers the values 

reached by the loss function using the Improved M&Y algorithm are also smaller 

than the values reached with the algorithm proposed by Maronna and Yohai (2008), 

this suggest that the residuals are smaller with the improved algorithm, which means 

that the estimates are closer to the real values when the Improved M&Y algorithm 

is used.
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However the motivation of this work was to  propose a m ethod th a t performs well 

in the particular case of asymmetric outliers, and the results in Table 4.5 show th a t 

the use of ASY as the objective function produces estimates slightly better th an  the 

ones obtained w ith the bisquare and better than  those from the  Huber function.

From the analysis in this chapter it is possible to  conclude th a t for da ta  sets with 

asymmetric outliers, the Improved M&Y algorithm (with ASY, HUB or BIS) pro

duces estimates with smaller normalized bias and mean square error than  those 

given by m ethod proposed by M aronna and Yohai (2008). For the case where the 

objective function is the asymmetric function, it seems th a t w ith the  Improved M&Y 

algorithm, the loss function reaches a good minimum value and the identification of 

outliers is better.
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Perform ance m easures

As mentioned in Chapter 2  the problem to  be solved is to  find a procedure th a t from 

the m atrix of times, estimates the fitness and navigational performance for each of 

the orienteers running th a t course. The approach taken in this thesis is through 

robust lower rank approximation. The algorithm to obtain this approxim ation of 

matrices was described in its general form in Chapter 3. Now we will discuss how 

the lower rank approximation is used in orienteering.

Our main interest is to measure competitor performance in an orienteering event. 

There are some computer applications th a t analyse an orienteer’s performance after 

an event, examples of those are A ttackpoint and W insplits ( h t t p : //www. a t ta c k p o in t  

o rg / and h t t p : / /o b a s e n . o r i e n t e r in g . s e /w in s p l i t s /o n l in e /e n /d e f  a u l t . a sp ) . 

W insplits uses a percentage of the best times per leg to  estim ate a performance in

dex. This index is the quotient between the fastest times per leg and the orienteer 

time. The median value of the runners’ performance indices over the whole course, 

weighted by the leg length, is considered the runners normal performance for the 

course. Then if the real time is 25% or 30 seconds over the normal performance for 

each leg, they will say a mistake has been made. The time lost on th a t leg will be

107
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the difference between the real tim e and the estimated normal performance (Troeng, 

2008). A ttackpoint is a performance and training tool for orienteering athletes, and 

they have a section dedicated to  the analysis of the split times. Attackpoint uses a 

similar procedure as W insplits to  estim ate the expected times and tim e lost per leg 

(Attackpoint, 2004).

This way of calculating the runner’s performance has the disadvantage th a t it cannot 

be computed if the leg length is unknown. W insplits and Attackpoint use the leg 

lengths given by the course designers to  do their estimations. For this reason, those 

m ethods do not consider the fact th a t the speed will be modified if the distance on 

the ground differs for each orienteer. T hat is usually the case as every orienteer can 

choose between all the multiple routes between check points. Another characteristic 

of this runner’s performance index is th a t it depends on the orienteers running the 

course, which suggests th a t this performance will represent information about the 

orienteer fitness but it might include features about the course as well. Also the 

only navigational measure derived from the applications such as A ttackpoint and 

W insplits is the estimate of tim e lost.

In this C hapter we intend to present an alternative procedure to  estimate an ori

enteer’s performance. We have mentioned th a t the performance in an orienteering 

event depends on both  the fitness and the navigational skills of the orienteer, so 

we define our performance measures considering these two aspects. We start in 

Section 5.1 w ith an explanation of the estimates obtained from application of the 

Improved M&Y algorithm mentioned in Chapter 3. From those estimates and other 

information such as the weights we construct in Section 5.2 two fitness measures 

and in Section 5.3 three navigational measures. We use data  from the Scottish 6
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days 2013 event to  show how these measures work.

5.1 O utput o f th e  lower rank approxim ation

The robust lower rank approximation described in C hapter 3 was developed to  

transform the information in the m atrix of times into data  th a t provides informa

tion about the orienteers performance. The bilinear model provides two vectors a  

and b. W hen these vectors are multiplied, the resulting m atrix  H  corresponds to 

the times orienteers should have taken to  complete each leg if they have not got lost 

in any of the legs (the outliers).

T  =

^  h , l  t l ,2  • • • t l ,m  ^

12,1 ^2,2 • • • ^2,m

^  h iti h i ;2 . . .  hi,m ^ 

^2,1 ^2,2 • • • ^2 ,m

Y tn, 1 2 • • • tn,m J y n̂,l 2 • • • J

So we have the vector a th a t is related to  the speed of the orienteers during the 

course, the vector b th a t relates to  the distance of the legs respectively, and a m a

trix  H  of estim ated times without mistakes.

We will illustrate the outputs of the algorithm w ith an example. The d a ta  used 

correspond to  the times of the orienteers running a long course on the  first day of 

the Scottish 6  days 2013 event. The m atrix  of original times for the complete da ta  

has 143 rows and 14 columns, the following m atrix  T  represents only a selection 

of 6  orienteers out of the 143 th a t have run the course and is the same th a t was 

presented in Table 2 .1  in Chapter 2 :
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( 1.18 0.78 1.80 1.67 2.78 1.20 2.65 2.38 11.33 1.00 3.38 3.72 1.07 0.43
1.12 0.95 1.58 1.85 2.67 1.47 3.52 2.85 10.20 0.92 3.67 4.30 1.17 0.43
1.50 1.27 2.05 4.90 3.72 1.45 3.63 3.88 12.63 1.35 5.32 20.18 1.57 0.52
2.82 5.83 1.82 2.52 3.27 1.88 6.33 2.78 11.00 2.67 5.43 25.48 1.70 0.47
4.22 4.00 4.32 5.88 4.17 3.37 8.82 5.62 27.18 5.03 8.93 7.77 2.05 0.50

K 3.32 2.78 4.98 5.58 14.07 3.42 9.00 5.22 28.05 7.62 12.87 18.72 2.17 0.58 )

This example corresponds to  a course with 14 legs and a to ta l distance of 4775 

metres. We can see from visual inspection for example th a t the 4th  orienteer did a 

tim e of 25.48 minutes on the twelfth leg. Also the last orienteer completed the fifth 

leg in 14.07 minutes. Looking at the values on the m atrix T , these two mentioned 

times seem to be examples of outliers in this case and hence are marked in bold. The 

application of the robust lower rank approximation algorithm described in Chapter 

3 gave as a result the following two vectors:

/  191 >
140
213
262

0.006 \ 336
0.008 178
0.010 424
0.010 b = 330
0.012 1174
0.023 j 174

499
664
147

 ̂ 43 j

In Section 3.3 was mentioned th a t the algorithm will normalize the vector b  with the 

sum of the values of the vector D. Then here the vector b  is the estimated distances 

for each leg in metres, and the sum of all the values of the vector b  correspond to 

the  course distance of 4.775 km. As the elements of m atrix T  are times then using 

the  physical relationship between speed, distance and tim e it results th a t the vector 

a  represents the inverse of the estim ated orienteer’s speed, measured in metres per 

minute. This is orienteer’s “pace” (the number of minutes to cover a metre). From
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these values it can be seen th a t the ninth leg was the  longest w ith 1174 metres 

followed by the twelfth w ith an estim ated distance of 664 metres. The 1st orienteer 

is estim ated to be the fastest, the 6th the slowest and the 3rd and 4th  have similar 

speeds.

Then the estim ated times given by the multiplication of those two vectors are:

1.15 0.84 1.28 1.57 2.02 1.07 2.54
1.53 1.12 1.70 2.10 2.69 1.42 3.39
1.91 1.40 2.13 2.62 3.36 1.78 4.24
1.91 1.40 2.13 2.62 3.36 1.78 4.24
2.29 1.68 2.56 3.14 4.03 2.14 5.09
4.39 3.22 4.90 6.03 7.73 4.09 9.75

1.98 7.04 1.04 2.99 3.98 0.88 0.26 \
2.64 9.39 1.39 3.99 5.31 1.18 0.34
3.30 11.74 1.74 4.99 6.64 1.47 0.43
3.30 11.74 1.74 4.99 6.64 1.47 0.43
3.96 14.09 2.09 5.99 7.97 1.76 0.52
7.59 27.00 4.00 11.48 15.27 3.38 0.99 I

These are the times we expected each orienteer to  have taken to  complete each leg, 

based on him /her running at constant speed along the course and not making any 

navigational mistake. Marked with italics are the times th a t the algorithm  identi

fies as outliers. So we have th a t the expected time of the fourth orienteer on the 

twelfth leg is 6.64 minutes instead of the 25.48 minutes he/she actually did. For the 

last orienteer the expected time on the fifth leg was 7.73, th a t compared w ith the 

original times in the m atrix T  is almost half the time. These large differences be

tween the original times and the expected suggest the orienteers got lost in those legs.

The matrices T  and H  and the vectors a and b  are used to generate an evaluation 

of the fitness and the navigational performance for each orienteer on the  course. 

In the following subsections the construction of two fitness and three navigational 

measures are explained.
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5.2 F itn ess m easures

The reciprocals of the elements of the vector a will be the average speed of the 

orienteers over the course. This is the expected speed with a perfect navigation. So 

if an orienteer runs a course of ten legs and got lost in the third and seventh leg, 

h is/her speed will be calculated considering the expected tim e without making a 

mistake on legs three and seven.

The average course speed of the zth orienteer is our first fitness measure and is 

defined as:

speedi =  — (5.1)
O'i

where a; is the z-th element of the vector a.

It is im portant to  mention th a t this speed is related to  how runnable the terrain 

where the event took place was. So courses in areas w ith open land will produce 

faster average speeds than  a course in an area with forest th a t is difficult to run 

through. So the difference in average speed between orienteering events of the same 

length is non-negligible unlike other types of running races.

In order to  be able to  compare the performance of the same orienteer over different 

events we need to  eliminate the relationship of the speed with the course. To do this 

we define a ranked speed. This is a comparison of each orienteer’s average speed 

w ith the mean speed of the group th a t only includes the fastest 1 0 % of the orienteers 

running th a t course. The 10% was chosen to  have a ranking th a t does not depend 

only on one runner (the fastest). The fastest orienteer changes from course to  course 

so using a group instead will make the ranked average speed a more stable measure,
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not dependent so much on the orienteers participating on the course. If the group 

only includes the best orienteers on the course, the ranked average speed will be 

in term s of the best possible times for the course, measuring how far the  orienteer 

is from the winning times. A greater percentage like 20% or 50% will increase the 

variance of the speed in the group, which might cause th a t the dependence of the 

speed on the course is not eliminated as desired for the ranked average speed. For 

this reason we decide to  have a small group (10%). The ratio is multiplied by 100 

to  have it in percentage terms.

So the ranked average speed for the z-th orienteer is defined as:

f i t i  =
speedi

m eanbestl0%(speedi)
x 1 0 0 (5.2)

Continuing with the example of the selected 6  orienteers from a course on the first 

day of the Scottish 6  days 2013 event, the mean speed of the group th a t only 

includes the 1 0 % of the fastest orienteers in this course is 128 metres per minute. 

Their correspondent fitness measures are:

speed =

(  167 >\ 
125 
100 
100 
83

V 43

f i t  =

/  130 
98 
78 
78 
65

V 34

The  first orienteer ran the course at an average speed of 167 metres per m inute in 

contrast, the fifth orienteer had an average speed of 83 metres per minute. The 

ranked average speed of 130 for the first orienteer means he/she is running faster 

than  the mean of group with the 10% of the fastest orienteers. The sixth orienteer
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has a ranked average speed of 34, this means th a t this orienteer’s speed is only 34% 

of the speed of best 1 0 % orienteers.

5 .2 .1  C om parison  o f  th e  average sp eed  m easure

To investigate whether these fitness performance measures are appropriate we will 

compare our average course speed with running speeds found in the literature. The 

relation between age and running speed has been studied for different running events. 

One of these studies was done by Bird et al. (2001), who showed th a t the running 

speeds for a cross-country event for the fastest men and women between the ages of 

45 to  65 years decrease linearly by an average between 7% and 9% per decade of age. 

Korhonen et al. (2003) concluded th a t the sprint performance decline on average be

tween 5% to 6 % per decade in males and between 5% to 7% per decade in females. 

In a particular case for orienteering events, Bird et al. (2001) showed th a t the speed 

for men and women between 50 and 70 years decreased by 17% and 21% per decade.

The relation between running speed and gender has also been studied by Gjerset 

et al. (1997). Their research shows th a t women’s speed is 22% slower than  th a t of 

men in a cross-country race, compared with a 32% difference in orienteering terrain.

We want to  analyse whether our average speed measure behaves similarly to  what 

has been reported in the papers mentioned. We use the data  from 14 different 

courses on the first day of the Scottish 6  days 2013 event to  analyse the average 

course speed for each age group and both  genders. The courses selected were the 

long courses for the 35 to  80 age groups for men and women. Bird et al. (2001) used 

the fastest three orienteers in each group for their analysis. So for this analysis we 

used as well the  three fastest orienteers at each age group. We used the average
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speed measure to identify the fastest orienteers. The speed estimated for the 40 

years old group is used as the starting point to calculate the speed decline for cross 

country and orienteering. These estimates are based on the declines reported in the 

literature. The results are plotted in the following Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of average course speed by age and gender against the 
running speed for the cross country and orienteering events based on the decline 
reported in the literature.

Figure 5.1 shows that the average speed of the competitors running the first day of 

the Scottish 6 days 2013 event declines from the age groups of 45 and 40 years old 

onwards for men and women respectively. In particular the decline observed from 

40 years old to 80 years old has the same tendency as the speed decline by age found 

in the literature for cross country and orienteering events. The differences of speeds 

between genders mentioned by Gjerset et al. (1997) is also present in this data and 

shown in this figure. The fact that our average speed follows the tendency described 

in the literature suggest that this fitness measure is appropriately estimating an 

orienteer’s speed.
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5.2 .2  A n a lysis  o f  th e  ranked average sp eed  m easure

As mentioned we propose the use of the ranked average speed as a fitness measure 

th a t allows us to make a comparison of the competitors fitness across different events. 

To verify th a t this measure allows the comparison, we use the data  from one specific 

colour coded course (named green course) over 6  days of the same Scottish event 

already mentioned. The green course has a high technical difficulty, a maximum 

length of 5 km, and is open for orienteers of any age. Figure 5.2 presents a m atrix 

scatter plot of the ranked average speed for the 36 orienteers th a t participated in 

all 6  days of competition always on a green course. The measure was calculated for 

each day based on all the orienteers running the green course.

We do not expect an orienteer’s fitness to  change between days of the event, unless 

an injury had occurred. Figure 5.2 shows the relation between the ranked average 

speed on the six different days. On the lower panels we observe the scatter plots for 

each pair of the days, the diagonal lines correspond to the identity function. The 

upper panels present the correlation coefficient for each case. The plots suggest th a t 

this fitness measure is very similar in all the days. This fact supports the hypothesis 

th a t the ranked average speed is measuring the orienteers’ fitness, and th a t is a 

measure th a t can be use to  compare fitness across courses.

The ranked average speed has also to  be consistent with the original times. We 

expect an orienteer with a large original time to have a low ranked average speed 

and vice versa for short original times to  complete the course. To corroborate th a t 

relationship between this fitness measure and the original times, in Figure 5.3 we 

plotted the ranked average speed against the original times of the same 36 orienteers 

for each of the 6  days.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of ranked average speed for orienteers running a green course 
on each of the 6  days of the Scottish 2013.

The graphs in Figure 5.3 show th a t the original times and the ranked average speed 

have a negative correlation as was expected. Most of the observations lie on a 

visible curve. The observations far from the main curve correspond to  the orien

teers th a t on th a t day made mistakes th a t affected their original times. So we can 

conclude th a t the ranked average speed is measuring an orienteer’s fitness as desired.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of ranked average speed for orienteers running a green course 
on each of the 6  days of the Scottish 2013.
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By construction the ranked average speed depends on the top 10% of each particular 

course, bu t it could be possible to  choose a different top 1 0 % th a t does not depend 

on the course. For example we can use courses run in the same area, the same 

day and th a t by design have similar technical difficulty (such as the green and blue 

course in one event). In such case we will expect th a t the speeds of the competitors 

in the different courses should be comparable, and instead of choosing the top 1 0 % 

of each colour we calculate the ranked average speed w ith the fastest 1 0 % over the 

two colour coded courses. Then this ranked speed will be dependent on the area 

and not on the courses.

As we will show in Chapter 6 , the data  suggest th a t the assumption of two courses 

having similar physical and navigational level is a strong assumption. For this rea

son we used the top 1 0 % of the course, and we have shown th a t the ranked average 

speed defined this way fit the purpose of producing a fitness measure th a t is com

parable between courses.

5.3 N avigation

To measure the navigational skill we use three different variables, the speed consis

tency, the number of legs with mistakes and the time lost in those mistakes. There is 

a correlation between these variables as all of them  depend on the ex tra  tim e taken 

by the orienteer in certain legs, bu t they complement each other because they are 

measuring different aspects of the navigational skill.

The robust lower rank approximation algorithm through the asymm etric objective 

function assigns weights wifj to each tim e in the matrix. As these weights are di

rectly related to  the time the ith  orienteer took to  complete the j t h  leg (Uj),  the
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weights are also related w ith outliers. So it is possible to use the weights to identify 

navigational mistakes, and estim ate the number of legs with mistakes as well as the 

tim e lost in those mistakes.

The asymmetric objective function will assign weights between zero and one to the 

times, giving a zero weight to  large outliers. So we define th a t if a weight value is 

smaller than  0.75 then we will consider th a t the orienteer took longer than  expected 

for th a t leg. This means th a t the tim e t itj is detected as a time where a navigational 

mistake has been made.

In Subsection 4.4 was shown th a t for the simulated case which is similar to  the ori

enteering data  (case 4), the use of the 0.75 value in the m ethod appears to  detect all 

the outliers. In this case we will be selecting all the legs where a mistake has been 

made. The cutting value (c-value) for the asymmetric function discussed in Chap

ter 3 needs also to  be adjusted. For the orienteering data  the value of c =  4, seems 

to  work well, meaning th a t it detects all the obvious outliers and the percentage of 

outliers in a course is on average 20%. So c =  4 is the value used for this analysis.

S p eed  con sisten cy

The speed consistency measures how much the speed varies between legs. We as

sume th a t this variation is caused by navigational factors, because the difficulty 

of completing each leg will affect directly in the time to  complete it, so the speed 

will be different. So orienteers with very consistent speeds along the legs, will have 

smaller values on this speed consistency measure. Then low values of speed consis

tency means the orienteer has found the course easy to  navigate suggesting he/she 

has good navigational skills. This measure is estim ated with the variation between
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the real times T  and the expected times H . For each orienteer and each leg, we 

estim ate how different the real tim e is from the expected. Then, by adding the 

absolute value of the variations in all the legs and dividing by the number of legs, 

we obtain an estim ated variation over all the course. Then the speed consistency of 

the ith  orienteer will be:

So the  higher this value is, the less consistent the orienteer’s speed was. 

P ro p o r t io n  o f legs w ith  m is ta k es

We compute the proportion of legs per orienteer th a t were detected as having a 

navigational mistake. This is done with the m atrix of weights used in the robust 

bilinear fitting as mentioned in previous paragraphs.

consi =
E m I tjj

3 1 ‘ hi , j

m
(5.3)

proJegi =  100 x (5.4)
m

where

0 if wi4 ^  0.75
(5.5)

1 if Wij < 0 .7 5
\
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T im e  lo s t in  m is ta k es

The tim e lost in mistakes measures the navigational ability in term s of the amount 

of tim e spend on mistakes. The difference between the real time and the estimated 

tim e from m atrix  H , gives an estim ate of the minutes lost in each leg. If only the legs 

where mistakes are detected by the algorithm are considered then these differences 

will be positive. So the estim ated minutes lost can be calculated with the equation:

m in J o s t  = titj — h ij  (5.6)
j=withm istake

We are interested in measuring the time lost relative to  the length of the leg, be

cause in term s of the navigational performance, 1 minute lost in a 3 minutes leg 

will not be the same as 1 m inute lost in a 10 minutes leg. So the minutes lost in 

the legs identified as mistakes are weighted in such way th a t minutes lost in longer 

legs are down weighted. The weights definition is based on the ratio between each 

leg distance and the to ta l distance of the course. To obtain a down weight on large 

distances we use (1  — ratio), so the weights will go from zero to  one. We use the 

estim ated leg distances given by the vector b  of the bilinear model. The time lost 

by the  zth orienteer will be:

tlosti =  ^   ̂ (tij  — hij)  x (1  — —) (5-7)
j=withm istake

where D  is the to tal course distance. Because the weights in the time lost measure 

take values between zero and one, the value of the time lost in mistakes will always 

be smaller than  the estim ated minutes lost.

Following the example of the selected 6  orienteers from a course on the first day of 

the  Scottish 6  days 2013 event their corresponding navigational measures are:
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cons =

(  0.217 \  
0.123 
0.322 
0.595 
0.614 

V 0.279

proJeg =

(  21% \  
0% 
14% 
36% 
71%

V 29% j

tlost =

/  4.11 
0.00 
13.81 
24.19 
29.85 

\  13.59

We have th a t the second orienteer has a speed consistency of 0.123, this means th a t 

he/she was running all the legs a t a more consistent speed th an  the other five runners 

and he/she did not got lost in any leg as the proJeg = 0% means th a t the propor

tion of legs where a mistake was made is zero, similarly for the time lost (tlost =  0 ). 

The fourth orienteer had a average speed of 100 metres per minute however the con

sistency of this speed was 0.595, which means th a t the speed varied from leg to  leg, 

the value of the proJeg  means th a t he/she got lost in 36% of the legs (5 legs) and 

the value of the tlost  means th a t in those 5 legs he/she lost more th an  24.19 minutes.

As mentioned in C hapter 4 the algorithm is sensitive to large variation between legs. 

An example of this is the fifth orienteer, who despite having a speed consistency sim

ilar to  the fourth orienteer, the estim ated proportion of legs where a mistake was 

made is 71%. However most of the detected mistakes are very small, between 1.5 

and 3 minutes in each leg compared with the fourth orienteer which mistakes in legs 

two and twelve added 4.43 and 18.84 minutes to  h is/her time. This means th a t pa rt 

of the speed variability across the legs is due to  the tim e lost in errors and it can 

be detected by analysing the three navigational measures together as each one is 

providing different information about an orienteer’s navigation performance.

5.3 .1  A n a lysis  o f  th e  n av igation a l m easu res

To analyse the proposed navigational measures we use the da ta  from the first day 

of the green course of the Scottish 6  days 2013 event, the same d a ta  used in the
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comparison of the ranked average speed measure in Subsection 5.2.2. Figure 5.4 

shows the three navigational measures on the same plot. The graph has the speed 

consistency and time lost in the axes and the different colours of the points in the 

scatter plot represent the percentage of legs detected with outliers.

o s
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Figure 5.4: Navigation performance measures, for orienteers running a green course 
on the first day of the Scottish 6 days 2013 event.

Figure 5.4 shows the direct relationship between speed consistency and time lost. 

Also as expected there is a correlation between proportion of legs with mistakes and 

time lost. The combination of a high proportion of legs with outliers and low speed 

consistency usually implies little time lost. In the plot this is true for the two darker 

blue points in the middle of the scatter plot. This suggests that most of these cases 

are orienteers with many legs detected with outliers but with very small amounts 

of time lost. On the other hand high values of time lost with small proportion 

of legs suggest the orienteer lost a considerable amount of time in few legs, clear 

navigational mistakes (yellow and green points). Figure 5.4 shows that the three
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navigational measures have correlation between each other, however it seems that 

they measure different aspects of an orienteer’s navigational performance. For this 

reason we propose that the navigational performance analysis is done as a conjunc

tion of the three measures.

In the following Figure 5.5 we use as reference the actual times to analyse the 

speed consistency and time lost. The scatter plot has the original time and speed 

consistency in the axes and the time lost is represented with the different colours 

for the points in the plot.
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Figure 5.5: Speed consistency and time lost against original times, for orienteers 
running a green course on the first day of the Scottish 6 days 2013 event.

Remember that the actual times include the times spent on mistakes, so we expect 

a correlation between high original times and time lost. Figure 5.4 showed there is a 

relation between speed consistency and time lost. However in Figure 5.5 the pattern 

of time lost increasing as the speed consistency increases is clearer.
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Small actual times are related to low values of the speed consistency and low val

ues of time lost (red points). As the actual tim e increases, the spread of the speed 

consistency also increases. This is due to  the fact th a t at this point the model dif

ferentiates between two types of orienteers: 1 ) Slow runners with good navigational 

skills who will have high actual time and low speed consistency (as their speed will 

be steady along the course), and 2 ) average or fast runners with not very good nav

igational skills th a t will cause their speeds to  vary between legs making the speed 

consistency measure increase.

From Figures 5.4 and 5.5 is possible to  conclude th a t the navigational measures are 

correctly detecting im portant features of an orienteers’ navigational skills.

Now we would like to analyse how the navigational measures behave across events. 

The results of the 36 orienteers th a t always ran a green course over each of the 6  days 

Scottish event are the data  used for this analysis. The three navigational measures 

were calculated for each day. To compare the results across the different days we 

obtain a m atrix  plot and calculate the correlation m atrix for the speed consistency 

and for the tim e lost measures.

In Figure 5 .6  we present the plots of the speed consistency measure of each day 

against the other 5 days for the Scottish event. The diagonal lines correspond to  the 

identity function y = x. The points in the scatter plots are spread, these suggest 

th a t there is no significant correlation between the speed consistency estim ated for 

an orienteer in the course run on one day and the speed consistency obtained by 

the same orienteer in the courses run the other days. A similar result was shown on 

the m atrix  plot for the tim e lost measure, suggesting also th a t the time lost in one
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of speed consistency for orienteers running a green course 
each of the 6  days of the Scottish 2013.

course is independent of the time lost in a different course.

Table 5.1 presents the correlation coefficients for these navigational measures. For 

the speed consistency the coefficients vary from -0.07 to  0.52. This affirms w hat 

was seen in the previous plots th a t there is not a clear correlation between this 

navigational measure over different courses. The coefficients suggest the  possible 

correlation on the consistency of speed between the courses on day 4 and the  courses 

on the first and second day.
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S p eed  con sisten cy  T im e lost
D ay 1 2 3 4 5 6 D ay 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1.00 1 1.00
2 o .ir 1.00 2 0.08 1.00
3 i o o -a 0.15 1.00 3 0.02 0.29 1.00
4 0.49 0.52 0.08 1.00 4 0.27 0.64 0.35 1.00
5 0.32 0.11 0.35 0.45 1.00 5 0.15 0.39 0.53 0.60 1.00
6 0.34 0.40 0.07 0.41 0.25 1.00 6 0.22 0.49 0.40 0.57 0.47 1.00

Table 5.1: Correlation coefficients for speed consistency and time lost across the 6  

days of the Scottish event.

The correlation coefficients for the tim e lost measure shown in Table 5.1 also suggest 

th a t this measure represents a characteristic of the course th a t does not depend on 

the orienteer. The values of the coefficients suggest a possible correlation between 

the time lost in day 4 and the tim e lost on days 2, 5 and 6 . Also between the third 

and fifth day.

This analysis suggests th a t the navigational measures proposed do not give a consis

ten t measure of the orienteers’ technical ability. The measures appear to  be highly 

related to  an orienteer’s performance in th a t particular course. This might be be

cause of the factor of making mistakes involved in the measure. Furthermore getting 

or not getting lost in a leg may not have a clear relationship with an orienteer’s 

innate technical ability. However we manage to  obtain information about an ori

enteer’s navigational skills from those mistakes. This suggest th a t the navigational 

measures are more variable than  the speed over different courses. For this reason 

the  use of a ranked measure as we did for the speed will not provide a measure th a t 

is consistent across events. However as shown before focusing on a single course, the 

three navigational measures provide information th a t can be used to measure the 

navigational skills of the orienteers.
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An example of how the proposed navigational measures could be used to  analyse 

performance over different events is presented in Figure 5.7. This figure presents 

the analysis of the speed consistency and tim e lost measures for 6  orienteers (each 

orienteer is represented by a colour) on the six days (each point represents a day as 

labelled) of the Scottish 2013 event. The six orienteers were selected randomly.

o
CO

in
CM

o

in

o

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Speed consistency

Figure 5.7: Comparison of speed consistency and tim e lost for 6  orienteers running 
a green course each of the 6  days^of the Scottish 2013.

Figure 5.7 shows th a t for four orienteers (yellow, green, light blue and blue) the  

course on day 6  was harder navigationally, which might suggest th a t this course was 

different to  the courses on the other five days. We also observed th a t some orien

teers (except the yellow and light blue orienteers) have speed consistency and tim e 

lost measures fairly close to each other in four or five of the days. Choosing as an 

example the orienteer marked in pink colour, the results suggest th a t this orienteer 

performed very well on the second day, good on the fourth, fifth and sixth days, bu t 

on day one made a large mistake th a t cost h im /her a  tim e lost of a t least 30 m inutes
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and the course on day three was more navigationally challenging for him /her. This 

might suggest th a t h is/her navigational skills are good for the green course. To 

complete the example, this orienteer’s ranked average speeds were between 48 and 

57 for the 6  days. This suggest th a t because his/her navigation level is good for the 

green course, this orienteer might be able to  improve his/her performance in green 

courses by only improving his/her fitness.

We have constructed two fitness and three navigational measures. The average speed 

and the ranked average speed measure the fitness level of the orienteer. The average 

speed also includes information about how easy or difficult to run the course was. 

The ranked average speed is a measure th a t allows the comparison of the orienteer 

fitness across different events. The analysis of the navigational measures; speed con

sistency, proportion of legs with mistakes and tim e lost in mistakes together provides 

a clear view of an orienteer’s navigational skills. However, the lack of consistency of 

the orienteers making mistakes over different courses cause th a t these navigational 

measures are only valid for their correspondent course. Still, the combined analysis 

of these five measures gives a more complete approach to  the complex problem of 

modelling an orienteer’s performance.
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D ifficulty scale for colour cod ed  

events

The courses in an orienteering event are usually organized by class (gender and age) 

or by colour. For colour coded events in the UK the British Orienteering Federation 

(BOF) has set the guidelines th a t event organizers should follow in the  design of 

their courses to ensure the consistency of course standards. These guidelines are 

based on the length, the technical difficulty level and the elite winning tim es of the 

courses. The technical difficulty level is based on the skills needed to  successfully 

complete a course. The levels go from 1 to  5, w ith 5 being courses requiring the 

highest technical skills (BOF, 2014).

In the case of the colour coded events, the elite winning times are calculated w ith a 

course length ratio based on the black course (the most difficult course). So those 

times will correspond to the expected times for the top standard  elite com petitors. 

In a similar way, age class events use a speed ratio  to  estim ate the  course’s length, 

the ratio  is based on the speed of the class M2 1  (men of 21 to  3 4  years old) (Ap

pendix B to  Rules of Orienteering).

131
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The following table presents the suggested values for the more common colour 

courses on long distance events:

C olour Distance Technical Difficulty Elite winning time
W H IT E  1.0 to  1.9 km 1 9 minutes

Y E L L O W  2.0 to 2.9 km 2  15 minutes
O R A N G E  2.5 to  3.5 km 3 17 minutes

L IG H T  G R E E N  3.0 to  4.0 km 4 20 minutes
G R E E N  3.5 to  5.0 km 5 26 minutes

B L U E  5.5 to  7.5 km 5 38 minutes
B R O W N  8.5 to  12.0 km 5 57 minutes
B L A C K  10.0 to  14.0 km 5 67 minutes

Table 6.1: BOF guidelines for long distance colour coded events

In Table 6.1 we can see th a t the green, blue, brown and black colours only differ 

in length as all of them  have the highest possible technical difficulty level (5). The 

distance specified in this table corresponds to  a corrected distance, this correction 

is based in an addition of 0 .1  km for every 1 0  metres of climb along the course.

As mentioned in Chapter 1 the data  used for this work are the courses information 

published on the BOF results web page, and correspond to  the m atrix of times, 

length of the course, number of controls and climbing metres. However, according 

to  the  guidelines course planners will use the length, the number of controls, the 

weather and the terrain to  obtain the desired difficulty level and estim ated elite 

winning tim e for the black course. This suggests th a t using the length, number of 

controls and climbing metres to  identify similarities between same colour courses 

m ight not be possible. Nevertheless, the guidelines suggest the elite winning times 

and technical difficulty should be very similar between same colour courses. The 

use of elite winning times directly to  analyse the course similarities is usually not 

possible as on some courses, elite orienteers are unlikely to enter. For example an 

event with green, blue and brown courses, the elite orienteers most probably decide
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to run the brown course as it will be more physically demanding, and elite orienteers 

running a green or blue course might have chosen to  do so because of illness or injury 

th a t is affecting their performance.

We are interested in studying the consistency of the courses in different events. We 

compared green, blue and brown courses across different events in the UK and found 

evidence suggesting differences in the technical difficulties. The results of this com

parison are presented in this chapter. F irst we analyse the original times in each 

event, and this is followed by studying the courses’ technical difficulty based on the 

performance measures developed in Chapter 5. The chapter finishes w ith the  pro

posal of a methodology to  measure the course technical difficulty.

The analysis was done with data downloaded from the British Orienteering web 

page. These data  correspond to the published results for the green, blue and brown 

courses of 100 events th a t took place in the UK between January  2013 and May 

2014. The data  was gathered in a way such th a t the course labels in any of the 

colours corresponds to courses from the same event. This means th a t the first green 

course was run the same day and in the same area as the first blue and the brown 

courses.

6.1 A nalysis o f th e  original tim es

Studying the original times for all the courses will provide a rough idea of the 

course technical difficulty. This will also let us compare the winning times between 

courses. Based on the assumption th a t course planners take into consideration the 

BOF guidelines regarding the elite winning times, we will expect the winning times 

for each course (if an elite orienteer was running it) to  be close to  the tim es estab
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lished in Table 6.1.

Figures 6.1, 6 .2  and 6.3 present the distribution of the original times for each course. 

The data  in each boxplot represent the orienteers running th a t particular course. 

The elite winning time as given in Table 6.1 is the horizontal line in each figure.

Figure 6.1 shows th a t most of the winning times for the green courses are above the 

recommended 26 minutes for elite orienteers. The mean tim e per course goes from 

42 to  94 minutes, and the overall mean tim e is 6 8  minutes.

Figure 6 .2  shows th a t only 8  of the blue courses have winning close to or below the 

recommended 38 minutes. The mean tim e per course goes from 50 to 115 minutes, 

and the overall mean tim e is 76 minutes.

The times for the brown courses are shown in Figure 6.3. The mean tim e to  com

plete a brown course is 84 minutes. However across courses the mean time goes from 

56 to  125 minutes. Around half of the courses had winning time below or very close 

to  the 57 minutes suggested by the BOF guidelines.

The difference between the winning times and the elite winning times could be 

caused by the fact th a t the elite winning times on Table 6.1 are calculated with 

ratios from the elite winning tim e for the black course (67 minutes), and not all 

the events offer a Black course which suggest th a t planners have to  estimate this 

time. Also events with a larger winning time on the black course will cause larger 

winning times on all the other courses. Another reason for this difference is the 

absence of elite runners competing in the analysed courses and this is a common
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case for shorter courses. We also know th a t the definition of elite orienteers depends 

on orienteers running elite courses, then the identification if whether the winner on 

a non elite course was an elite runner is complex. These results suggest th a t using 

the elite winning times as guide to  assess the technical difficulty of the course might 

not be workable path.

To complete the analysis of the original times we calculated the correlation coeffi

cients between the times and the course characteristics (length, num ber of controls 

and climbing m etres). The results for the three colours are presented in the following 

table.

Correlation coefficient
Green

T im es
Blue Brown

N u m b e r  o f  co n tro ls 0.081 0.115 0.064
D is ta n c e 0.024 0.086 0.183

C lim b in g  m e tre s 0.119 0.147 0.114

Table 6 .2 : Correlation between original times and course characteristics.

Low values of the coefficients suggest th a t there is no correlation between the times 

the orienteers take to  complete the course and the distance, number of controls or 

climbing metres on a course. This is an expected result as it was mentioned th a t 

these variables are used by the course designer to determine the technical difficulty 

of the courses.

The results suggest th a t the length, number of controls and climbing m etres of a 

course do not provide information about the course technical difficulty level, so in 

order to  assess the difficulty of the courses other variables will have to  be used.
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6.2 Course m easures

According to  BOF the technical difficulty of a course is based on the skills needed 

to  complete the course. A level 5 course should have significant route choices and 

legs of different lengths forcing regular changes in technique. As for the control 

points, they should be as few as possible and far from obvious relocating features. 

Also according to the rules, errors by orienteers in a course with level 5 of technical 

difficulty can result in a large tim e loss (Appendix B to  Rules of Orienteering).

As mentioned in the previous section, the original times and additional information 

published on the BOF results web page are not enough to  analyse a course technical 

difficulty level. For these reasons we propose the use of the orienteers’ performance 

measures described in Chapter 5 to  study the courses’ technical difficulty.

An orienteer’s performance measures are calculated for all the com petitors in each 

course, then the information is aggregated by course obtaining the  following course 

performance measures:

•  Speed: Mean of the estim ated orienteer’s speeds for the course

• Coefficient of variation for the speed: Robust scale estim ator An (orienteer’s 

speed) divided by the mean course speed.

•  Speed consistency: Mean of the orienteers’ speed consistency measures for the 

course

• Coefficient of variation for the speed consistency: Robust scale estim ator 

An (orienteer’s speed consistency) divided by the mean course speed consis

tency.
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•  Time lost: Mean of the estim ated tim e lost in mistakes of all the orienteers in 

the course. This considers only the legs where a mistake was detected through 

the weights.

•  Expected time to complete the course: Estim ation of the mean tim e needed 

for an average orienteer to  finish the course considering zero time lost.

•  Time lost vs time to  complete the course: Proportion of the estim ated time 

lost in mistake against the expected tim e to  complete the course. This is:

mean time lost in the course , .
mean tim e to complete the course

Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6 . 6  present the histograms of the course performance measures 

(course speed, course speed consistency, course tim e lost and expected time to com

plete the course) for the three different analysed colours. Some of the histograms 

show presence of atypical observations, so in the analysis we will refer back to  the 

da ta  and identify those atypical courses.

Figure 6.4 presents the results for the green courses. These plots show th a t some 

courses have values on the performance measures th a t differ from the rest. For ex

ample for the course speed there are two courses on the lower end of the distribution 

w ith a speed lower than  55 metres per minute. Those courses are the 1st and 68th 

courses. On the other end of the distribution two courses (94th  and 83rd) have 

speeds higher than  110 metres per minute. Then under the assumption th a t all the 

courses were run by groups of orienteers with similar abilities, the results suggest 

th a t the 94dh and 83rd courses were more runnable than the rest. The speed con

sistency measure has an overall mean value of 0.21. The histogram of this measure 

suggests one outlier a t the upper end of the distribution, this is the 39th  course
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6.2 Course m easures

According to  BOF the technical difficulty of a course is based on the skills needed 

to  complete the course. A level 5 course should have significant route choices and 

legs of different lengths forcing regular changes in technique. As for the  control 

points, they should be as few as possible and far from obvious relocating features. 

Also according to  the rules, errors by orienteers in a course w ith level 5 of technical 

difficulty can result in a large time loss (Appendix B to  Rules of Orienteering).

As mentioned in the previous section, the original times and additional information 

published on the BOF results web page are not enough to  analyse a course technical 

difficulty level. For these reasons we propose the use of the orienteers’ performance 

measures described in Chapter 5 to study the courses’ technical difficulty.

An orienteer’s performance measures are calculated for all the com petitors in each 

course, then the information is aggregated by course obtaining the  following course 

performance measures:

•  Speed: Mean of the estim ated orienteer’s speeds for the course

• Coefficient of variation for the speed: Robust scale estim ator S n (orienteer’s 

speed) divided by the mean course speed.

•  Speed consistency: Mean of the orienteers’ speed consistency measures for the 

course

•  Coefficient of variation for the speed consistency: Robust scale estim ator 

S'n(orienteer’s speed consistency) divided by the m ean course speed consis

tency.
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•  Time lost: Mean of the estim ated time lost in mistakes of all the orienteers in 

the course. This considers only the legs where a mistake was detected through 

the weights.

•  Expected time to  complete the course: Estim ation of the mean time needed 

for an average orienteer to  finish the course considering zero time lost.

•  Time lost vs time to  complete the course: Proportion of the estim ated time 

lost in mistake against the expected time to  complete the course. This is:

mean tim e lost in the course , .
mean tim e to  complete the course

Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6 . 6  present the histograms of the course performance measures 

(course speed, course speed consistency, course time lost and expected time to  com

plete the course) for the three different analysed colours. Some of the histograms 

show presence of atypical observations, so in the analysis we will refer back to  the 

d a ta  and identify those atypical courses.

Figure 6.4 presents the results for the green courses. These plots show th a t some 

courses have values on the performance measures th a t differ from the rest. For ex

ample for the course speed there are two courses on the lower end of the distribution 

w ith a speed lower than  55 metres per minute. Those courses are the 1 s t and 68th 

courses. On the other end of the distribution two courses (94dh and 83rd) have 

speeds higher than  110 metres per minute. Then under the assumption th a t all the 

courses were run by groups of orienteers with similar abilities, the results suggest 

th a t the 94th  and 83rd courses were more runnable than  the rest. The speed con

sistency measure has an overall mean value of 0 .2 1 . The histogram of this measure 

suggests one outlier a t the upper end of the distribution, this is the 39th course
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Figure 6.4: Histograms of the course performance measure of the 100 green courses.

which was the hardest to  navigate with a score of 0.35. The estim ated tim e lost 

for a green course is 7 minutes, however the histogram shows th a t the most diffi

cult had a tim e lost of 15.32 minutes, more than  twice the colour m ean tim e lost, 

this corresponds to the 33rd course. The histogram of the completing tim e m ea

sure suggest the presence of one outlier (the 1 s t course) w ith larger than  usual times.

Figure 6.5 presents the results for the blue courses. The course speed presents two 

courses with the lowest speeds considerably below the overall mean of 9 7  m etres 

per minute. These are the first and 68th courses, which were also the two courses 

with the lowest speeds for the green courses. These two courses are also the ones 

with the largest times to  complete the course w ith 94 and 93 minutes respectively, 

considerably above the overall mean time to complete a blue course of 6 8  minutes. 

For the completing time measure the atypical value seems to  be on the lower end,
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Figure 6.5: Histograms of the course performance measure of the 1 0 0  blue courses.

a course (81st) with a completing time of 45 minutes, suggesting this was an easy- 

blue course. The histogram of the speed consistency and time lost do not show 

any course th a t could be markedly different from the rest of the courses. But both 

distributions show a heavy right hand tail.

Figure 6 . 6  presents the results for the brown courses. The overall speed for a brown 

course is 115 metres per minute, the mean tim e lost is 6  minutes and the mean 

tim e to  complete the course is 77 minutes. As for the speed consistency measure, 

orienteers running a brown course have a mean score of 0.16. The histograms show 

th a t some courses have values in their performance measures th a t could be consider 

different from the rest as they lie far from the others. For example for the course 

speed there is one observation th a t lies on the lower end of the distribution, this 

speed of 70 metres per minute corresponds to  the 6 8 th  course and it suggests th a t
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Figure 6 .6 : Histograms of the course performance measure of the 100 brown courses.

this course might have been harder than  the average brown course. The 6 8 th  course 

was highlighted also as with the lowest speeds for the  green and blue courses, this 

might suggests th a t the area where this event took place was not very runnable 

compared with the other events. On the top end of the tim e lost d istribution we 

observed three courses (62, 91 and 33) with tim e lost over 13 minutes. For the com

pleting tim e distribution two possibly atypical values on the top are observed, they 

correspond to the courses numbers 25 and 6 8  w ith 103 and 112 minutes respectively.

T
70 80 90 100

Expected time to complete the course

Comparing the results of the speed consistency scores between the three colours 

shown in Table 6.3 we see th a t the green courses have the greatest score, following 

by the blue colour and the brown w ith the smallest score. The m ean tim e lost is very 

similar for the three colours. The mean tim e to  complete the courses increases as 

the length increases, however the speeds also increase as the course becomes longer.
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sp ee d consis t_  lo s t t_  co m p
G R E E N 77.68 0 . 2 1 6.92 6 8

B L U E 97.27 0.18 6.53 76
B R O W N 115.15 0.16 6.23 84

speed: Speed
consis: Speed consistency
t_ lost: Time lost
t_ comp: Expected time to complete the course 

Table 6.3: Mean of the 100 courses performance measures by colour.

This analysis shows th a t the course speed, time lost and speed consistency differ 

from course to  course. Even though the variation on the courses performance mea

sures cover a wide range there is enough evidence to suggest th a t it would be possible 

to  identify courses th a t differ from the rest (that are atypical).

6 .2 .1  C orrelation  coeffic ien ts

The results presented in the previous section show th a t some courses’ performance 

measures are noticeably different from the mean values for their corresponding 

colours, so the following step is to study the interaction between these course per

formance measures. The objective is to  reduce the information from the seven 

performance measure variables into one variable th a t represents the technical diffi

culty of the course.

The first analysis is to  calculate the correlation coefficients between these variables. 

The correlations for the green courses presented on Table 6.4 shows th a t the time 

lost and tim e to  complete the course are highly correlated with the speed, the speed 

consistency and between each other.

Similar high correlations were observed for the blue and brown courses. From these 

results it could be said th a t the time lost, the time to complete the course and the
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proportion between this two (time lost ratio) are highly correlated w ith the speed 

and speed consistency variables. In the following subsection we analyse how this 

variables can be grouped based on the correlation observed.

sp eed consis spd_cv con_cv t_ lost t_ com p lo s t /c o m p
sp eed 1

consis -0.47 1

spd_cv -0.18 0.04 1 . 0 0

con_cv -0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0.03 1 . 0 0

t_ lost -0.53 0.85 0.07 0.28 1 . 0 0

t_ com p -0 .77 0.49 0.09 0 . 2 1 0.65 1.00
lost /  com p -0.31 0.82 0.08 0.27 0.93 0.35 1.00

consis: Speed consistency 
spd_cv: Speed coefficient of variation 
con_cv: Speed consistency coefficient of variation 
t_ lost: Time lost
t_ comp: Expected time to complete the course 
lost/com p:T im e lost over expected time to complete the course

Table 6.4: Correlation coefficients for green course variables.

6 .2 .2  P rin cip a l com p on en ts an a lysis

Continuing the idea of reducing the course performance measure variable we as

sess a dimension reduction through a principal component analysis. Based on the 

correlation m atrix in Subsection 6 .2 .1  we performed with the course perform ance 

measures (speed, speed coefficient of variation, speed consistency, speed consistency 

coefficient of variation, time lost, expected tim e to  complete the course and tim e 

lost ratio). The results for each colour are presented in the following tables.

Table 6.5 presents the loadings of each course variable in the seven different esti

m ated components, if the magnitude of the loading is smaller than  0 . 1  it does not 

appear in the table. All the components are a combination of a t least three of the  

variables. However, the loadings suggest th a t components 3 and 4 have a predom 

inant variable; the speed coefficient of variation for the th ird  component and the 

speed consistency coefficient of variation for the fourth component.
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C o u rse  v a riab le s
1 2

C o m p o n e n ts
3 4 5 6 7

S p e e d 0.37 0.50 -0.31 -0 . 1 0 0.61 0.37
S p e e d  c o n s is te n cy -0.46 0.25 -0.13 0.14 -0.41 0.72
S p e e d  cv -0.58 -0.79 -0.14
S p e e d  c o n s is te n cy  cv -0 . 2 0 0.17 -0.96
T im e  lo s t

oo1 0.19 0.28 -0.23 0.75
E x p e c te d  t im e  to  c o m p le te  th e  co u rse -0.40

oo1 0.37 0.15 0.62 0.27 -0.28
T im e  lo s t /T im e  to  c o m p le te -0.44 0.39 -0.30 -0.46 -0.59
Im p o r ta n c e  o f c o m p o n en ts : 
C u m u la tiv e  P r o p o r t io n  o f  V arian ce 0.51 0 . 6 8 0.81 0.94 0.97 0.99 1 . 0 0

Table 6.5: Principal components analysis for green courses.

The first 4 components cumulate 94% of the variability of the data. But the first 

component alone cumulates 51% of this variability. This suggest a possible reduc

tion in the dimensionality of the data, from seven variables to  one component. This 

first component can be seen as a weighted combinations of the following five course 

variables: speed, speed consistency, time lost, expected tim e to  complete the course 

and tim e lost ratio.

C o u rse  v a riab le s
1 2

C o m p o n e n ts
3 4 5 6 7

S p eed 0.41 -0.34 -0.34 0.71 0.30
S p e e d  co n sis te n cy -0.44 -0.31 -0.19 0.19

oC
O

o
1 0.74

S p e e d  cv -0.18 -0.31 -0.93
S p e e d  co n sis te n cy  cv 0.52 -0.81 -0.25
T im e  lo s t -0.50 0 . 1 2 0.35 -0.24 0.74
E x p e c te d  t im e  to  c o m p le te  th e  co u rse i o C

O 0.55 0.35 0.50 0.32 -0.30
T im e  lo s t /T im e  to  c o m p le te -0.46 -0.34 -0.24 0.16 0.15 -0.46 -0.60
Im p o r ta n c e  o f  co m p o n en ts : 
C u m u la tiv e  P r o p o r t io n  o f  V a rian ce 0.53 0.67 0.81 0.94 0.98 0.99 1 . 0 0

Table 6 .6 : Principal components analysis for blue courses.

The results of the principal components analysis for the blue courses are presented 

in Table 6 .6 . The seven components are a combination of a t least three of the vari

ables, bu t the loading values suggest th a t components 3 and 4 have a predominant 

variable. These variables are: 1) The speed consistency coefficient of variation for
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the third component. 2) The speed coefficient of variation on the fourth component.

The table also shows th a t the first component alone cumulates 53% of the variability 

of the data. Compared with the results in Table 6.5 for the green course, we see 

th a t for the first component if only loadings over 0 . 2 0  are considered, then these two 

colour coded courses have very similar first component.

C ourse variables
1 2

C om p on en ts
3 4 5 6 7

Sp eed 0.31 -0.58 -0.11 0.73 -0.12
S p eed  con sisten cy -0.46 -0.27 0.17 -0.35 0.75
Sp eed  cv -0.20 -0.17 0.58 0.76 0.10
S p eed  con sisten cy  cv -0.12 -0.17

OOt-o1 0.52 0.28
T im e lost -0.56 -0.11 0.14 -0.36 -0.72
E x p ected  tim e  to  com p lete  th e  course -0.25 0.67 0.65 0.26
T im e lo s t /T im e  to  com p lete -0.51 -0.30 -0.12 -0.45 0.64
Im portance o f com ponents: 
C um ulative P rop ortion  o f V ariance 0.43 0.64 0.80 0.91 0.96 0.99 1.00

Table 6.7: Principal components analysis for brown courses.

Table 6.7 presents the loadings of the course variables for the estim ated components 

on the brown courses analysis. The results show th a t except for the  last component, 

all the components are a combination of a t least four of the variables, and the  load

ing values do not suggest th a t any of the components has a predom inant variable. 

The th ird  and fourth component are mainly based on the speed and speed consis

tency coefficients of variation. Component 5 is speed, expected tim e to  complete 

the course and the proportion between this last one and the tim e lost. Components 

6  and 7 are mainly speed consistency and time lost respectively.

The table also shows th a t the first component alone cumulates 43% of the variability 

of the data. Compared with the results for the green and blue course, we see th a t 

this first component is formed by the same variables (speed, speed consistency, tim e
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lost, expected tim e to complete the course and tim e lost ratio) if only loadings over

0 . 2 0  are considered.

The principal components analysis approach to  reduce the colour coded courses data 

suggest a possible dimensional reduction from 7 variables to  4 components, and it 

covers between 91% or 94% of the variance depending on the course colour. The 

results also shown th a t the first component is similar for the three colours and it 

explains around half of the variance in the data. Our interest is to find a technical 

difficulty calculation th a t works for all the colours. For those reasons we explore 

the use of a simple principal component with loadings values -1, 0 and 1. This is 

based in the simplification suggested by Jackson (1991) where drastic rounding of 

the loading values of the principal components analysis is used to  obtain simple 

approximations of the components.

Using the loadings for the first component obtained from the PCA we define the 

loadings for the simple principal component. Assign value of zero to  loadings be

tween -0 . 2 0  and 0 .2 0 , if the loading is greater than  0 . 2 0  it will be rounded to  1 and 

if it is smaller than  -0 . 2 0  it will be rounded to  -1 .

Then we have th a t for the three colour courses the simple principal component will 

be of the form:

C ourse variables C om ponent
S p eed 1
S p eed  con sisten cy -1
S p eed  cv 0
S p eed  con sisten cy  cv 0
T im e lost -1
E x p ected  tim e  to  com p lete  th e  course -1
T im e lo s t /T im e  to  com plete -1

Table 6 .8 : Simple principal components analysis
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This simple principal component explains for the green course 50% of the variance, 

which is a good approximation of the first principal component. For the blue and

component in the PCA. This analysis suggests th a t the simple principal component 

presented in Table 6 . 8  can be used as a measure of the course technical difficulty.

6.3 Technical difficulty m easure

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter the course technical difficulty is in

complete the course. This section presents two approaches to  measure the course

sis in Subsection 6 .2 .2 . One m ethod is ju st to  define the difficulty measure as the 

simple principal component found. This component is based on the speed, speed 

consistency, tim e lost, expected time to  complete the course and tim e lost ratio. A 

different approach will be to  construct the course technical difficulty measure using 

ranks on the variables of the simple principal component.

6.3 .1  S im ple principal com p on en t

This course technical difficulty measure is defined with the simple principal com

ponent in Table 6 .8 . Then a course difficulty can be calculated w ith the  following 

equation:

nmirsfi terhninhl Hiffir.nltv =  — (sne^d — speed consistency — tim e lost

brown courses the variance explained by the simple principal component is 51% and

40% respectively. These are also good approximation to  the results for the  first

term s of both  the physical and navigational skills the orienteers should have to

technical difficulty based on the results of the simple principal component analy-

expected tim e to  complete the course
tim e to  complete the course

tim e lost
(6 .2 )

with all the variables standardized.
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The histograms in Figure 6.7 present the distribution of this difficulty measure for 

each colour. The plot for the green courses suggest th a t one of the courses has an 

atypical difficulty. And for the blue and brown courses the histograms show th a t 

the distributions are heavy on the right hand side tail.

cEL

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7: Density technical difficulty based on simple principal component for each 
colour.

The high outlier on Figure 6.7a corresponds to the 33rd course, which in the analysis 

done in Section 6 . 2  was detected as a green course w ith a higher than  usual time 

lost. We also detected the first and 68th courses with very low speed, this courses 

obtained a difficulty measure of 3.38 and 2.38 respectively. The 39th  course, had 

a high value on the speed consistency measure, meaning th a t the speeds on tha t 

course were not very consistent, and the difficulty value is detecting th a t as well 

giving this course a 2.98 difficulty level. On the other end of the difficulty scale we 

have courses 83rd and 94th  with -3.10 and -3.89 of difficulty, this courses show high 

values of speed. This suggest th a t this course technical difficulty is detecting the 

atypical courses we observed in Section 6.2.

For the blue courses we have th a t the difficulty of the first and 68th courses are 5.42 

and 4.02 respectively. In Section 6.2 these two courses presented atypical speeds 

and times to complete the course. However the 81si course has a difficulty of only
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-1.82, and we observed this course had a significantly shorter time to  complete the 

course in comparison w ith the other blue courses. On the  other end of the difficulty 

scale, the 49th, 94th  and 22nd courses have a difficulty value under -3. We observed 

th a t course number 94 was also detected on the lower end of the  difficulty scale for 

the green course.

On the brown courses, the three course with difficulty greater than  4 observed in 

Figure 6.7c correspond to course 33rd, 91st and 6 8 th. The first two had the high

est time lost for brown courses, and the 6 8 th  course had atypical low speed and 

the longest tim e to complete the course. In Section 6 . 2  we observed th a t the 62nd  

course had a time lost very similar to  the 91st course, bu t the  difficulty measure 

is giving a value of 3.52 which is large and positive but does not seem atypical in 

the distribution. Also the 25th  course had a long tim e to  complete the  course and 

its correspondent difficulty was only 0.87. Similar to  the green and blue course, the 

94th  course is in the lower tail of the difficulty distribution w ith a value of -3.09.

This course technical difficulty seems to  provide a sensible measure for the course 

difficulty based on the speed, speed consistency, tim e lost, expected tim e to  com

plete the course and tim e lost ratio. However if the combination between this 5 

variables is such th a t the course technical difficulty balances the  high values, then  

the measure will not be detecting courses th a t are different from the rest. T h a t was 

the case for the 81st blue course and 25th  brown course.

6.3 .2  T echnical d ifficu lty  ranking

Following the results in the previous subsection we now consider the  construction 

of a technical difficulty ranking based on assigning ranks to  the variables of speed,
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speed consistency, time lost and expected tim e to  complete the course. Table 6.4 

shows th a t the tim e lost ratio is highly correlated with the time lost variable, so 

the information th a t can provide on the ranks is similar and for th a t reason the 

ratio variable was dropped out for this ranking. These four variables are part of 

the simple principal component analysis, and the variance associated with a simple 

component w ith only these 4 variables is 41%, 41% and 32% for the green, blue 

and brown courses respectively. It is considered th a t the course speed and tim e to 

complete the course can be used to  estim ate the physical difficulty of the course, 

where higher speed and low times are seen as low physical difficulty. And the speed 

consistency score and tim e lost are used to  estim ate the navigational difficulty of 

the course.

The difficulty ranking proposed is based on a categorisation of the four selected 

course variables. Each variable will have three categories low, medium and high and 

the levels were defined using the quantiles (33% and 6 6 % ) of the variables empirical 

distributions. We define the technical difficulty as the addition of both the physical 

and navigational difficulties.

A course w ith small speed will be in the high category of the physical difficulty. In 

contrast the expected time to  complete the course has direct relationship with the 

physical difficulty, so courses with large values of expected time to complete will 

be ranked in the highest category. Also the speed consistency scores and time lost 

have a direct relationship w ith the navigational difficulty, so courses with high speed 

consistency scores or large tim e lost will tend to  be ranked in the highest category.
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The empirical distributions of course variables are based on the results for the  same 

events analysed in Sections 6.1 and 6 .2 . The three categories for each variable are 

presented in Tables 6.9 and 6.10.

P h
high (3)

Lysical difficulty le1
medium (2 )

vel 
low (1 )

green
speed blue 

brown

<71.87
<90.66

<108.48

low (1 )

>71.87 k  <  83.34 
>90.66 k  <102.70 

>108.48 k  <119.86

medium (2 )

>  83.34 
>102.70 
>119.86

high (3)
green

tim e to  com plete the course blue
brown

Table 6.9: Physical difficulty

<55.86
<62.86
<71.03

Levels for

>55.86 k  <  62.30 
>62.86 k  <70.82 
>71.03 k  <79.76

the colour courses

>  62.30 
>70.82 
>79.76

Table 6.9 presents the cut points for the course variables th a t measures the speed 

of an average orienteer running the course and the expected tim e to  complete the 

course. It is im portant to  remember th a t both variables are calculated w ithout the 

time lost on navigational mistakes, so the speed estimates how runnable the course 

was.

The speed values for each colour shown in Table 6.9 and histograms in Figures 6.4, 6.5 

and 6 . 6  suggest th a t this speed measure is influenced by the  fitness of the  orienteers 

as the speeds for the brown courses are faster in relation to  the green and blue 

courses. Similarly the orienteers running blue courses tend  to  be faster th an  the 

orienteeers on green courses. This suggest th a t the difference between these three 

colour courses might not be only their lengths. It is also possible th a t if the  physical 

difficulty of a course is one of the factors th a t influences orienteers’ course selection, 

faster and so fitter runners will tend to  choose a brown course.
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As mentioned a t the beginning of this chapter, according to the BOF guidelines 

the green, blue and brown courses should have a level 5 of technical difficulty. For 

this reason it is expected th a t the values of the variable measuring the navigational 

difficulty do not differ much between colours. However because these variables are 

constructed from an orienteer’s performance measures the course technical difficulty 

will depend on the com petitors’ perceptions of the course, so the navigational diffi

culty as we propose depends on the skills of the orienteers running each colour. The 

ranks for the navigational factors are presented in Table 6.10.

Navig«
low (1 )

a tio n a l difficul
medium (2 )

ty level
high (3)

g re e n
sp e e d  c o n s is te n cy  b lu e

b ro w n

<0.19
<0.16
<0.14

>0.19 k  <0.22 
>0.16 k  <0.19 
>0.14 k  <0.17

> 0 . 2 2

>0.19
>0.17

g re e n
tim e  lo s t b lu e  

b ro w n

<5.63
<5.25
<5.00

>5.63 k  <7.39 
>5.25 k  <7.09 
>5.00 k  <6.93

>7.39
>7.09
>6.93

Table 6.10: Navigational difficulty levels for the colour courses

An explanation for the decreasing effect observed across the colours is again the 

orienteers’ course self selection. In term  of the navigational skills most of the com

petitors on a brown course are experienced and confident orienteers, in contrast with 

the  fact th a t non experienced orienteers will be encouraged to run a green course 

to  gain experience and then move up to  blue course. Comparing the three colours, 

the navigational difficulty looks more consistent than  the physical difficulty, which 

was suspected as the three courses have the same technical difficulty level according 

to  the BOF guidelines. This suggest th a t these navigational difficulty measures are 

reflecting the designed course technical difficulty.

After calculating the categories each course is assigned its corresponding ranking on 

the four course variables. Rank equal to  1 for a low category, rank equal to  2 for a
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medium category and rank equal to  3 for a high category. Finally the sum of the 

four ranks will be the final course technical difficulty. This difficulty scale goes from 

a value of 4 for very easy courses to  12 for very hard  courses.

The example on Table 6.11 shows how the course technical difficulty is estimated. 

The example consists of 3 courses chosen from the 100 green courses to  dem onstrate 

the technique.

C o u rse  v a riab le s P h y N a v T ech n ica l
C o u rse speed t_ comp consis t_ lost r l r 2 r3 r4 D ifficu lty

1 45 85.30 0.28 8.60 3 3 3 3 1 2

2 62 68.30 0.18 5.03 3 3 1 1 8

3 92 54.97 0.16 4.70 1 1 1 1 4

consis: Speed consistency 
t_ lost: Time lost
t_ comp: Expected time to complete the course 
Phy: Physical difficulty 
Nav: Navigational difficulty

Table 6.11: Example of technical difficulty with three green courses

According to  the difficulty scale the first course was a very difficult course, the sec

ond an average green course and the th ird  a very easy course. This example also 

illustrate th a t courses 1 and 2  have the same high level on the  physical difficulty 

and in this case is the difference in their navigation difficulty the cause of the second 

course being an average course and the first a hard course. The ranks on Table 6.11 

suggest th a t course number two has a navigational difficulty equals to  2 (r3+r4), 

caused by both a low speed consistency score and small tim e lost.

Figure 6 . 8  presents the technical difficulty for all the courses in the analysis. The 

scatter plot shows how consistent is the technical difficulty in an event.
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Figure 6 .8 : Technical difficulty of the 100 courses in the three colours.

Figure 6 . 8  shows th a t the technical difficulty across courses in an event can be very 

variable. There are events for which the course technical difficulties are identical 

for the three colours, in this analysis there are 1 1  courses with this characteris

tic and two examples are the 10th  and 42nd event. But there are others like the 

28th event which seems to  have a difficult green and blue courses and an average 

brown course, or the 64th  event with average green course an easy blue and brown 

courses. From this figure we also observed th a t the courses number 10, 33, 6 8  and 

91 have consistently high difficulty level in all the colours. On the other end the 

courses number 42, 58 and 94 have very low technical difficulty for the three colours.

The following figures present the results of the course technical difficulty for each 

colour. To help the visualization of the results the plots use the physical and navi

gational difficulties as the axes. The navigational difficulty value is the sum of the 

ranks assigned to  the two course variables, as shown in the previous example. Then
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the circles plotted correspond to  the number of courses th a t have an x  value of 

physical difficulty and a y value of navigational difficulty. Finally the diagonal lines 

represent the technical difficulty, and this goes from 4 on the down left hand side of 

the graph to  1 2  on the upper right hand side.

To help the interpretation of the technical difficulty ranking, values of 11 and 12 

are considered as highly technically difficult (or hard) courses, course w ith values 

of 4 and 5 are consider as with low technical difficulty (or easy) courses and values 

between 6  and 1 0  correspond to  courses with average technical difficulty.

Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of the green courses by their technical difficulty 

measures. This results suggest th a t 25% of the courses were classified w ith high 

technical difficulty, this means th a t the courses have values of 1 1  or 1 2  on the  diffi

culty scale. The figure also shows th a t 25% of the courses have values of 4 or 5 on 

the technical difficulty. Then the rest of the courses (more than  50%) have average 

technical difficulty.

Comparing w ith the observations made in Section 6 . 2  about the courses, we have 

th a t for the green courses, the 1st, 33rd and 6 8 th  course have a technical difficulty 

of 12, the 39th  th a t had a high speed consistency has a difficulty level of 11 and the 

83th  and 94th  (the ones with highest speeds) have a difficulty of 5 and 4 respectively. 

In Subsection 6.3.1 was mentioned th a t the 33rd course was an outlier in the  green 

courses simple principal component difficulty distribution, this suggests th a t besides 

being a difficult course, the 33rd course was much harder than  the other courses.

Figure 6.9 also shows 2  courses whose physical difficulty was very low (2) b u t the 

navigational difficulty has the maximum value of 6  points. So even though this
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Figure 6.9: Technical difficulty of the 100 green courses.

courses have an average technical difficulty, it is possible to identify them  as highly 

navigationally demanding. These observations correspond to the courses number 31 

and 64. The same could be done to identify physically demanding courses.

The distribution of technical difficulty for blue courses is shown on Figure 6.10. The 

blue course have 2 1 % of the courses on the high end of the technical difficulty and 

24% on the lower values. W hen we compared with the results in Section 6.2 we 

observed th a t the two courses with atypical speed (events 1 and 6 8 ) have a difficulty
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Figure 6.10: Technical difficulty of the 100 blue courses.

level of 1 2  and the 81st course, which time to  complete the  course was shorter than  

the rest has a difficulty of 5. This shows th a t this procedure will identify the  81st 

course as an easy course in comparison to  the difficulty based on the simple principal 

component th a t did not identify this course as different.

Figure 6.10 shows th a t there is only one course w ith very low physical difficulty 

and high navigational difficulty. This observation corresponds to  the 18th course, 

which speed is 108 metres per m inute and has a tim e lost of 8  minutes. Based on
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Figure 6.5 this course will be in the upper half of the distributions for those variables.
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Figure 6.11: Technical difficulty of the 100 brown courses.

For the brown courses, Figure 6.11 shows th a t 6 % have technical difficulty of 12, and 

15% of the courses were classified as with high technical difficulty. On the other side 

of the scale, only 8 % have the lowest rank of the difficulty measure, and 18% of the 

courses were classified as easy courses. This leaves around 67% of the brown courses 

w ith an average technical difficulty. Compared with the green and blue courses, the 

brown courses seem to be more spread out over the different values for both the 

navigational and physical difficulty.
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We observed th a t similar to the technical difficulty measure in Subsection 6.3.1, the 

33rd, 6 8th  and 91 s t  courses have a high difficulty level. The 62nd  course has an 

average difficulty (9 points), but the 25th  course is now in the boundary between 

average and difficult with 1 0  points.

Figure 6.11 also shows th a t for brown courses there are three events w ith very high 

physical difficulty and very low navigational difficulty. And there are four events 

with very low physical difficulty and very high navigational difficulty. Compared to  

what was observed for the green and the  blue courses these extreme courses seem 

to have a larger presence in brown courses.

The analysis presented in Sections 6.1 about the original times and in Section 6 . 2  

about the course measures suggested th a t courses of the same colour m ight have 

different technical difficulties. However these differences are not in only one charac

teristic of the courses, such as length, number of controls, the average speed of the 

orienteers or the average time lost per com petitor caused by navigational mistakes. 

The figures and the principal component analysis show th a t the times and perfor

mances of the orienteers have a complex correlation with the course characteristics 

and possibly with course factors th a t were not measured or even cannot be mea

sured. This makes the construction of a technical difficulty scale challenging.

The analysis of technical difficulty presented in this chapter offers two m ethods to 

analyse a course difficulty in terms of similar courses. This comparison is based on 

the orienteers’ performance at each course. So the following assum ption is im por

tant; for each event the representation of orienteer’s skills a t each colour is similar.
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The two difficulty measures presented in this chapter seem to  detect different features 

of the  course technical difficulty level. The simple principal component technical dif

ficulty measures how much more easy or difficult the course was compared with the 

other courses (detects outliers), however it seems this m ethod does not detect all 

the  atypical courses. The technical difficulty ranking identifies the courses in the 

upper and lower end of the difficulty scale, but it does not identify outliers. This 

difficulty measure also allows a differentiation between a high difficulty level caused 

by being a less runnable area or high difficulty caused by being a course with high 

navigational demand. As our interest is to assign a difficulty level to  the courses, 

we suggest the use of the technical difficulty ranking. Furthermore this difficulty 

measure combined w ith the simple principal component results could be used to 

detect outlier courses.

The courses used for the construction of this measures of technical difficulty con

sidered events in different regions of the UK th a t took place all around the year. 

Because of the robustness of the sample, we are confident th a t these measures can be 

used to  estim ate the technical difficulty level of events outside the sample. However 

it is possible th a t certain characteristics of the courses change with time. These 

changes might affect the set values used in the technical difficulty ranking, so it will 

be desirable to  continue updating the data  set of events used and analyse if the 

values need to  be modified.
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A nother application  o f th e  m odel: 

average exp en d itu re in M exican  

households

In this chapter we discuss how the m ethod proposed in C hapter 3 can be applied to  

a problem th a t is not related to  orienteering. The algorithm developed in C hapter 3 

was motivated by the specific problem of measuring the performance of orienteers 

in an event. In the first section of this chapter we generalize the characteristics of 

the orienteering problem, in particular the m atrix  T . This analysis of how the da ta  

has to  be in order for the method to  be used, allows us to  find other applications 

of the method. In Section 7.2 we discuss data  related to  expenditure in Mexican 

households, showing th a t the m ethod can be applied in th is case. Results of ap

plying the algorithm and the comparison of those results w ith published results are 

presented in Section 7.3. The final section presents an analysis of the sensitivity of 

the algorithm in this application.

163
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7.1 T he m eth od

Based on solving the problem of measuring the com petitor’s performance in an 

orienteering event, we have developed a method th a t approximates a m atrix T  

of dimensions n  x m  by the multiplication of two vectors a  =  (a i ,a 2, ...,an) and 

b  =  (&i, 62, ..., bm). In the case of orienteering the m atrix T  contains the times th a t 

each com petitor (the rows) took to go from one check point to  the next one (the 

columns) along the course.

The nature of the orienteering problem suggested th a t the m atrix T  can contain 

three types of atypical observations. One type are the row wise outliers, these are 

competitors th a t have larger (or smaller) times in all the columns. This kind of row 

represents slow (or fast) runners. The second type are column wise outliers, which 

correspond to  particularly long (or short) legs. The th ird  type are the element wise 

outliers, these outliers appear when a competitor gets lost while going from one check 

point to  the next one, so h is/her tim e is longer than  the rest of the competitors and 

also relatively longer than  expected based on his/her times in the other columns. In 

the orienteering problem we are interested in defining as outliers only the element 

wise outliers. Our m ethod is specially designed to take into consideration these 

characteristics of the matrix. So our method is robust to atypical rows and columns, 

bu t sensitive to  element wise outliers. So this suggests th a t the m atrix T  should 

have the following characteristics:

1. Each row represents an observation unit. (e.g. persons, houses, etc.)

2. Each column measures different aspects of the observation unit, but they must 

be measured using the same metric, (e.g. time, amount of money, metres, etc.)

3. The distribution per row might have outliers.
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4. The distribution within each column might have outliers and is skewed in 

the same direction for all the columns. The m ethod was developed for right

skewness, bu t can be easily modified to deal with left-skewness.

5. The m atrix could have missing values, bu t the number of missing cells per row 

cannot be more than  half of the number of columns and the num ber of missing 

cells per column cannot be more than  half of the num ber of rows.

As a result of applying the proposed m ethod to  approximate the m atrix  T  we obtain 

a vector a th a t summarizes all the  information of the observation units in a way th a t 

each element of the vector is comparable w ith each other. And similarly the vector 

b  will estim ate a characteristic comparable between the different aspects measured. 

For the orienteering case we have th a t the vector a is the com petitor’s speed, and 

the vector b  estimates the distances between check points along the  course.

As we mentioned, the contribution of our m ethod is th a t the estim ates of the two 

vectors will not be influenced by the presence of missing values or outliers. Going 

back to  the orienteering case, we have th a t the values in the vector a are the com

petitors’ speeds regardless of getting lost or missing any check point.

7.2 A verage exp end iture in M exican  households

The algorithm th a t produces the lower rank minimization mentioned in the  previous 

section and described in detail in C hapter 3 can be applied to  household expenditure 

information, because this type of da ta  is similar to  the orienteering data. In this 

section we will analyse how the household expenditure complies w ith the  characteris

tics described in Section 7.1. We use da ta  from the National Household Income and 

Expenditure Survey (ENIGH) 2010, gathered by The National Institu te  of Statistics
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and Geography of Mexico (INEGI) (INEGI, 2010).

This survey contains the information about the level and structure of the income and 

expenses of the Mexican households selected in the sample. In particular the survey 

collects expenditure information about 8 general concepts: food (FOOD), dress & 

shoes (DRESS), house (HOUSE), house maintenance (MAINT), health (HEAL), 

transport & communication (TRANS), education & hobbies (EDUC) and personal 

(PERS). The data  represents the expenditure per household during a three month 

period on each of the eight general concepts. We need th a t the amounts between 

households are comparable so th a t we can say th a t each row is measuring the same 

thing. For this reason we divided the amounts by the number of individuals in each 

household this way the data  can be arranged as a m atrix T  with the characteristics 

described in the previous section.

F irst we will do a basic analysis w ith the boxplots of the information in each of 

the eight concepts. As shown in Figure 7.1 all the dots outside the boxes suggest 

extreme skewness in the distributions and presence of outliers in the data. In Ta

ble 7.1 the number of outliers identified by the boxplot for each concept from the 

to ta l of 27,655 cases in the survey is given. Health is the expenditure concept with 

the  largest proportion of outliers, 15% of the observations.

We also observe from the boxplots in Figure 7.1 and from Table 7.1 the presence 

of a large number of zero values in the following concepts: dress & shoes, house 

maintenance, health and education h  hobbies. The methodological description of 

the survey does not specify how the missing values for these variables were treated. 

So these zero values represent either zero amount expended by households or non-
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Figure 7.1: Boxplot for the eight general expenditure concepts for da ta  form ENIGH 
2010 .

information provided, because there are not blanks in the original da ta  set. Similar 

to the outliers case, the health concept is the one w ith the largest am ount of zeros, 

with 51% of the households assigned a zero value for this concept, it is possible th a t 

some of these are actually zero amount expended in the health concept.

After identifying the presence of outliers and missing values in the da ta  we anal

ysed the effect of these two in the estim ation of average expenditure. To measure 

the effect of large values, we use the outlier definition of a boxplot. T h a t will be 

any observation th a t is higher than  the th ird  quartile by more th an  1.5 tim es the 

interquartile range. We then compared the estim ated mean expenditure w ith and 

without outliers for each concept.

FOOD DRESS HOUSE MAINT HEAL TRANS EDUC PERS
No. of ou tliers 1,791 2,327 2,433 3,284 4,151 2,089 3,268 2,535

% 6% 8% 9% 12% 15% 8% 12% 9%
No. of zeros 230 5,667 81 494 14,087 3,200 10,036 390

% 1% 20% 0% 2% 51% 12% 36% 1%

Table 7.1: Number of zeros and outliers in each concept and their corresponding 
percentage from the to ta l of 27,655 cases.
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_________________ FOOD DRESS HOUSE MAINT HEAL TRANS EDUC PERS
A ll d a ta  $2,420 $370 $2,254 $483 $206 $1,218 $787 $514

W ith o u t ou tlie rs $1,967 $215 $1,470 $220 $26 $751 $258 $312
R eduction  19% 42% 35% 54% 87% 38% 67% 39%

Table 7.2: Estim ates of mean expenditure per household for each concept with and 
w ithout outliers detected w ith the boxplot. The amounts are in mexican pesos.

Table 7.2 presents the effect th a t outliers have on the estimation of mean expen

diture. Health is the concept for which estimation changes most. The estimation 

using the complete da ta  suggest th a t households spend 206 mexican pesos per per

son on the health concept, however if we take out the outliers the estimation suggest 

th a t the am ount spent in this concept is only 26 mexican pesos. T hat represents a 

reduction of 87% when the data  does not contain outliers.

Another way to  study the effect of the outliers is to compute medians instead of 

means. Table 7.3 presents the estim ated expenditure per concept using the median. 

Because of the high presence of zeros in the data, we compute two estimates, the 

first one with the complete da ta  and the second one taking out the zeros.

_______________ FOOD DRESS HOUSE MAINT HEAL TRANS EDUC PERS
A ll d a ta  $1,814 $165 $1,278 $195 $0 $616 $121 $277

W ith o u t zeros $1,828 $243 $1,282 $199 $95 $748 $434 $281

Table 7.3: Estim ates of median expenditure per concept w ith and w ithout zeros.
The amounts are in mexican pesos.

The expenditure estimates using the median gave values closer to the estimation 

obtain w ithout outliers in Table 7.2. These results show th a t the ENIGH 2010 has 

outliers and these atypical values are causing an over estimation of the average ex

penditure per concept.

The effect of the zeros on the estimates is clearly shown in Table 7.3 for the con

cepts health, dress h  shoes and education & hobbies where the estimates increase
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significantly when the zeros are not considered. Even though the proportion of zero 

values is not significantly large in every concept, only 8,599 cases have information 

on all 8 expenditure variables, this represents only 31% of the total. This suggests 

the need for a procedure to  estim ate the complete data.

The previous results suggest th a t the use of a m ethod th a t produces estimates th a t 

are not sensitive to  outliers and also estimates missing values will be an advantage in 

this case. For these reasons we proposed to  use our robust lower rank approximation 

to  analyse the expenditure behaviour.

7.3 R esu lts o f  applying th e  m odel

In the robust approximation of a rank one m atrix  to  this da ta  we will produce two 

vectors. One of the vectors will be the estim ated amount spent per person for each 

household. The other vector will be the estim ated percentage th a t the population 

spend in, each concept on average.

The ENIGH 2010 has 27,655 cases. As mentioned our m ethod allows a certain level 

of incomplete data  depending on the number of complete cells per row an column 

which cannot be more than  half. This means th a t we need observations th a t have 

information different to  zero in a t least 5 concepts. From the  to ta l cases we have 

th a t 26,567 cases comply with this condition, this means th a t we will be working 

with 96% of the to tal observations.

Our estimation of the vector of the to ta l amount spent per person at each household 

has a skewed distribution as can be seen in Figure 7.2. The m ean is $6,858, the 

maximum value of $106,339 and only 44 observations are greater than  $40,000.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram estimated total expenditure per person in each household.

Figure 7.3 presents the average distribution of the expenditure. These percentages 

are obtained considering all the households and they represent how much of the 

total amount is spent in each concept. We observed that more than 60% of the 

expenditure per household goes to food and house expenses. Also while 14% is 

allocated to transport and communications only 2% goes to health expenses.

FOOD
34.13%

TRANSPORT & 
COMMUNICATION 

i4 %  A

HEALTH
1.62%

HOUSE ^  
MAINTENANCE 

4%

DRESS &S 
5%

Figure 7.3: Estimated average expenditure distribution per person in each house
hold.
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These results can be compared with the official data published by INEGI (2011) 

and presented in Figure 7.4. The observed differences between concepts might been 

caused by the standardization we did of the households by the number of individuals 

in each house. So the amounts we use are average per person in each household and 

not total expenses of the household. This standardization gives a different compar

ison between households of different sizes.

Despite the difference of the information being by household or person per house

hold, the distribution of the expenditure obtained with our method is similar to the 

published by INEGI in the concepts considered.

EDUCATION & HOBBIES 
11.70%

TRANSPORT & 
COMMUNICATION 

15 .92% .4*

>RESS& SHOES 
4.82%

HEALTH
2.32%

HOUSE MAINTENANCE 
5.33%

Figure 7.4: Distribution per household of the expenditure for each concept for 2008 
and 2010.

Besides the two mentioned vectors, the model also produces a matrix of weights. 

These weights can be used to detect cases with possible errors in the data. The 

weights will be near to zero if the original amount differs from what will be ex

pected on that concept for that particular household. So for cases where weights are 

low in one or two concepts it could mean that a mistake in those amounts has been 

made. In Figure 7.5 we present the weights for all the elements in our matrix. The
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plot shows th a t for values greater than  $31,000 (the horizontal line in the graph) 

the model is assigning weights equal to  zero. This suggest th a t expenditures over 

31,000 mexican pesos each trim ester per individual in a household in any concept 

does not follow the  general pa ttern  of expenditure and those observations might be 

errors worth verifying.
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Figure 7.5: Weights assigned by our method vs original amount expended

Our m ethod considers th a t if an observation has a weight smaller than  0.75 then 

this value should be marked as outlier. W ith this definition, 20.36% of the cases 

are outliers. But the weights are used to  control the effect of the observations on 

the estimates. For example we could have an observation th a t the model assigned a 

weight of 0.74 and even though it is an outlier, the observation only counts as much 

as 0.74 of a non-outlier to  estim ate the to ta l household expenditure amount. That 

is how the algorithm attem pts to  use as much information as possible from the real 

data.

There are households with a distribution of the expenses very different to the rest of 

the households; these will tend to  show low weights in more than  four concepts. Our
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results show th a t 0.14% of the cases were identified as having only one good concept, 

and only 6.93% of the households had low weights in more than  3 concepts. This 

means the approximation with the two vectors is fairly consistent w ith the m ajority 

of the data.

Using the weights and the two vector estimates (a  to ta l expenditure per person 

a t each household, b  estim ated average expenditure distribution) we obtain an ex

pected m atrix of expenditure. This m atrix, unlike the original, will not have missing 

values nor outliers.

In the following Table 7.4 we observe the estimates of the average amounts spend in 

each concept. These estimates correspond to  the expected value from our m ethod, 

and the table compares them  with the averages from the original da ta  (tha t includes 

zeros and outliers).

___________________FOOD DRESS HOUSE MAINT HEAL TRANS EDUC PERS
O riginal $2,420 $370 $2,254 $483 $206 $1,218 $787 $514
O riginal w ith o u t $1,967 $215 $1,470 $220 $26 $751 $258 $312
outliers
M edian w ith o u t $1,828 $243 $1,282 $199 $95 $748 $434 $281
zeros
O ur estim ates $2,341 $346 $1,847 $272 $112 $985 $603 $353

Table 7.4: Estim ates of the average expenditure per concept w ith the  original d a ta  
and with the estimates obtained from our method.

From Table 7.4 we observe th a t the concept w ith the largest difference is health, th is 

was expected because this concept is the one w ith the largest proportion of outliers 

and missing values, 15% and 51% respectively. The table also shows th a t for food 

and dress & shoes the amount expended is very similar in both  cases. Meanwhile 

the estimates obtained with our m ethod are significantly lower for the  rest of the  

concepts and this is due to the elimination of the large values. As discussed previ
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ously due to the existence of possible errors and missing values in the data, the use 

of the amount expended per household estimated by the model might be a more 

reliable source of information.

The other vector obtained from the method estimates the percentage that on aver

age the population spent in each concept. We have compared these results with the 

proportions obtained with the original data. The results plotted in Figure 7.6 show 

a positive difference in the amount expended in the concepts of food and dress & 

shoes, our method is estimating greater percentages than the values obtained with 

the original data. Our method also estimates smaller percentages for the other six 

concepts. This differences might be related to the presence of outliers in the original 

data.
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of the expenditure comparing the results of our model with 
the proportions obtained from the original data and from the results of applying a 
missing value imputation program.
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For comparison purposes we apply the M ultivariate Im putation by Chained Equa

tions (MICE) algorithm programmed in R  (Van Buuren, 2011). This m ethod 

generates multiple im putations for incomplete m ultivariate da ta  by Gibbs sampling, 

where the missing data  can occur anywhere in the data. We have applied the al

gorithm only w ith the default options. The th ird  column in Figure 7.6 presents 

the distribution of the expenditure calculated w ith the da ta  set completed w ith the 

MICE algorithm. We observe th a t except for the health concept, the proportions 

obtained w ith the completed data  set are similar to  the proportions obtained w ith 

the original values. From these results is possible to  say th a t this procedure could 

solve the problem of missing values however the effect of the outliers is still present.

In 2012 INEGI gathered the National Household Expenditure Survey (ENGASTO) 

and in October 2013 published the results (INEGI, 2012). We compared our re

sults for the estim ated expenditure by state  w ith the results published by INEGI 

for the ENGASTO 2012. To make it comparable we multiply our estim ates by the 

expansion factor and convert it to annual expenditure. The expansion factor is the 

value given in the survey to  extrapolate the results into a national level. Figure 7.7 

presents the average annual expenditure per person in each of the  32 Mexican states.

For ENGASTO 2012 the states w ith lowest annual expenditure per person were 

Tlaxcala with $29,659, Hidalgo with $29,459, Zacatecas w ith $28,669, Guerrero 

with $23,167 and Chiapas with $19,709. Coahuila, B aja California and D istrito Fed

eral were the three states w ith the highest annual expenditure per person, $47,930, 

$51,532 and $59,203 respectively. Comparing w ith our results in Figure 7.7 we can 

see th a t the states w ith the lower expenditure are similar. Also D istrito Federal is 

the one with highest expenditure per person, and the difference in the am ount w ith
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the next state  down is significantly large in both cases. However our estimate of the 

expenditure per person in Coahuila is not one of the highest values.
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Figure 7.7: Estim ated expenditure per year by state

Figure 7.7 show th a t average annual expenditure per person can go from 17,490 to 

43,916 mexican pesos depending on the place of residence. O ther variables such as 

num ber of people living in the house (home size) and the relationship between them  

(home type), the socio economic level and the locality size are expected to  have an 

influence in this average expenditure per person.

We computed the correlation between the estim ated expenditure and these vari

ables. The results show th a t the strongest correlation is with the number of people 

living in the house (0.43), then socio economic level and locality size with 0.34 and 

0.35 respectively. Analysing the correlation between these variables; we observed 

th a t the locality size and the socio economic level have a 0.70 correlation coefficient, 

meanwhile the home size and the socio economic level have a 0.15 correlation coef

ficient . Due to  this correlation between variables we will only analyse the average
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expenditure per person by home type and socio economic level.

SO CIO  E C O N O M IC H O M E  T Y P E

high  
very  h igh

very  low  
low  

m ediu m

$2,922 un ip erson al $13,012
$4,150 nuclear $6,541
$5,299 nuclear-{-relatives $5,258
$6,196 n u clea r+ n o n  relatives $5,399 
$8,338 co residents $12,178

Table 7.5: Estim ates of the average individual expenditure by socio economical and 
home type variables.

Table 7.5 shows th a t people from a very low socio economic level spend on average 

2,922 mexican pesos every three months while a person from a very high socio eco

nomic level spends almost three times more. For households with only one resident 

the expected expenditure is 13,012 mexican pesos not very different to  households 

of co residents. However for family households (parents and children) the average 

expenditure per person drops more than  half. These results, as well as the plot 

for the annual expenditure per state, suggest th a t the average expenditure variates 

depending on the characteristics of the household.

We studied if this difference is also present in the distribution of the amount spent 

across the eight concepts. We know people from low socio economic levels spend 

less but do they spend it in a different way than  households from other levels? So in 

the following figure we have the plot of the expenditure distribution for each socio 

economic level.

Figure 7.8 shows th a t as the socio economic level decreases the proportion of money 

spent on food increases. The contrary happens to  the proportion spent in housing, 

higher the socio economic level higher the proportion spent on housing. The rest of 

the concepts remain more or less stable across the socio economic variable. These 

results are comparable with the data published for income by INEGI for the ENIGH
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of the expenditure by socio economic levels 

2010 (INEGI, 2011).

Figure 7.9 presents the graph of the expenditure distribution for first and tenth 

decile of income. To corroborate that our estimates are consistent, we will expect 

to have a similar tendency of the expenditure distribution between very low so

cio economic level and the first decile of income according to ENIGH 2010, and a 

similar relation between very high socio economic level and the last decile of income.

Both Figures 7.8 and 7.9 shows a relationship between low income and high per

centage of expenditure on food and high income related to higher expenditure in 

transport & communications. However Figure 7.8 does not show the relation be

tween high income and higher expenditure in education & hobbies, a relation that 

is observed in Figure 7.9. It is possible that this difference is caused by the fact that 

we are comparing socio economic level in Figure 7.8 and income in Figure 7.9, but 

in the publications found the results were not presented by socio economic level.
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Figure 7.9: D istribution of the expenditure by income

Considering all the comparisons made in this section between the estim ates ob

tained with our method and the different results published by INEGI, it is possible 

to  conclude th a t the average expenditure per person and the distribution of the ex

penditure in the eight concepts estim ated by our m ethod seem to be fairly congruent 

with the analysis already done and published by INEGI.

7.4 S en sitiv ity  analysis

In order to  study the m ethod’s performance we analysed the effect the  d a ta  set 

composition has in the estimates of vectors related to  the expenditure distribution. 

The hypothesis is th a t the method is robust enough to give reliable estim ates in

dependently of the data  set composition. To do this analysis we selected random ly
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households from the data  base from the 26,567 households th a t have non-zero in

formation in a t least 5 expenditure concepts. This selection becomes a subset to 

which the m ethod is applied and the vector of expenditure distribution is estimated.

We set the size of the subset to be 1000 households and we repeat the process for 

1000 subsets. The results of the 1000 estim ated expenditure distributions by con

cept are plotted in the histograms in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Histogram of the households distribution expenditure
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From the histograms we have th a t for example for the food concept, each of the 

1000 sub groups of household spend between 31 to  37 percent in this concept, with 

the mean around 34%. Figure 7.10 also has the information about the percentage of 

expenditure estim ated for the complete ENIGH 2010 da ta  base, in the case of food 

this percentage was 34.11%. The percentage of expenditure estim ated using the 

complete data  is always near the mean of the histograms for all the concepts. This 

suggests th a t our m ethod is robust enough to  give reliable estim ates independently 

of the data set composition.

We conclude th a t the use of a m ethod th a t produces estimates not sensitive to  out

liers and th a t a t the same time estimates missing values is an appropriate procedure 

to  analyse the households’ expenditure behaviour. The advantage of estim ating the 

missing values is th a t the usable information increases; so far the results published by 

INEGI use the raw data, not distinguishing between zero values because the am ount 

spent was zero or because no information was provided. We have also shown the 

existence of large and influential outliers in the data, and our m ethod proposed a 

way to  trea t them  without losing all the information. Finally the results of average 

expenditure per person and the distribution of the expenditure in the eight concepts 

seem to be fairly congruent with other results published. These suggest th a t the 

use of our lower rank approximation algorithm for data  w ith asymm etric outliers 

produces reliable results in this application.



C hapter 8 

C onclusions, d iscussion  and  

further research

This thesis presents the development of a m ethod to  measure the performance of 

competitors in an orienteering course. This m ethod allows the comparison of an 

orienteer’s performance w ith other competitors running the same course, and with 

h is/her performance in different courses. The m ethod proposed calculates a fit

ness measure and a navigational measure, analysing the effect of these two abilities 

separately on the overall performance. This differentiation between physical and 

navigational skills is an original approach to  the orienteering performance analysis, 

and it allows a clear identification of areas th a t need improvement for a better course 

performance.

The approach used to construct these performance measures was through robust 

asymmetric lower rank approximation. In C hapter 3 we presented an algorithm  th a t 

performs this asymmetric lower rank approximation through an iterative process. 

In Chapter 4 we tested with simulated data  sets the sensitivity of the algorithm. We 

found th a t the algorithm performs well for d a ta  w ith asymmetric outliers, performs

183
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similarly to  standard  algorithms when the data  does not have outliers and performs 

poorly when the data  has symmetric outliers.

Because of the nature of the data, this research focused on the reduction of a m atrix 

T  of dimension n  x m  with outliers into the product of two vectors a  and b. We 

discussed th a t the main reason for choosing a two vectors approximation was the 

easy interpretation of the results, with one vector relating to  an orienteer’s speed 

and the other to  the distances between check points. In Chapter 4 we explored 

through simulations the option of improving the estimates by increasing the rank of 

the approximation to  a rank equal to  two. After comparing the results we concluded 

th a t the estimates obtained by the approximation with two vectors a  and b  pro

duces estimates as good as the one obtained from approximating with matrices of 

the form A nx2 and B 2xm. In Chapter 5 we applied our algorithm to  real orienteering 

data. The results show th a t an orienteer’s speed and the distances between check 

points estim ated through the m atrix reduction produce reliable results. We believe 

approximations with ranks greater than  two would not improve the estimates signif

icantly, and because of the good results obtained by the two vectors approximation, 

the exploration of higher ranks is left for future research.

From the two vectors obtained w ith our robust and asymmetric lower rank approxi

m ation algorithm we defined two fitness measures and three navigational measures. 

The analysis done with orienteering data  shows th a t an orienteer’s performance mea

sure proposed in Chapter 5 produces good estimates of both fitness and navigational 

abilities. The orienteering problem is complex in term s of the data because none 

of the courses are run more than  once by each orienteer. The information available 

is the times between check points and the designed course distance. Every course
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is different and the identification of specific orienteers across courses is not easy. 

Then an orienteer’s performance measures proposed in this thesis can be used as 

a point of reference for new improved measures. Improvements on the fitness and 

navigational measures could be made if the identification of orienteers over different 

courses is done and the procedure allows the comparison over different events. An

other approach will be to  select a m ethod th a t is not course dependent and for which 

more than  one course is used to estim ate an orienteer’s performance. An orienteer’s 

name could be used to identify orienteers in a course, because they are consistent 

and almost unique, however the mix of orienteers obtained in a particular course is 

not consistent. This means th a t to  be able to  use the orienteers as unit of analysis, 

we will need to  have a very large amount of courses or knowledge of the courses 

where the orienteer participated. However because of the tim e needed to  collect the 

data  using the orienteer as unit, we decided to  work with the course as unit. So the 

mentioned improvements are out of the scope of this thesis.

This research focuses on two aspects of orienteering, on one side the orienteer and 

the analysis of his/her performance has been mentioned in the previous paragraphs, 

on the other side is the course. As part of the course analysis we tried to  relate 

the times to  complete the course with some covariates such as number of controls, 

distance and climbing metres of the course. The results show th a t the correlation 

between the times and these variables is small and insignificant. We have explained 

this low correlation as a consequence of the fact th a t course designers use those 

variables to  design a course of a given level of difficulty. The lim itation on the in

formation available about the characteristics of the courses stopped us going deeper 

into finding other covariates.
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Because we could not use covariates to characterise the course, we presented in Chap

te r 6 a proposal to  calculate the course technical difficulty based on the performance 

of the orienteers running th a t particular course. The results show th a t this approach 

produces a reliable technical difficulty measure th a t can be use to  analyse differences 

between courses. We applied this difficulty measure to three different sets of colour 

coded courses. These types of courses have the property th a t by design the same 

colour courses should have similar technical level independently of the event. We 

constructed an empirical difficulty distribution for each of the three colour courses 

studied. The distribution was based on the times of 100 courses th a t took place in 

the UK between January 2013 and May 2014. This difficulty distribution was used 

to  identify easy and hard courses over the difficulty range for each colour.

A different approach to  analyse the course difficulty is through the ranking points. 

The ranking points awarded at each course depend on the time taken by all the 

ranked orienteers and the quality of those runners (which is measured by their points 

ju st before the event), so this information could be used to  measure the course dif

ficulty. However the ranking lists are rapidly and frequently updated so it was hard 

to  obtain the ranking points of a large number of orienteers before each event. For 

this reason we did not use the ranking points in our analysis, bu t we think th a t if 

the da ta  are collected further research could be done.

Besides an orienteer’s performance measure and the course technical difficulty mea

sure, this thesis also presents an innovative robust and asymmetric lower rank ap

proxim ation algorithm. Even though this algorithm was constructed based in the 

orienteering problem, it can be used in cases where the data  we want to  analyse can 

be arranged as a m atrix with asymmetric outliers and with certain dependency be
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tween the columns. An example of another application was presented in C hapter 7 

where we show how this algorithm is applied to  household expenditure estimates 

with good results.

The algorithm proposed in this thesis was based on the  algorithm  proposed by 

M aronna and Yohai (2008), with two original contributions; the definition of an 

asymmetric objective function, and the use of a robust scale param eter estim ator 

th a t is updated a t each iteration. In this m atter further research can be done in 

studying the effect of different objective functions depending of the da ta  analysed. 

The proposed modification to the scale param eter had an effect on the algorithm 

performance. First we observed th a t the estimates of our algorithm do not depend 

on initial values, so there is no need to  set initial values to  s ta rt the  iterative process. 

Second the vector estimates seem to  be closer to the real values. Finally, the value 

reached by the loss function is most of the tim e better than  the point reached w ith

out the modification. This despite the fact th a t the updating modification had a 

direct implication in the convergence of the iterative process, because the algorithm 

does not converge to  the minimum value found in the iterations, it converge to  a 

slightly larger value.

The improvement mentioned in this iterative algorithm, gained by using different 

scale param eters and updating them, is an effect th a t might be possible to  replicate 

in other iterative algorithms. It is sensible to  th ink th a t other procedures w ith iter

ative linear regressions might respond as well as this algorithm when the update is 

introduced. It will also be worth exploring any iterative procedure whose unknown 

param eters are estim ated only with initial values. Unfortunately th a t study is out

side the scope of this thesis and the thoughts are left for future research.
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In sum m ary this thesis presents a robust and asymmetric lower rank approxima

tion algorithm to  reduce matrices w ith asymmetric outliers. It introduces an novel 

procedure to  estim ate orienteer’s performance by differentiating between fitness and 

navigational abilities, and also propose a course difficulty distribution.
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